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KERSONNEL 

Burials and Graves R~st~atio~: This orgsnization 
has, on several occasions_. teer.·. directed to deliver 
bodies to 11 rear echelon unit or to the graves reg
istr-ation section. Thi.s does not con.for-m to SOP and 
places an additional burden on th~, battalion's or
~~:anic transportation. Presence of bodies in tba 
battalion area ha,--e a deadening effect on m-:-.ra.le. 
Higher echelons ~mould take action as soon as p<Jssi
ble following notification to effect immediat-., 
pick-up. 

S-1 S<;.c.t., 1st Bn., 5th Marines 

Communications Personnel: Recommend that one ser
geant, signal stockman, be e.d.ded to the T/0 for H&B 
Co, Inf. Regiment, to sei?Ve in t.he capacity of Regi
mental Signal Supply Man, under the supervisiO!l of 
the Assistant Regimental Communications Officer. He 
would be in charge of the regimental signal supply 
dump. 

Com. Se0o, lstMarDiv. 

Personnel !.£ Operate Q.2_!!!pany Sound-LQ.~~ '!iire; ~: 
A tendency of the rifle companies to rely upon bat
talion communications personneJ !~OI' rnaintemmc= and 
operation of company sound-po-wered wire nets ~us no
ticed. This tendency n.a.tUl:'ally developed as cc•~i.par1.y 
personnel initially responsible for these f:.L'1.c";;.ions 
were lost or replaced. Aa a soluticn tc- this p~oblem, 
recommend that battalion communication personnel b.;, 

. use<;l in training new company p.;,rsC'nnel during pE'riC'ds 
ava).lable; the company commanders should ~oopera;:.e in 
designating personnel t.o recFJiVE' this training. 

1 
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QUI J.· o'<."'i, .. 
,,tJ,ti'-,lfi,~"l..}d' J;. ; I .lo.#,,... 

PERSONNEL RESTRICTED 

Su.ppl I. a.ru! t-1a.:1ntene.n.c? Fi«31£!!,1 Lack of Trained Person
nel: The ~~~~t~st handicap to be surmounted was the 
laCk of sufficient tra1n'd personnel in both the sup
ply and maintenance fields.- While ope1•ating und~r-
strength, 1.t '\las requil'ed of this c.ompany to supply 
working parties to augment other unit<~. The present 
T/0 is considered adequate only if peNOn.'1el are al
lo-wed to remain ~ith the company e.nd perform their 
primary duties. The T/E allo'llance 18 cons.l..dered ade
quate for the mission ass1~..nnd th!.s o:rgani.zat1.on. 

lvlt Co ... 1st Combat Se.:ovice Grou.p 

ADMINISTRATION 

This operation afford~d better facilitie3 than the 
previous operation for the ncur.inistration of the Bat
talion inasmuch as the two administrative e;;helona 
were combined shortly after the landing of Wonsan. 

Hdqtrs. Bn., l;;t. ~hrine D1.vi.sion 

Assisnment.s 1£. OccupaVq,~ F:it:lli; R~commend that a 
qualified office:t> revie\ol assigr.oments of individua.ls to 
occupa.t; :nl·S.l fi.elds to insuz~e t.hs.t men a-:ra not assigned 
to field in which they obviously cannot perfo:t>m the 
duties of the.l..r rank undo;or combat co::Jditions. 

Claas. & Assignment Section 

Avards, Subm!.ss1~ ofg The present syste:n of sub
mitting a'f;;'a.rd~. necess 1 ta tes cone iderabJ. e a.<i~inis tre..
tive vork on the battalion in the ultim..'lte su'bmission 
of a complete and correct citat:i.on. It i:; strongly 
recommended that the higher coordL1at1.ng echelon pre
pare an SOP too establish a. definite and de<;ailed 
system for submissions of c1.ta.tions al~Hi -:c . ..:l.arify 
the minimum standards for all s,'llard~., :.ncl uding the 
Letter of Commendation, 

S-1 Sect ..• lst Bn., ;th Marine.: 
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PERSONNEL 

Course on Motor Marches: Recommend that an extensive 
course of instructions be initiated at MCS on motor 
ma.rches. 

Hdqtrs., lst Marines 

Per-sorw.el Acco1.4~ting_; It 1a recommended tl"'.at a beard 
be convened to examine all aspects of personnel ac
counting in the field • 

. . -. Division Inspector, lst MarD1.v. 

i~·. 

·_, .... _·: 

Personnel ~stems !!.£~ fuiapte.~ !£ Com~~- Units: The 
present perso11..nel systems employo9d by MarCox"ps do not 
lend themselves to jnfantry units 1n combe.t. Through
out operations in Korea, this co1:J.ma.nder has objected 
to loss of control r~egarding the personnel and work 
of administrative rear echelons. Whenever pra.cti
cable1 the administrative sacion of a ~~it should re= 
ma.in with their organization. Du!'ing actual com
mitment .• however, the separation is expected 'and neces
sary. 

CG, 1st. Bn .. J 5th Marines 

Supply Adm1nigtrAtive PersonneJ6 Inc~eases in; It is 
recommended that a Division Accountableofflcer be 
authorized to accomplish such Div1s1on leveL ac.
countability or the Battalion Supply Section be in
creased in supply administrative personnel as recom
mended in the SAR for the Inchon~Seoul Operation. 

Hdqtrs. Bn. 

CIVIL AFFAIRS 

Civil Affairs Personnel; ll.$eoOmmend that a Fleet Ma
rine Force Civil Affa.ira unit be assigned to each f.t9.
~ine Division_enga~ed:in combat operations in a pop~
lated area. ~·nat n1gner headquarters pro;;ide es
sential Civil Affairs p~,rsonnel eq_u.ipm~·n.t and. trans
portation to !ft..arL'le Divisi0.:-~:~ ~?ht-rl Di'!.iie-ion opere.tions 

-~ -· 
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PERSONNEL 

will be in populated areas. Personnel should be 
assigned on full-time bas!e 1 and especially trained 
for the job. It is desirable that they be Marines. 

CG, 1st Marines Division 

Civil Affairs Pe~soru1el, Training of: Recommend that 
personnel be trained in the field of Civil Affairs, to 
include training in as least one fo~eign language. 

Civ. Affairs Sect., lstMarDiv. 

Table of Organization: Recommend that a table of 
organization be developed to include a 01v1.~ .'i.ff'airs. 
Company, with trained personnel assigned. This Compa
ny should have sufficient transport:J.tion assigned so 
as not to be dependent on other units. The Company 
would operate to provide teams to regiments and bat
talions as necessary, relieving combat units or this 
responsibility. 

Civ. Affairs Sect., lstMarDiv. 

MOS 

' ASsi&.;..&lllant Of Primary MOS: Recommend that privates 
(except recruits) be authorized assignment of primary 
MOS at the corporal level, the same as now aut-hor'gAr' 
for privates first class. Present policy results in 
accounting loss of skills when privates first class 
are reduced to private. 

Class. & Assignment Sect. 

Changes in MOS: Recoll!Dlend that standard pro<edure 
be develope~or Division engag~d ill operati· .:l.S in 
the field to receive automatic authority to change 
primary MOS•s of enlisted men from one occupational 
field to another. 

Class. & Assi~~ent Sect. 

4 
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PERSONNEL 

Cha~es in MOS: Recommend that privates first class 
be authorized to carry additional MOS•s to prevent 
accounting loss of skills on change of MOS. 

Class. & Assignment Sect. 

Changes in MOS: Recomrn~nd that ~~its receiving per
sonnel ~ith MOS's forei~l to an infantry battalion 
be allowed to change these foreign MOS 1 s to basic 
MOS 1 s employed by infantry units, 

S-1 Sect ..• lstBn., 5th Marines 

Modification 1n lank of NOS 35~2_: The Series "K" 
T/0 provided aM/Sgt.MOS3529 as lst Sgt. of each 
tru~k. Such M/Sgts. cannot devote the necessary 
time to the double task of fulfilling the require
ments of their duty l~10S as well as billet NOS. It 
is therefore recommended that the rank of MOS 3529 
be modified to that of T/Sgt. and an aciditional. al
lo~ance of one M/Sgt. MOS 0149 be assigned to each 

l:st l'i.T. Bn. 

·Promotion System~ Under the T/0 system of promotlon 
qualified men in infantry units ~ith foreign MOS•s, 
no matter J:-,o\1 ~ell qualified .• caiLl'lOt receive pro~ 
motion. To alleviate this condition, recommend 
that a system of promotion be established which 
will include forei~~ MOS's. 

S-1 Sect., lstBn., 5th Ma!'ines 

RECORDS 

Fitness Rep_orts: Recollllllend tr.a.t e. ,;.p;;oia.l l'it,ness· 
report be devised to :improve e .. nd. exp~dite comt-at 
er':ficienoy markings :for both officer::; and NCO' :s. 
Fitness report forms currently employed by the 
MarCorps do not cover important personal tra.its and 
professional talents that should be rev:>rted for 
the benefit of the !.nd!Vid.us.l an·i the Corps. It 
is further recommended that the conibat !'it:-,es:' l'e
port be of a distinguishing colcr and con~.ise in 
content. 

CG, ~.st Bn., 5th .tliarir,es 

5 
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P&"qSONNEL 

Fitness Reports: Much time is lost due to the require
ment that both the officer and NCO forms must be typed. 
It is recommended that all fitness report forms be ac
ceptable at HQMC with only the name, rank and service 
number of the 1qdividual being reported on typewritten 
thereon. Permission should be granted for all re
maining entries to be printed in ink. This would 
eliminate the necessity of forms shuttling back and 
forth several times for personal information, typing, 
marking 1 and submission. 

S-1 Sect., 1st Bn., 5th Marines 

Qualification R~~: There is currently no place i~ 
the Of!'i cer' s Qualification Jac}:et for the entering of 
such data as rifle qualifi.cations, combat service, or 
wounds and a•.wrds received. It is recommended that a 
page be devised for the recording of such imformetivn~ 
It is suggested that the page be patterened along the 
line of NAVMC form 11819). 

S-1 Sect. , 1:; t Bn., 5th lwlarines 

Service Record Book: It is reco~TlenCed that the pres6nt 
service record '6'00'k be replaced by one which pe!'mits 
handwritten and stamped entries ~ather than the current 
book which requires removal of pages fer typewritten 
entries. · 

Division Inspector~ lst MarDiv. 

Sel'lV1.ce Recorn Rook~ anc1_ -Tnci i v-tnnaJ Reco1~d Cat'lds ~ 

During this operation~his organization has two rear 
echelons, one with regimental rear echelon, the other 
with division rear echelon. This system is unsatis
factory in that it is a time consuming process 'n 
double checking. As 1t was the SRB's and t.he 1RC 1 s 
were split bet;reen the battalion's two real' echelons. 
In all cases it is believed that these two personnel 
records should remain together and that the· un1 t dia:-,j· 
unit should be lOC'ated with the division :rear echEJ.on. 

It is recorr~ended that in all cases the IRC accompany 
the SF'R on transfer of persoP-l"l€1 -whether the indiv 1dt~a1 
joins from within or out of the jurisdiction of the HRI. 

6 
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PERSONNEL 

It is recommended that a field 
provided company commanders so 
could be made in the field and 
entering in the SRD•s. 

message-typed book be 
that proper markings 
sent to the rear for 

The BHB is both bulky and vulnerable to wear, there
fore, it is recommended that proper receptacles be 
provider ee.cb. battalion for the filing, storage_. and 
transportao~OL of S~B 1 s. Wear experienced in the 
use of SRB 1 s could be alleviated by the granting of 
permission to make entries in ink by printing. 

It is recommended that the training record page, 
page 7, of the SRB be eliminated while in combat 
wi t.h no ent.ries thereon being required e All adminis
trative details, such as allotments, etc. should be 
accomplished prior to leaving the U. S. 

Commander, lstBn., 5th Marines 

REPLACENENTS 

Embarkation Rosters: It would be a considerable aid 
in planning if either the NRl unit concerned or the 
replacement draft furnished division (Via AIR ~miL) 
with a breakdown by rank and MOS, in ascending order 
of MOS~ of P?~so~~el of each.r~placement draftv 

Replac~ent drafts should furnish Division with at 
least 6 copies of embarkation l'Osters on: departure 
from continental u. s. 

Class. & Ass1&1ment Sect~ 

Reolacements, Administrative Details Concern1ngs: Al
though combat necessities will govern, :reconm1en•i that 
echelon whenever possible for the purpose of' accom
plishing such important adm1nistrative details as in
surance, allotmeZlts and emergency data sheet. The 
issuance of clothing and equipment might also be 
accomplished at this point to ease assimilat!on of 
replace:nents by fror..t-li.ne units. 

S-1 Sect.., lst Bn., 5th Marines 

7 
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Replacements, Improper Screening of: Troops continue 
to arrive in the field improperly examined and screened 
for overseas duty. It should not be necessary that 
chest plates, Karu~s, etc. be deferred w~til the man is 
in a combat zone. A field hospital is poorly equipped 
to carry on such special examinations, particularly if 
that installation is already heavily burdened by combat 
casualties. 

Co. "A", 1st MedBn. 

REPORTS 

Casualty Cards: Recommend that the exchange system 
of casualty cards be abolished; this recommendation 
is made in vie~ of the fact that on many occasions 
cards submitted were not returned. It is felt that 
the submission of one casualty card from the unit 
to Division wiJl be more efficient than maintaining 
two files of casualty cards, i.e., one file for re
ported casualties and one r11e or duplicate cards. 

Adj Sect, 1st Marines 

Casualty Cards and Replacement Rosters: It is 
strongly recommended that when replacement personnel 
are assigned to a Unit that at all times a roster 
accompany them on reporting to tile Battalion, and two 
casualty cards per man, filled out, also be provided. 

S-1 Sect, lstBn, 5th Marines 

Casualty Information~ Cards: Recommend that a 
post card containing casualty information be preoared 
and distributed to all Armed Forces hospitaJs. On 
entering a hospital an evacuee would complete and re
turn card to his parent organization. Pest car~ 
should contain the following information: (a) name, 
rank, and service number of evacu~e; (b) parent 
organization; (c) diagnosis; (d) hospital-des~gnation 
and location. 

8 
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Casualty Repor~1ng Method: 
d~tail method for report.1.ng 
by Hqs 1 U. Su Marine Corps. 

Recommend t.het a un1.rorm 
cs.s•;a.l tles be promu.!.ga ted 

Hecommend. t.o1at the ircpo:'t&nn<- of e.nd methC'd of l'e
porting casualties 'be include.c1. as a psr·t of the in
struction given :!n both .senior and jw-;l.or ·o~arfare 
course at lv1CS. 

A.>st Div Adj 

Casualty Rsport!.ng Syst.em; Recorr.menc. that; a unified 
system of casualty reporting b"' adopted, incorpor·ated 
:!.n the Marine Col•ps Manual and that it be a study l'e
quirement for all person.!lel in the administra+- 1 ve 
field. It is also recommended that a standard forTi 
similar tc> the Unit Diary, carrying standard Unit. 
Diary information, plus information concernin" types 
of 'WOund, location ~hen 'WOunded and dispositj.on, "Ea 
adopted for the use of subordinate uni t.s reporting 
casualties to the Regimental Casualty Section. 

Adj Sect 1st Marines· 

Ca~ualty Repcrting i:'·YSt.O'll<l: Rc•:c•rcnH':'!ld: (a) Pt·rsonnel 
Daily Sumrnar•y fig1~ras '>e baC>C'd :'l!l ac~.e<ill lc10'<Ir: c.<lsu.-
al ties onJ y; (b) Battalion cas;,nl ty cards and the FDS 
for any 24-hour period be subv•' t.ted t::>_s.,t.h0r to insure 
agreewsn.t of' figur:9s; (c) Aid. stat.ions l!l combat a1~ea 
should be -::hecked clos Illy and only actual kr,:>>'!J. fi gu.re~ 
of' company st:!'engths :should be repor-ted as a :result of 
findings; (d) All aid stat.ion per-;ormoe1 .should l-.e im
pressed with the ne::essi ty of 2.ogg1ng e.ll cafu"' :ies 
!'-2ge.:rdless of thoi r· un:! t or the exi>~t.ing c~,~n::.s. :: si t.u
ation. ( <•) Personr,el should not be :rep(':~te.: .a~ "NIA '' 
u.n.t .:_1 longer th.!!.r.;, t.h~ p!""~Ser!t 4..,-_:J..~y p~ri0~ ... -";;c g:l ve 
t-ims to c-lear alJ :l.~form?..t!o::. z..n·i .s.·Joid e-r~~-~:-.:.6C.t.!.~ :rs
pcr·ting; (f) MOS datB.. shov.ld. ::,e delEted t:'rcr:: c-asu.a.J.. l:,;I 
r·r:--;:·)rt car1 &s it serves no w:_,~·l;:,b:wh~_le pu:..-"~n~)::==. 

S-1 Sect ls~ ~-- 5th 

Pel,sonnel Dai}.z ~~-E1..: Rec0tn.'!l'2nd th~ t ·t-::"J~ perso.nn:--:-~. 
da.lJy summary be a_dopted as e.. st.B.n·::'l.;;_..,:··.i me'Shc,,:: of ~'-fl.-1~ 
time personnel accou:n..ti~1.s_. ar .. :1 ~-.::e.: th~ r;;~t:~::d t-e·:;~)Tl:? 
9..'1 :i!ltegral pert Of crx·~ anc1 :~.S.:1eOJ\!e•rS, 

Adj 80ot }_~t Md~i2~S 
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PERSONNEL 

Table of Organization: Recommend that the war time 
T/0 bemodified to include a Cas'Jalt.y Reporting Section. 

Adj Sect 1st Marines 

SPECIAL SERVICES 

Exchange Officer: Often, the excha...'J.ge, with its high
ly perishable merchandise, has had to be satisfied 
with insufficient \larehouse space, because assignment 
was not made early enough. It is ~eco~mended that the 
Exchange Officer be allo~ed to b~ a member- of the ad
vance echelon. 

Division Exchange Officer 

Exchange Personnel: Supplies have been shipped \lith
uut enough men to serve as working parties as well as 
guards,causing loss and considerable damage that could 
have been avoided~ It is recommended that all exchange 
per~onnel, with the. exception of a forward echelon, be 
e~var~ed 0n board the same ship that transports ex
chan~e SUtJplies. 

Division Exchange Officer 

Mail Orderlv, Location of: It is believed that mail 
for evacuated person.'l.etwould reach its destination 
much faster if-the battalion mail orderly was located 
with the battalion's rear echelon whenever combat con
ditions allow, as the rear echelon ls the center of' all 
transfer information received by the battalion. The 
1n,....n+_-1rn, nT" +_ho mt:~oi1 ,..,..,no~1-rr cthn,1rl "'h~ rl~ne.,..,fl.t.,...,+- ,,......., ..... ............. - ................. ........ ....~....... ................ ...., ................ ....._"' ......... ...., .................. .....~ .. ~ ..... }-''-'•"'""'"'"""'~>.... """!-"'-'·~ 

the amount of evacuation mail to be ·worko;d, In the mai.l 
orderly 1 a absence from the battalion .• distribution of 
mail could be the responsibility of company mail 
orderlies. 

S-1 Sect, 1st Bn 5th ~ia:r·ines 

Monev Order Service: There are individuals vho must 
make payments on debts for which allotments are not 
authorized. It is recommended that money order servica 
be made available automatically•at each pay-call to 
satiefy personal problems. 

S-1 Se~t_, J..st Bn 5th Marin&s 
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~ Exchanw Supplies: PX supplies were obtained 
through the post ex~ha~ge field ration which was in
adequate for such supplies as stationery, soap, toilet 
articles and toilet t!.ssue. It is recommended that the 
field ration be revised to include more of these ne
cessities. It is further recommended that a mobile 
po~.t exchange service be made more readily a.va.ilable 
for purcha3e of candy, tobacco, etc. 

S-1 Sect. let Bn 5th Marines 

Special Services: It is strongly re-::ommended tha.t 
Special Services persor.u~el should accompany th·'Sl D.1 = 

vision during an operation as services rendered are 
of importa::tee from a standpoint of improved mc:rale. 

- Spec. Serv. Sect., lst 14arD1v. 

Special Services vn~cer: It is recommended that the 
Special Services Officer be entrusted with such confi
der!.tial advance information regarding the changing 
situation as may be deemed necessary to enable him to 
fo:rellee and anticipate the needs and possibilities of 
&ervice, and provide a superior type and s.dequate 
quantity of service. 

Spec. Ser-Va Sect.~ lst ~~rD1Vo 
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~nemy Order of Battle, TO and TE: Little or no infer= 
mation was available or-enemy OB, TO and TE prior to 
our contact with the CCF. Some information was re
ceived; however, it was neither complete nor adequate. 

S-2, 1st Marines 

Q:rouno Intelligence Oi'ficer: Recommend that a G\•ound 
Intelligence Officer in the specialty field 0230 be 
assigned either permanently for TAD to VMO squadrons 
actively engaged in support of a division, for col
lection and dissemination nr intelligence material. 

VM0-6 
/ 

Intelligence Agents and Interpreters, Need for: At 
lower command levels, availability or trained person
nel for questioning civilians may obviate unnecessary 
missions, and greatly reduce chances of enemy ambush, 
etc. 

Comll'.ander, 1st Bn, 5th Marines 

Intelligence Agents and Interpreters, ~ f2£_: Once 
our Regiment made ctntact with CCF, POW interrogation 
was extremely dii'ficult due to the lack of Chinese
speaking interpreters. There was only one capable 
Chinese interpreter in t.he Regiment while we were 
operating in the reservoir area. .. 

S-2, lst Ma!•ines 

Message Centey.J?_: Recommend that message centers be 
assigned to adjutants. 

S & C, ls MarDiv. 

n~tJ l_t_tnun --·-·····..., 12 
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CLASSIFIED MATTER 

Custodians of Registered Publications: Recommend that 
Custodians of Registered Publications be under the Sig
nal Officer and the custodian be detailed from Oommun.i
cations Officers inasmuch as most publications pertain 
to commw!ication activitie~. 

S & C, lstMarDiv. 

Indoctrinatiol3,1n, Secure .§tor~~: It is T'f.;Commended 
that Transport Quartermaster Officers be indoctrinate~ 
in the importance of furnishing secure storage and 
handling of material belonging to the Secret and Con
fidential Files Section. 

S & C lstMarDiv • 

Storage of Classified Matter: Recommend that a van, 
similar to those used for small arms ordnance rnainte-
nanca, ~ith built=in typev~iter desks, file cabinets, 
and safes be furnished the S&C File ~ection. 

S & C, lstMar·Div. 

Inacu~acv 2f.. Mans: Maps were very inaccu.-ra.te: rl?sul t
ing in practically no valid regj c; tra tiOD.s ••• Almost all 
·target locations were given in target area grid co
ordinates, necessitating a posHion e.rea survey to tie 
into map control. ·There war conR1.dl'>ntble difficulty in 
vertical ccn.troJ.. because of ina-:';cure.te- ru.sps o 

3d Bn, l1 th Jol"-:::':l.nes 

Unsatisfactori[ Tactical Map: ThE" l/50, 000 :.act :teal map 
proved to be unsatisfactory .• terr~' "~"tures '1e1•e diffi
cult to distinguish due to the bJ,... -'~ - ..-.,"l whlte prlnt, 
small towns and villages were in"'""·-• in Japanese and 
not in English, and terrain f";?at""'"'~ 'Were occ!;.sionally 
inaccurate. 

S-2, lst Mari:J.5S 
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PHOTO 

Aerial Photographs: Recommend all possible steps be 
taken-to exped-ite the procurement a::1d delivery of a~:ri
al photographs. 

Hqs .. • 11th Marines 

Camera Repair: This operation shc~ed an incr~aeed de
tna,.,.'"ld .for camera repair and it be.cs.me nsces,sa:ry to acti
vate the Photographic Repair Section, Indications are 
that during the early stages of an oo~::>aticn, littl..o 
maintenance is necessary fo keep a camera functioning 
but in the event of a prolonged operation, camera fa.C.
u:res increase greatly~ The.r·e<fore_, if condi tio.r.ls 1Jar:.•ant 
the setting up of a Photographic R')pair Section,it -would 
prove to be of great v~tlue to e"ll u .. n:1.ts con~erned~ 

Engr. Co .. • lst Comba"':. Serv Group 

Photogra.oh ill: Recommend that a photograpl: kit. a.nd 
accessories, as appropriate, be ma.d;· a part. of the 
equipment author-ized the G-·3 section of a l{!i.rin€· Di
vision. This could be used to photograph the daily map 
situation. G-"'S Journals. etc .• for raoid d9li\·erv to 
the Hist.Div,-Hq.Marine-Corpe; for press releases a.nd 
dissemination to MCS. 

G-3, lstr4s::-·Div. 

Speed Gre.ph:!.c Camera: Recomr.1end that a. ~-ornbat t.yp.:; 
Speed Graphic cam<>ra ~1 th accessol•ies be· added to the 
T/E for Artillery Regimental He.s.dqt:artsrs Ba"t.tE·~~Y ~:md 
an allowance of film- '.tfficien.t for 12 pi~tu::-es pe!' day 
of combat operations be establialle:' .. 

Addition of a phot:ogro-.ph;,r to the T/0 is net recow.me!l.ded., 
sinc~e it is believeD. that on6 o:f t~e- il:-.t6l"!.ige:H;~- m~:n 
cac"J. easily be taught to cpera te tr..e Speed Ctrapt:: \:. 

H·~S e;; ~J.th Mar:in~s 
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Convoy Under Attack: It hns been found that the best 
policy ~n case of ambush or attack on a supply train is 
to continue to move, as departure from the area will re
sult in lees loss than standing still. Convoy commanders, 
drivers, flshotgun" riders and passengers must all know 
what plan is to be followed in case of attack and what 
each is to do, They must also be trained to follow any 
given plan at night, without lights and under fire. 
Supply trains should not be too long aa this affords 
the enemy a chance to split the convoy up. Where am
bushes are anticiPated. tanks should be sPOtted through 
the convoy, Privers of all motor vehicles in convoy -
must be trained to keep to right of road and 25 yards 
apart at all times, This will enable disabled vehicles 
to be bypassed and will not permit one disabled vehicle 
to block an entire col~T-n. 

Motor Transport Section 

Guard Force Needed for Motorized Serials: Recommend 
that in the future,-rhought be given to provlding a 
minimum guard force for serials unless it can be as
sured enemy infiltration sufficient to stop the convoy 
will not occur. (March from Yudam-ni to Hagaru-ri is 
cited as basis for this recommendation). 

4th Bn., 11th Marines 

Inadaptability of Tank Battalion to Land Mass Warfare: 
Th1a operation Eaa-prQv~d conclusively that the 1st Tank 
Battalion is well organized and \~ell equipped for am
phibious assaults and seizures of beachheads, but not 
well adapted to land mass warfare. ( ••• It is not felt 
that the Marine Corps will change its amphibious assault 

- . role .. • 1 
let Tank Bn., let Mar. Piv. 

Indoctrination of Navl Staffs: Recommend that. Navy 
Staffs be thoroughly ndoctrinated during the planning 
phase on the limit of their control over amphibian 
vehicle units and in the fact that the•LvT and DUKW 
Employment Plan" is furnished for inclusion in Navy 
orders only to show where guide boats should pick up 
waves. 

let Amphibious Tractor Bn. 
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Last Minute Changes in Landing Plane: Infantry S-3!e 
again made last minute changes in their plane for land
ing without informing the tractor battalion, They must 
realize that such practice could result in perilous con
fusion in the shin-to-~hn~P. movement; such changes re
quire revisions 1n me mphi bian tractor landing plan and 
in the landing plane for landing type ships, 

lst Amphibious Tractor Bn. 

Maintenance Platoon: It is recommended that a Platoon 
of the Automotive Maintenance Company, Motor Transport 
Battalion, be attached to the Infantry Regiment when 
the regiment is required to operate a long distance 
from the normal field maintenance facilities. 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

MP's for Evacuating POW's: One of the responsibilities 
orthTif seotlon 1e to guard and evacuate POW's but be
cause of limited personnel this proved impracticable 
during this operation. It is recommended that a detail 
of MP 1 s be attached to each regiment for the· express 
ouroose of evacuatin~ POW 1 s from front line units. 
This detail could also be utilized to designate the 
MSR when such route is not clear, 

8-1 Beet,, let Bn., 5th Marines 

Naval Gunfire Doctrines and Procedures: Present dec
trines considered eound;~viations should be avoided, 

Need for Navy Stevedores: Recommend that a Navy 
stevedore logistic organization of adeqimte size be 
assigned to the Shore Party Battalion to support a 
Marine Division in amphibious operations, The most 
critical personnel are w1nchmen, hitch tenders ana 
riggers, 

CG, let Mar, Div, 

Objectives for~ Weather Operations: Recommend that 
when operating in cold l-leather, objectives should. be 
more limited in nature, L e., object 1 ves lihose seizure 
requires less expenditure of effort; obJectives which 
are in closer proximity to each other, 

Hqs,, 7th Marines 
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Periodic Relief of Assault Units: Recommend that in 
the conduct of mTiitary operations in cold weather, 
forces in sufficient strength to permit the periodic 
relief of assault units be ~ade available to field com= 
manders. This applies as readily to regimental comman
ders as it does to division and corps commanders. 

Hqs., ?th Marines 

Regu.1.a110n £!_ oneed £!.. vonvoy i It is recommenueu that 
when the battalion is engaged in hauling troops the 
speed of the convoy be regulated by an experienced 
motor transport officer. 

?th Motor Transport Bn. 

Remedy for ~ £!_ Sul?pl:J: Items: Los sea of many supply 
items can only be reduced if operations can be planned 
with the consequences in mind. It is recommended that 
the risk involved in first light jump-offe and other 
movements which commence during the hours of darkness 
be calculated carefully to ascertain that the results 
to be attained are worth the losses of equipment which 
will be incurred. It is further recommended that units 
wh1ch have to move under such movements, arrange, if' 
possible, to leave salvage parties behind to clear the 
area of items of equipment which have been left behind. 

CG, let Mar. Div. 

Restudy of Meter Transport Personnel~ Equipment: In 
operations on large land masses the Marine Division is 
at an extreme disadvantage due to its lack of mobility 
and its inability to resupply its subordinate units over 
long distances. It is recommended that a thorough re
study of motor· tJ .. anspox~tation pepsonnel and equipment 
for a Marine division be initiated with a view to 
adontion and nromulRation of a motor traneoort T/0 and 

· E to be authorH.ed for a Marine unit 1~hich· 1s employed 
on large land masses. It is also recommended that such 
T/0 and E be made effective for the lst Marine Division 
while in Korea without delay and the additional transport 
provided.. 

CG, 1st Mar. D1v. 
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Salvage Section: It is recommended that a salvage 
section be aesi~ned the battalion at all times durin~ 
an operation as-during times of heavy fighting, sal-
vage or weapons and other supplies from front line 
areas has been a matter of grave concern. 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

Traffic Control: Traffic control in a retrograde move
ment is a primary consideration. Not only must yehicular 
discipline be rigidly controlled but movement must be 
constantly expedited. Failure of preceeding unite to 
provide guides for night movements and failure to make 
by-passes cost this unit several unnecessary delays. 

Commander, 1st Bn., 5th Marines 

REPORTS 

Combat Int erviewe: Recommend ·that more emphasis be 
placed on the combat interview for historical purposes • 
. •• !t ie believed that an interviel'i'ing historical 
team attached to the command, properly employed, could 
obtain information of the louer command level ••• that 
could be reproduced and widely circulated throughout 
the Marine Corps for immediate value in training and 
study. 

Hiet. Sect., .. 1st Mar. Div. 
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Form ~Special Action Report: It is recommended, 
since the present form for the Unit Special Action Re
port is designed for amphibious landing operations or 
short duration and not for long and separated actions~ 
that the form be modified in order for the days action, 
friendly, enemy,and results of the action, to be in
corporated in one place in a narrative form. This would 
assist the reader in getting a clearer picture or the 
action and also show the cowpa.r1so11 between ou14 own 
casualties and those of the enemy. 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

Revision of Paragraph 11401, Marine Corps Manual• 
Recommend that paragraph 11401, pertaining specifi
cally to Historical Reports be reworked, to take into 
consideration operations by ~~rine Corps units on a 
large scale and on an extensive, perhaps continental 
land mass, as an element of the u.s. Army or an even 
larger force. Should be rewritten, made-more elastic 
and not eo rigidly confined to the pattern of
embarkation-landing-assault appropriate to an amphibi
ous operation. The Historical Diary should continue 
to be the basic historical report; but the Special 
Action Report should be designed to amplify it and 
to augment its details P.Y cro~s-refe!enc~. __ 

rt~so. ~ect., ~st MarViv. 

Special Action Repor-t: Recommend that the for-m w~d 
requirements of a Special Action Report ~e revised to 

_.. exclude those portions which are included 1..11 a His
torical Diary. 

CG, 1st MarDiv. 

T/0 

Administrative Personnel: Personnel no~ assigned to 
this company are insufficient in number to perform 
assigned mission properly. Recommend that, in addition 
to reorganization under- War- Tables, Sig...-w.1 Company 
K-3443 and K-3473, that a First sergeant, Administrative, 
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be assigned each company and to Battalion Headquarters 
of Si~~al Battalion (Operational). 

Sig Co, 1st Cmb Serv Grp 

Air Deliver; Platoon: Recommend that present platoon 
strength (T 0 No. K-3011) be increased by 30 Air De
livery men, MOS 3200 or 3271. Further r-ecommend that 
the present platoon T/0 include administrative per
sonnel in the headquarters section, with a minimum of 
one 1st Sergeant, MOS 0149 and two clerk typists, MOS 
0143. Trained packagers and parachute packers are 
extremely important to efficient operation of these 
platoons. 

let Air Delivery Plat. 
1st Combat Serv. Group 

Ammunition Section: This operation proved the ne
cessity for a greatly increased ammunition section 
within the Or-dnance Supply Platoon; ho~ever, it is 
noted that this situation is remedied in the T/0, T/E, 
Combat Sv Group (t~oical) (K3373). · 

- . . . Ord; co; -ist Comb. Serv. Grp. 

au~omo~1ve Ma1n~enance: Recommend that T/0 4K-4673 
be increased by the addition of automotive mechanics 
~=~~iJii~)t~~o~~~vide one (l) mechanic per five (5) 

Co "A", 1st Amph Trac En 

Eattalion Ordnance Sectioru It is recommended that a 
Battalion Or-d...~ance Section be established -within ths 
service platoon. This sect:1on to be composed of one 
ordnance and two small arms mechanics. Should any 
unit of the Eattalion be given a separate mission-of 
any duration, one of these small arms mechanics could 
be assigned to it. Srvuld this recommendation be adopted 
rifle company armoUI•er"' could be eliminated. 

Chaplain Corps, lst MarDiv. 

Casualty Reporting Personnel: Recommend that T/0 for 
Marine Divisio~ be changed to provide for adequate 
casualty reporting personnel d.own to and including 
battalion levels. 

Asst Div Adj 
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Catholic Chaplains: There should be a larger percent
age of Catholic chaplains in the division. (Recent 
ratio o~ 1 JeY1sh 1 18 Protestant 1 7 Catholic--two or 
the Catholic chaplains were wounded.) 

Chaplain Corps, let MarDiv. 

Change in ~ of' T/0: Recommend that major armament 

~~~i~~0~e1~!:~e~fa~q~~~ru:~~~o~'~!~~1~'0t~~s~~~~any 
and larger sized units. 

• CG, 1st MarDiv. 

Changes 1n Personnel, Naval Gunfire Platoon: If the 
transportation recommended elsewhere is added to the 
Table of Equipment, thereby reducing the number of 
personnel requjred to carry. operating equipment, it 
is considered that the battalion NGFL teams and the 
battalion spotting teams may be reduced by two men 
e~~h,,prefera~l~_the ~~!.~~ee~. :adio ?l?era~ors .{2?3~) 
ana w1remen, ur1vers \C::>.L..LJ; 1iO.l5 wou.La. m.a..Ke a. {;Ol.S..L 
reduction of 36 men in the Naval Gunfire Platoon. 

In view of the recommendation for an additional SCR-
300 in each regiment NGFL team it is not considsred 
that the strength of the regimental teams should be 
reduced. 

Nav. Gunfire Sect., lstl·1a.rDiv. 

Chan~es in Soecial Service ~ Personal Affairs ~
sonnel: It is recommended that all special service 
and_p~~~o~al_affairs personnel_authorized by the_cur
ren'C '.1.'/U oe aeJ.e'Cea ana 'Cne l"Ollowlng substituted: 
a local security section authori.zed each battery, in
cluding F~S Batteries, the persor-~el to carry in
fantry MOS 1 s and to be author·ized on a. basis of three 
man per light machine gun as prescribed in the cur
rent T/E; delete the Special Service Officer and 
substitute an off'icer, pref'erably of the rank of 
captain 'With an 0802 lv10S:J to be shown and carried in 
the Liaison Section of Hdqtrs. Battery, as Assistant 
Liaison Of'f'j"Al"! rlR1 .. t.P t.hA F1Alrl A»t.111Prv WPAnnn~ ---------- -------,- -~-~-- ---- ------· ---------- .... ----~-~--

Armorer from the firing batteries and substit-ute a. 
Demolition Specialist, MOS 1375. 

1st Bn.., 11th Marines 
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Communication Personnel: See ~for recommended T/0 
for oommunicntion personnel in Amphibian Tractor Bn. 

Comm Sec, 1st Amphib Tract Bn 

Dental Personnel: Due to over~taffing when the Di
vision enters the tactical pnase of an operation, dis
position of dental persor~~el should be in such a ~ay as 
to insure the maximum benef'it of their prof'essional 
talent. With the present T /0 allo11ance ,• all in ex·
cess of the minimum number required as dental support 
in the f'ield should be lef't in. a semi-permanent camp 
in the rear. When the Division's mission is completed 
and the regiments withdrawn, this organization could 
be brought into the rest area and concentrate on. the 
troops. Another alternative is to reduce the T/0 al
lowance to the minimum required for f'ield upkeep. 

Dental Section, lst MarDiv. 

Four Companies Fo:=: Amphibian T:ractor Battalion.: It 
is recommended that an amphibian trac:-tor battalion 
assigned the mission of' landing a division have four . 
companies at all ti.mes. A normal la.."l.ding is considered 
to be one with two RCT 1 s of the division landing in 
the assault with two BDr's of each RCT in assault, 
all on a contiguous beach. The T/0 of an Amphibian 
Tractor Bn is designed to support such e. normal land
ing by having four companies, one to land each as
sault BLT. The difficulties involved in planning the 
landing.at Wonsan would not have been encountered had 
this battal:l.on been at f'u.ll strsngth of four companies. 

1st Amphib Tr-actor Bn 

Guard and Security Person.n.FJ.: It is rscomm~nded t-hat 
provisions be made by T/0 Change<' to inclu.de suff'icient 
personnel that are always needed by ·an organization of 
this type to furnish guard and sec.urity personnel 
that are always required for the miscellaneous and 
scattered dumps. 

Gen. Supply Co., lst Combat 
Service Group 
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Headquarters and Service Comoany: Recommend that re
duction of perBOn~el in the Headquarters and Service 
Company be considered with caution. They have been 
heavily taxed to perform their i'unc~ions, and have 
succeeded only by outstanding initiative and unhesi
tant participation. 

C0 1 1st Bn 1 5th Mar-ines 

Historical Officer: Recommend that the "K" Series T/O 
for the Marine Division include a minimum of one officer 
of field grade for duty as Division Historical Officer, 
and that provision be made for appropriate clerical 
assistants. 

CG, lstMarDiv. 

Increased Personnel, 1st Service Battalion: Recommend 
that the T/0 be modified to authorize two operators 
per Truck, 2tTon 6x6, Cargo, in lieu of the one oper
ator- per- tr-uck n~w authorized. This would insure that 
no driver would be required to operate a truck for the 
unduly long periods frequently necessary in recent oper-
ations. - - - - -

lst Service Battalion 

Independent Wire Teams: By adding another sergaant 
2511 and two"""Pli'lr• s 2511, the tank battalic·r, can have 
two independent wire teams capable of laying wire and 
running a switchboard. This will permit the CP to be 
displaced without working undue hardship upon the wire 
section. · 

Division wire teams can do little to ~pe<>d up the laying 
of wire to subordinate units. It is mandatory then_. that 
the subordinate units take part of the responsibility of 
laying wire to division or to other u.\'lits,. and to main
tain these lines. 

Comm Plat, 1st Tank Bn 

Intelligence Officer: The assignment of an intslllgenr:e 
officer to the VMO squadr-on f'rom Divlsi.c<:t G···2,, who acted 
a.s a briefing, interrogation .. and dissemination officer, 
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greatly aided the accomplishment of the aerial obser
vation mission; 

Aerial Obaerv Sect, lstMarDiv. 

Legal Section: It is contemplated that additional 
personnel will be necessary to accomplish the work 
load which usually accompanies the inactive period 
subsequent to combat operations. 

Div. Legal Section 

Maintenance Sections for Motor Transp0rt Battalions: 
Hecommena tnat every Motor Transport Battalion should 
have a minimum of 1 maintenance platoon organic to the 
battalion--a streamlined platoon of one WO o~ CWO and 
24 enlisted. The same procedure is recommended for the 
DUKW Company. 

Operations without a maintenance sect1.on is unsatis
factory, maintenar1ce suffers and burden on physically 
separated maintenance personnel becomes unduly heavy. 

Mater Transport Section 

Ordnance Personnel: Duri'1.g the operation the desira
bility of continuing all o.•dnanca personnel in one 
company, under direct command of the Group Specia.l 
C!.+-n .p.p n.P.P-t ,.......... ho ~ ,..... .................. ,...,_,..,~,n.,.,. ,.,.,,+ 
LJ l.IC.....L .l. V.L. .L ..1...\J'O.L 1 l.I ...... U Ut;;;~.l ... ............. <'>.6.V ........ u o 

Ord Co, 1st Comb. Ser"J. Grp. 

Ordnance Salvage !ill£ ~posal Unit; During the Di
vision's operations in Korea, considerable quantities 
of widely scattered enemy or•dnance and ammunition was 
captured or overrun. A large percentag9 of this ma
terial was of U.S, origin. It is recommended that the 
T/0 of the Ordnance Battalion be changed as follows: 
authorize a combined Ord. Salvage, ExpJ.osive Ord. 
Disposal Unit, and an Ord. Tech. Intelligence Section 
of appropriate size and composition. Thia combined 
, ....... ~ .... ~\-,,..,,,A ,..,..,,.....,.f.,,.... ,..,oF> ,....r,....,...,. .... ,._..,.,...,., o,....M ..,.or>l~ +oo::11·r. 
\.4J..&...L.""' ""'1-'V'~..I.. ..... VV.&.l, ... _.o;;J V V.I. V~J.,L ~'V V<;;t ..... U~'-1 ........ '-" ..._.,.._ ...... ~ .... .._.. ....... U.l 

should be composed of one officer and a:; least four 
enlisted men. Equipment for ea.ch te·am should jnclude 
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sufficient transportation for its mission, explosive 
ordnance disposal tools and a camera. 

Or~~ance Section 

Or~anization for 8&C Files: Recommend 1 Captain, 1 
Lieutenant or Commissioned Warrant Officer, 1 Master 
Sergeant, 1 Tech. Sergeant, 1 Staff Sergeant, 1 
Sergeant and 2 Corporals for Secret and Confidential 
Files. 

S&G, let MarDiv, 

Organization for 8-2 Section: The present T/0 fails 
to provide enlisted personnel in the Bn. intelligence 
section. An intelligence NCO is required in time of 
war to assist the S-2 inter-rogate prisoners, maintain 
the situation map, etc. The NCO's used could not be 
assigned Permanently because it would retard their 
opportunities for advancement in their functional 
field. A suggested organization for the S-2 Section 
would be: S-2, Captain, 0807; Asst. S-2 ,, Lt. 0807; 
and Intelligence man, Corporal, 0231. 

2i Bn .. , 11th Marines 

Radio O_illlrators §.nd Radio Rell§.irmen: liecommend thl'l 
following changes in make up: (a) Jnstead of eight 
radio operators and two wire men, there should be ten 
trained radio operators, as very little wire laying 
is called for. (b) Battalion communcations repair 
section be increased from three to four men, and be 
made responsible for all ANGLICO radio equipment in 
the battalion. As ANGLICO or regimental TACF repair 
was seldom available, the battalion was usually called 
o~ for repair work. 

2d Bn, 5th Mar-ines 

Recoilless Gun Company: Recommend a recoilless ~un 
company of' the highest caliber gun available which 
would be used primarily for anti-tank derenee of' the 
regimental zone of action and always coordinate with 
elements of the regimental tank compan:~r, for a powerful 
~~t1mechanized defense~ 

Anti-Tank Sect., 1st MarDiv. 
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Reorganiz~tion of Motor Transport Repair Section: It 
is recommended that the T/0 of the Motor Transport Re
pair Section of Service Company be reorganized; that a 
m/1'\ .Z--~---- -..&> Ill'\ --------"1 .-.-..:1 ,..,._....,. ,..,,p.,p..(,.,.__ ..,.,... kn ..... A"'-. 
·.1.: v .J..J.lV . .t:t1C;l.i:H:; VJ. rv 1Jt7.&·cv.u.u,t:J.., o.u.u. v.u;c::;; \,/.£. • .r..v~~;~o~.· ~.~ ...... UQ.J..LU..&.'IJ 

fuel and ammunition; and changes be made in the T/0 of 
the Maintenance Platoon of Service Company. It is 
further recommended that a T/0 increase be made of one 
Reconnaissan·ce and Liaison Officer in each line compa
ny, an increase to three Reconnaissance and Liaison 
Officers in Hdqtrs. ro. and other reco~naissance and 
liaison L~creases. For more detail see SA_R of the 
Inchon-Seoul Operativn. 

1st Tank tin., 1st MarDiv. 

Security Section: It is recommended t"at a local 
-~ecurity section be author-ized in th~ T/0 of each 
firing battery. The co~position of this section to be: 
1 S/S2t. (Chief of Section) 4'Machine Gun Squads with 
1 Corporai (Squad Leader) and 4 Pvt/PFC each. Total 
enlisted for the section to be 21. 

2d B.:l., 11th iliarines 

Q~o-~ ~o~~c qo~+~nn• ~nc ovno-~cn~o n~ +h~ n~~~~+inn 
....,tJ.....,.L '"' ... -• ... ... ..,,_,..., ............... • ........... .... .. ~tJ.., ... .-.................. ...... ............. ..... r-· ..... ..;- ........ 
indicateethat the present T/0 is inadequate for supply 
to receive, inventory, and isrus spare parts in addition 
to other supply items. It is recommended that a Spare 
Parts Section of one (l).officer and (10) +en enlisted 
men be included in the Engineer- Supply T/0. 

Engr. Co., 1st Combat Service Grp. 

Study of T/0, l05mm Howitzer Bn_.: Recommend thE>.t. a 
study be made of the K-series Tables of Organization 
for 105mm Howitzer Bn, with a view to making a more 
practical and -workable T/0. This study should be made 
-t-..... +'h.., 1 --t .... 'h~ r...P Yr. ..... c_cn ovn.ov>-t c.r.nc:r. _ h11t_ mnqf: nn+ (')UO,..._ 
.r...L• V'.I.V ........ o~· ... .._,_,. ............................ V ... t' ....... ........ _,_...,.._,:/ ....-- ... ··~--..; ,._",_ U - R .._,,.. 

look the requirements of our primary amphibious mission. 
Included in those making the study should be 0ompe.ny 
grade and junior field officers with the broadest experi·· 
ence pos~ible, including combat. as members of light. 
field artillery battalions both :i.n the past war and in. 
this one. 

3d Bn, JJth Na.rines 
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Supply Sergeant to Provide Closer Liaison: During much 
· of' the oper-at-ion in KoreaJ supply fr-om high echelon 
has been subject to interruption. It is recommended 
that closer coordination and efficie-ncy be achieved by 
providing additional impetus from the rear through 
closer supply l~aison. This may be accomplished by 
inez• easing the T /0 of the infantry battalion to in
clude one (1) sergeant of supply qualified to be as
sig_ned duty .as lia"ison for the battalion at the regi
mental supply point or such unit as may be in support. 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

~ Company: Recoffimend a tank company, available to 
the regimental commander at all :.imes for offellSive 
or defensive action -with ele:nents of thifl company also 
suited for mechanized patrol action fe-r battalion usa. 

Anti-Tank Sect., i.st MarDiv. 

~Platoon: ~' is recommenaea that the tank platoons 
of the anti-tank companies of' +;be ~nfar,t!'y regiment.e 
either be joined to the tank ba.tts.lion or be increased 
to a company -with a corresponding increase of mainte
nance personnel in Ordnance Batt.EJ.licn to maintain the 
tanks. For more detail see SAR nf' the Jnchon-Seoul 
Operation. 

lst Tank Bno 1 lst 1Y1a.z-·Div. 

Third Platoon for 4.2 Mortar Comoanv: The action 
covered in thi5:rePQrt accents the need for a third 
platoon in this company. One battalion ~as not ~f
forded the use of this weapon because of the great 
distance between battalions. The two platoons now 
orga...."lic to the company were. attached to battalions 
during the entire period cove:rtO.-i by th!s report. 

4.2 Nortar Sect., lstMarDiv. 

Truck Company: Recommend that the Ught. s.rtillery 
battalion have available for poBsible augmentation, 
a truck company such as c.ont.ained in T/0 K-1653. The 
need for such an au~~:mentation could be based uoon 
the artillery commander Is Estimate of'. the Artillery 
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Requirement, and ascertained prior to commitment of the 
artillery unit into combat. 

1st Bn., 11th Marines 
- - - - - - . - . •• - I- - . -:J.'ruc.IC !Jrlvers: .ttecommena tnat war ·r;u oe 1ncreasea or 
modified so that there are 20 truck drivers, 3531, per 
platoon 1 end thet the number of automotive_ se~vicemen 
be reduced, as there is not enough equipment authorized 
to require so many servicemen It is further recom
mended that in view of the required mobility of the 
Combat Service Group, that a Trailer, 2 ton, 4 wheel, 
Qtockroom., be authorized this c.ompwLy. 

Truck Co, 1st Combat Sv Gp 

Truck Drivers: Recommend that two drivers per truck of' 
2f tons or greater capacity be assigned to facilitate 
motor transport operations. Under the past conditions 
and situations where iong overland moves required a
rou.totd-the-clock operation o£ motor tra.nspo~t equipment, 
driver fatigue slowed do1m the transporting o! sup
plies and equipment. 

1st Engr Bn, 1st MarDiv. 

TRAINING 

Basic Training: Recommend that the Ma!':!.ne Corps con
tinue to stress the basic training of all Marines, 
l'ega.rdless of specialty, in both recruit and basic 
training of the individual Marine. 

CG, lstMarDiv. 

Care of Camp Equipment: Individuals must be indoctri
nated 1n the importance of taking care of camp equipment 
just as they take care of individual equipm~nt. ·unit 
leaders do~n to the squad l~ader must be able to super
vise properly the handling of camp equipment. 

Boxes and containers should be carefully sslvaged and 
re-used: only in this way can equipment be kept in 
usable condition. 

2d Bn, 5th Msrlne.o 
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~Weather TraL~L,g: Unless a lli~it is fully equipped 
and trained to operate in subzero cold it must be ordered 
into it with extreme caution. Extreme cold to an or~an
ization not full~ trained and equipped is an insidious 
enemy that may not be recognized in sufficient time, 
with resultant high casualties. 

Commander, lstBn, 5th Marines 

Cold Weather Training: Cold weather training should 
begin immediately throughout the Marine Corps and be 
instituted in all Fleet Marine Force units prior to 
commitment. All men should be fitted with cold weather 
equipment of all types available, ~,d sizes should be 
recorded in service record books (and qualifications 
jacket of officers.) 

A cold weather training center should be establ~shed 
immediately in continental U.S. 

3d Bn, 5th Marines 

Driver and Mechanic Training: Recommend that for 
operatiC?n. and maintenance in s.ubzero temperatures 
that: (lJ Drivers and mechanics receive special 
training in proper filling, testing, and draining of 
A~n1~~" a-a~--o f~l A,, ~a-an~~-, ~~t7n1,,-~ ~~ n~---..,.. ..... .,....._..._ .... 0 ... J..................... , ... , ~---- t"'-' ... .......... """""""' .......... ., ......... .,. ..... """ ........ ...,1-' ........ -

ation of motor vehicles be instructed in the proper 
technique and importance of warming up equipment prior 
to use. 

Motor Transport Section 

Driver Training: The operation of vehicles during the 
cola weather encountered during this operation re
emphasized the necessity for extensive-driver training 
to teach individuals how to handle equipment on icy 
roads. This is particularly true in areas cf mountain
ous terrain and crooked narrow roads. 

G-4, XRAY -:lLl'tii..Y 

Indoctrination in Care of Feet in Cold Weather Oper
a tfons: It is recommended- that -in -the fut;ure a more 
forceful and thorough indoctrination in care of the 
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feet durLJg cold weather- operations bt given~ and the 
grave danger of frostbite more forcefully impressed on 
the mind of the enlisted man. It is suRRested that 
care of the feet in cold weather should-be the re
sponsibility of commanding officers rather than left 
to the individual. The bi-daily change of socks and 
insoles should be by company command, at specified 
hours each day~ 

Co. D., lst Med. Bn. 

Training in Chemical and Radiological Defense: Recom
mend that Training and Replacement Commands include 
chemical and r-adiological defense in their training 
programs. 

Chem. Warfare-RadioloRical Def. 
1st MarDiv. -

'J:ra~n~ng ill J.m·ormal Q,elc!, Systems £!:. .ttecoru~g Move
ment of Supplies: It is recommended that all supply 
and tr~~sportation activities of F~~ units receive 
continuous training in the use of informal f'ield 
systems of recording and coordinating the movement 
of supplies from one activity to another or within a 
single activity. 

Div. Supply Officer, lstMarDiv. 

Training in Mine Removal: Recommend that continued 
emphasis oe Placed on the basic training of selected 
personnel in each rifle company on the removal of mines. 

Anti-Tank, lst~mrDiv. 

Training~ Patrol Operations: Recommend that the 
conduct of patrolling operations of all types, both 
day and night, including armored patrols, be empha
sized in unit training programs. 

CouunwJ.der, lstBn 1 5t.h f ... 1a:rines.1 adds: Tz;ain1ng at 
appropriate centers should emphasize: (a) Composition 
of the oatrol (use of artillerv FO's and forward air 
controliers should be included). (b) Terrain ap
pr~ciat~on. (c~.P~trol_re~o~ting. _(d) U~e of a~r 
reconnaissance \nell copter J !'or cont.ro.!. o1· patrols, 
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and as a substitute for the foot patrol to determine 
road trarficab1lity. 

Patrol leader should be included in all planning of 
patrols. 

CG, lat Mar Div 

TrainillP! of Personnel to Administer Person."lel S~rstem; 
•R.eco_mme.n._n-.! 11 l +h.Qt- t-_};;; 'i'net-Ttn,.,+"i ,...-..~, o{y, nO't'l.Cfi' ... TI'I"t.e..1 'i.lr..-.1, --- - \-/ ..- ....... .., ""~'"V ....... ..,, • ...,....,.., ............. -o..A.-4 to'._.. ..... ..., ........... '-'~ ftV.J_~ 

presented at the MCS for unrestricted officers be ana
lyzed with a vie'W to providing instruction Ylhich 'Will 
develop a better understanding of the <peration of the 
Personnel System during combat: (2) that an intensive 
three month course in peraon:-.~.el ma.l1agement and pe;r·sonnel 
administration be established fer the training of 
Limited Duty Officers and Warrant Officers in the 
specialty of administration, and a small nu,ber of un
restricted officers of company grade; (3) that train
ing directives issued at all echelons include more 
adequate field training in .personnel work. 

CG, l.e·t Mar Div 
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Combat Accounta.biljt;y Inat:ructjons: It is recommended 
that complete combat accountability li1struct1ons be 
incorporated in Volume II, Marine Corps Manual, to 
provide basic instructions for study by all supply and 
accountable officers during peacetime in order that 
they cru, maintain their- r-aoor-ds and equipment in con~ 
dition to readily accomplish ;he transition from formal 
accountabilitv to combat ace ntabilitv ~hen necessarv. 

• Division Supply-Office, lstMarD1v. 

Convoy unaer Attack: It has been found that the best 
policy in case of ambush or attack on a supply train is 
to contL~ue to move as departure from the area ~ill 
result 1n less loss t-han standing still. Convoy commanders 
drivers, "shotgun" riders and passengel's must all knoiJ 
what plan is to be followed in case of attack and ~hat 
each is to do. They must also be trained to follow any 
given plan at night, without lights snd under fire. 
Supply trains should. not be too long as this affords the 
~nemy a chance to split the convoy up. Where ambushes 
are anticipated, tanks should be spotte:i through the 
convoy. Drivers of all motor vehi~les in convoy must be 
trained to keep to right of ros.d and 25 :un···ds apart at 
all times. This will ena1:.le disac::.ed. veh1.cle:; to be 
bypassed and -will not permit. one dis.stled •Jehicle to 
block an entire column. 

Motor Tre..nsp~r:. Suc.ti.on 

Field Depot for Logistical §gJ2!?.£<;:l: A rr:o:;t sig:lificant 
factor affecting the concept of errplcyment of logi.atic 
forces in the Korean operations is the sxtrerr.e distan·Je 
ot the operation from supporting c.ontinentsl U.s~ depots:: 
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and the fact that, due to the extreme mobility of the 
Korean c~mpaign, cargo from the U.S. has been trans
shipped and staged in Japan before being dispatched in 
the forward areas. The Marine Corps logistic set up, 
where only small gua~d and regulating forces have been 
stationed at the trans-shipping point in Kobe, has 
proved inadequate to r.ermit the for~arding of supplies 
to Korea on a "select' basis. Since all cargo is re
loaded and forwarded, little purpose is served by the 
trans-shipping and valuable shipping, manpower, and 
time is wasted. The Combat Service Grou.p, llhich then 
received the supply shipments, 1~ over-J..oaded \;ith 
unneeded supplies llhich must be carried from pl~ce to 
place. ·This hampers mobility, causes great loss and 
damage to equipment, wastes shipping space at critical 
times, and prevents the Combat Service Group from 
fully performing its proper mission. 

In ~~y protracted land cperation 1 Marine Divisions or 
Amph. Corps should be supported by a base depot, field 
depot, or a Combat Service Group operating as a field 
depot, within a range of about 500 sea miles (2 or 3 
days by LST). Such a depot should be so located that 
there is a reasonalbe expectation that displacement 
would not be required at less than six month intervals, 
.<>nd that 't could accomplish its logistical support 
m.~.s,.~.vu regardless of possible major redeployments of 
the supported unit. Such a depot should be the point 
of off-loading of all resupply shipping from the 
continental U.S. 

Resupplies of Class II and IV equipment 'WOL\ld be. 
segregated and st.ocked at the depot i:J. such s rr.enner 
as- to-permit the shi.pment of i terns to the i'C':n>s.!'d 
area on a "select" basis. This depot \lould also 
provide maintenance servlce approaching l-ese echelon" 
Units in the operatjonal combat zone would leave all 
excess T/E equipment at the depot."' a.ncl rr..;.ost such 
organizational equipment should be ret.11rned t.c- stock .• 
to be reissued as the operational situation permitted 
required. It would be convenient to r,ave the: re
placement and casual cente.r for the area in the !J.~e.:c· 
vicinity of' such a depot. Air-fieJ.d.~ ha.rbor, do~-k 
storage> and billeting facil1 ties wcuJ.d be· required in 
a close vicinity. 
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In protracted operations ~f a Marine Division attached 
to an Army Corps or larger organization, no close 
logistical support by Marins units is required, other 
than that provided by organic Division service troops 
as as augmented for particular missions. For more 
detail and further comments see BAR. 

Co, 1st Combat &ervice UTou~ 

Movement of Supplies: It is recommended that the 
General Supply Co. not attempt to move ita supplies 
as often as it has in the cast. The let Service 
Battalion could have been supplied more efficiently frOlli 
a permanent East Coast Korean or Japanese port. The 
constant moving of this company has greatly reduced 
the efficiency of supply to the 1st Marine Division. 

Gen. Supply Co., 1st Combat 
Service Group 

Remedy for ~ 2[ Supply Items: Losses of many supply 
items can only be reduced if operations can be planned 
with the consequences in mL~d. It is recommended that 
the risk involved in first light jump-offa and other. 
movements which commence durin~ the hours of darkness 
be calculated carefully to ascertain that the results 
to oe attained are worth the losses of equipment 
which will be incurred, It is further recommended that 
units who have to move under such movements, arran~e, 
if possible~ to leave salvage parties behi~~ tt clear 
the area of items of equipment whlch have been left 
behind. 

CG, lstMarDiv. 

Supply Policy: Recommend that a cl.ea.r- cut polic)• on 
supply for attached (Korean or other) units be e-atsb
lished. This colicv should lnclude what succlies 
and equipment U.S. Units are authorized to draw and 
issue to attached units, and the source of supply for 
other supplies and equipment required by these units. 

S-4, 1st Marines 
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Sunnlv Problems .2!!!;!! nQ!: An RCT op,..,.,.ting sepa
rately from the division should havt division supply, 
maintenance and motor transport units attached. 

It has been the experience of this regiment that as 
+\-.-. -8 ...... _ ., ......... ,..,p ............................ +- ..... nf'tm "'+ ..... u ... + "'··--"' ..,,_ ..,., , 
wa.a.o;;;~~ ~J""'• """".,.,.., ........... gg..,g,.,·g,~~o~-.;;:r .nv~, .,.., wu.gv .Lu.,.·,u . .&.ou. C..L..I. 

classes of supply toattached units, even though the 
attached units may not have adeQuate class II and IV 
equipment when they join the ROT. Recommend that the 
division order to simpl!fl t~~~s~PP~¥~~f an ROT. 

lo.)-.,. ~ .&.o::s"" .l"J.tii~J..netJ 

Traffic Control: Traffic control 1~ a retrograde move
ment is a primary consideration. Not only must ve
hicular discipline be rigidly controlled but movement 
must be constantly expedited. Failure of preceeding 
units t< provide guides for night movements and fRilure 
to make by-passes cost this w1it sever-al urwecessary 
delays. 

Commander, lst Bn., 5th Marines 

Transport Doctrine for LST•s: No two LST's in this 
operation have had the same berthing, messing, or 
water produc'ing facilities for troop,s, s.n~ SCAJAP 
LST's are not suitable for housing ~00·500 troops for
a ten day period. 

Recommend that Amphibious Forces, Pacific be requested 
:t;q p1J):ll:!,Eih a "Transport Doctrine• which-would inform 
LST con:ima...."'l.dars .. -or the minimum f'a.c111 ties to be made 
available t.o troops, and would inform troops of the 
facilitie~ of which thei8~o~~~hi~i~~:u~~~~to .. Bn 

EMBARKATION 

Adequate Time ~ Pl~~~ins: Plar~~ing fo~ loading and 
embarkation very essential, and should be carefully 
considered, ~1th an adequate time allowance. Cannot 
be considered an acceptable risk to omit except with 
unit thoroughly trained for amphibieua operations. 

CG, l.stMarDiv. 

D~ 
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~Loading: LST 1 s have reported for loading with up 
to 30 feet of their tank decks covered with ships' gear. 
Others have had ships' gear occupying troop cargo space 
along the sides of the tank decks and aft on the main 
~ecka, This not only r-educes the space,available for 
troop vehicles and cargo but fouls stowage plane that 
are computed on the basis of all space being available. 
It is recommended that ships' gear on LST 1 s be kept 
clear of troop cargo spaces. 

, Embarkation Section 

"RmbA-rkat1on Of!"!cer: It is recommended that unit 
commanders select their embarkation officers on the 
basis of previous embarkation experience, familiarity 
witp unit equipment, and aptitude for the work. It is 
recommended that an inexperienced officer serve as an 
assistant to an experienced officer during an embar
kation before he becomes the unit embarkation officer. 
That there is no substitute for experience is especially 
true in embarkation work. 

It is further recommended that unit commanders take a 
more active interest in the embarkation of their units. 
~i+.h~::~~,.., t-.ho ,..nmmJ:InA.c.,... n'PI h .. a c.-r.c.l"nl-t"iu.c. nf'f'-t ,..o.,.., C1'hru11A ...6. ... ....... ..,... ... ........ ...,_ .. _............. ...... .. ..... ..., ........................... ""' ..., ............. """"' ... , • ..., ......... _ 

make· a dally visit to the ship(s) his unit is loading, 
and to the division control office, to see if there 
is anything he can do to expedite the loading. 

Embarkation Section 

Embarkation Rosters: Existing directives require the 
reli~ion of all embarkin~ oersonnel to be shown on the 
embarkation rosters. It-is believed that the use and 
value of this information is negligible and should be 
dispensed with. It is noted that~~ individual's re
ligion is only voluntarily given upon enlistment. 

Also, the original submission and all subsequent 
changes thereto of embarkation rosters should be the 
responsibility of the embarking units. The Commanding 
Officer of Troops should be held responsible only for 
the submission of the final and COl'l'ected embarkation 
roster and the proper distribution thereof. 

S-1 Section, 1st Bn, 5th Mar 
' 
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Recommend that four Forklifts, TD-9, be provided each 
Shore Party Battalion. They are of great value in un
loading on beach areas and in dump areas. 

Recommend that of the four trucks now assigned· to 
shore party letter companies, two be replaced by cargo 
trucks. 

Reco~uend that 300 cargo nets be provided each letter 
company, as merchant and victory type ships do not 
carry sufficient net~ to unload their cargo. 

1st Shore Pa.rty Bn,. lstMarDiv. 

Landing Cran; f2l: Loaa1I!&: .A.'t In::hon the ramps or ap
proximately sixty-five percent of the LCM's loaded at 
the pier vere 1~operative. It is recQmmended that ehipe 
make every effort to have landing craft in operable 
condition before assigning them to load troop equipment 
and supplies. 

Embarkation Section 

Stowa~e Diagram: It i.s recommended that a stngle-sheet 
prol'i e·stowage diagram, similar to that oresentlv in 
use by commerical shippers, be used for administrative 
outloading where time is the contro:lJ.n:>.:· f'actor, This 
profile should shcrw the location of the cargo by type 
within the ship, its cube and weight, and t.he organiza
tion to ~hioh it belongsu The reverse side should show 
a consolidated vehicle list and a modif~ed consolidated 
embarkation and tonnage table. 

Embarkation Section 

Supervie!on E£. Indigenous Labor-ers: At Inchol-'" dlff1-
culty was experienced in supervising the indigenous 
labor. Unless a marine or soldier was constantly 
available to show them what to do and to keep them 
encouraged, the labore,rs would either stand idle or 
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'flln 
wander off and disappear. It is 
least one marine be furnished to 
indigenous laborers. 

recommended that at 
supervise each ten 

Embarkation Section 

_.,. 

~ £!. LST 1 s ~ LSD 1 s: The use of l..ST•s and LSD's 
speeds up both embarkation and det•~kation. It is 
recommended that more LSD 1 s and LST 1 s be made availa
ble. It is further recommended that LST 1 s be re
designed in order to increase the speed to equal that 
of attack transports. 

Embarkation Section 

EQUIPMENT (OFFICE) 

Field Desk: ~" 1s recommended that a lighter and 
more durable type of field desk be designed. 

Money Listing Machines: The six machines, <;:harged 
to this section were repacked at Camp Pendleton 
and the cases painted and marked with the Division 
markings. The cases held up '1ery well but 'lpon moving 
the machines two of the motors were L1operative, three 
others were damaged to such an extent that they could 
not be used and +~e other one was nracticallY re
vertrd to spare parts.• !l'hese machines are far too 
delicate for anything more than use in a permanently 
established office. 

Div Disbursing Officer, 
let Marine Division 

Office Equipment: (1) The S-1 section should be e
quipped 1o1ith two Chests, Fiber (14" x 16" x 20"), one 
each for Sgt •. 4ajor and S-1 officer. This 1o1ould greatly 
facilitate the carrying and handling of the required 
paper 1o1ork. (2) Standard typewriters should be ex
changed for a port.able while in combat. Size and 
weight of the portabJe is more desirable while con
stantly moving. (3) Bn S-1 section should be provided 
with a chest for casualty cards, constructed of light 
metal, to hold'subject cards. (4) S-1 section should 

"" ..... -----... -~ UtWJIIIIIUJ 
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be equipped with a portable file chest about the size 
of a file drawer of the standard USMC cabinet; to 
file necessary correspondence. (5) A rubber ~tamp 
kit of the Alphabet, and numbers, with tweezers, 
should be made a part of the S-1 equipment to facili
tate Service Record Book entries. (6) A sufficient 
supply of forms ~~d office supplies should be pro~ 
vided for the Bn and Co's to carry on the necessary 
oaoer work while in combat. This should include one 
fiber chest (14" x 1611 x 20") per infantry company. 

S-1 Sect, lstBn, 5th Marines 

Portability 2[ ~ Eguipment: Recommend that all 
S-2 equipment be desi&ned so that it CA~ be hand 
carried. This rezommendation is made because of the 
mountainous terrain and long distances over which our 
forces conducted their operations during the period. 

S-2 Sect, lst MarDiv. 

Study £! Field Office Eguipmen~: It is recommended 
that a study of field office ecuioment be made bY 
the Marine Corps Equipment Board in order to lighten 
the weight of field desks, filing cabinets, safes, 
etc. An aluminum alloy is believed preferable to 
present wood which breaks easily or steel which is 
too heavy. 

S&C, lst MarDiv. 

T*~ewriter Chest: The L.C. Smith typewriter with 
l carriage is too large to fit the typewriter 
chestp small, pr-escribed in the Disbursing Equipment, 
Medium. A chest made to fit these machines would be 
some helo. but a more ruRRed tvnewriter would be 
preferabie. Also, repair-faciiities should include a 
stock of the parts peculiar to this machine. 

Div. Disbursing Officer, 
1st Marine Division 

Unsuitable Office Machinery: ThE) addressograph 
and graphotype wichines, MOd. l<l-1950 and. Mod. M-6340 
respectively, ara defin:i tely r,ot sui table for an 
operation such as the present one. 'These machines 
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were not brought from Camp Pendleton. In the chests 
provided, they ·wuld have been much too heavy and 
bulky ~o~ the-manhandling that would have been neces
sary. Maintenance would not have been available there
fore, these ma.chinee 'WOuld have been a total loss within 
a very short time. 

ILLUMINATION 

Colman Lante11!: There 
the TIE for use in the 
revised to provide one 
out tent. 

Divia1on Disbursing Officer, 
1st Marine Division 

are not. enough lamps provided in 
field. Recommend that T/E be 
Coleman le.nt.ern for each· black-

CO, 7th Marines 

Electric Generators: A coll.eoting and clearing compa
ny should hp equipped with two large'KVA 52 and one 
small, portable, electric generator. The small one 
could be utilized when only isolated portions of the 
hospital require lights and for em-ergency use. 

Coleman lanterns are inadMuate for lighting hospital 
work rooms and/or J.arR.f we.rds. 

'Co,D, lst. !>led. Bn. 

i''.LOOdlight Tra~.Lera: It is recommended t.nat ttns C"mpa
ny be supplied with at least four (4) flcodligt.t. 
trailers as orga.ni.c equipment. These trailers \!1ere 
found to be invaluable. 

Gen. Supply Co., lst Combat 
Service Group 

Floodlight Trailers) Du1'l;ing the Wonsan-HP.mhnng-Hungna.m
Chosen Reservoir action, this Battalion ~ c-,cked ade
quate lighting facilities f'o;r operation on a 24-hour 
basis, It ie recommended that four (4) portable flood
light trailers be authorized on the table of equipment 
for the Service Battalion and that t.he T/0 be modi!'ied 
to include the necessary personnel for operation and 
mainten~~ce of the trailers. 

lst Se-rvice Bn., 1st. MarDiv. 
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Illumi~a~~on Eg~ipmen~: There were many critical short
ages 01· nems 01· &upp.J.y, particularly the following 
articles: lanterns, expen'iable supplies, e.nd candles. 

S-4 Sect~ 1st Bn.j 5th M.sr1nes 

Lighting Facilities: Lighting 1s always a problem in 
the aid station during combat and flashlights were 
used when available. It is recommended that all corps
men be prov 1ded w1 th a. t·wo-ba tte::r·y :.amp, pr•eie1•a.bly the 
type with a belt clip. Battle lantern? ar~ ~ost useful 
and should be pa.rt. of the aid station's equipment. 

Hdqtrs., ?t.h !wlarDiv. 

Night ~lgnting Devices; The Ml4 aiming post night 
lighting device failed to prove sat.isfactory in sub
zero temparaturas due tJ the freezing of the po~ar 
supply. A modified night lighting device should be 
develooed and included in the TIE. Such a device 
would be powered from a dry-cell battery with toggle 
switch enabling control of the aiming post lights 
from the howitzer position. 

2d Bn., 5th Ma.J.';nes 

Night Lightin~ Devices: It 1.s recommended that the 
field of' nigh 11.ghting devices be comp:Cetely re
viewed. in <:w effort to prodUC€t night lighting devices 
for sights, levels, and aiming stakes. The present 
battery .pol:er source is most tL.~Satisfactory for c.old 

·weather application due to the batteries becoming 
frozen. 

G-4 I XRAY XRAY 

Poz•table Electz-·lc Genera\.or~ .!..~ is recomme:.1·i;:.d that 
each f1.ri.ng battery be authorized a sma~l portable 
electric generator so that the op-sration of its 
Battery Fire Chart .• when d&ta.ched f:r<:<m battalion co':l
trol, is facilitated by :oatisfacto::-y :Ulun:1.nati·:m. 

2d Bn. , ll t.h 1-'Js.r· j ne s 

Portable Electric Gensrato::": Therf- i:: a defi.:-.ite 
need for a portable electric ge:1er·~.to! c.f ai)O'.l.t 5 
KVA capacity for lighting rir". dil·~,ct;ior-. ~.;c!,t.&r and 
command post. - -

3d, 5tt Nsr:i:1es 
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Portable Generator: The battalion should be equipped 
with a portable generator which could supply the 
necessary light for offices and galley. The generator 
to be of the type mounted on a one ton trailer and 
moved by a 6 x 6 2tT truck as par-t of the battalion 
equipment. 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

Trip Flares, Illuminating~ Grenades: These have 
not proven either reliable or completely satisfacto1•y 
to meet the illuminating requirements of a Battalion 
in conj~~ction v1th its local securityG 

2d Bn,, 5th Marlnes 

PACKING and CRATING 

Containers for Packing Equipment: Recommend that more 
standard chests and boxes be designed for common items 
of organization equipment, to facilitate rapid dis
placements, conserve equipment, and insure its proper 
functioning upon arrival. 

lst Amphibian Tractor Bn 

Improved Packing ~oxes: Equipffient packing boxes as 
now constructed, 3~p~ywood with all edges rein
forced with light weight angle iron and c.orner irons, 
are fairly satisfactory, but plywood used in boxes 
Will not stand prolonged or repeated exposur-e to 
moisture. Recommend: · (a) Only first g:zoade oil paints 
be used in paintin.t? the exteriors. (b) 'rheo ~au~e of the 
metal angle- iron on 1he edgaa be :6 gauge: on boxes-of two 
cubic feet or less anu ~~ gauge on boxes up to ten 
cubic feet; corner. irons should be half again their 
present gauge. (c) The angle irons and corn~r irons 
bs fastened with cou..~tersu.!.'lk fl.e.t head scre-ws or ~iv~ts 
through .the v.ood and washers on the.: inside. 
Stronger clamps, hasps, and hinges be used. 

(d) 
The ad-

di tional expense in manufacturing su,Jh boxes -..:culd soon 
be compensated by reduced damage to and loss of' the 
llB.ny expensive items conta.ined in ::.he ches t.s ~ 

lst. Engr Bn, :t.st MarDj.v 
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Packing e.n1 _9r!!,j;.ing of Eg,'.li pment • The toxing and 
c:rat:tng of equj por,e:Jt 1!! LU!satisfacto:ry, Following ar~ 
some of' the de:. iciencies and .some reco:tmer.1ationa: 
( l) The i::.tel.iOl a of boxes fo::- paoking fr3.gile items 
are completely un'>ati.afactory. F'e>r example, dra.ft1.ng 
sets, surveying seta, and type«riters are packed ~t 
depots with plenty of 5hred.ded paper end excelsior, 
which usually permit the items to arrive in the f'or·
ward area undamaged. This packing material is soon 
lost, and when ltems are r~-boxed~ they are easily 
darr.aged; also get dirty easily. (2) In overland 
·~perations with rr!iiny mr:•ves by t1 .. uck whe:re t·cxed 
equipment is hand loaded, size and weight should be 
l(ept. to a minimum. (3) Box..,si for typew1•it~rs, etc., 
~houB. be dG<sl;m.ed like th,').:JS in '-lhicb a transit is 
necked--when tile lid or do~Jr is clof>ed nc•t.'oin.g c.IJ!l 
move_, e.rJ.d smal1 felt pa.ds a.teorb sorr:e cf t~·;.e st1ock G 

(4) The equipment, :.rafting sets, ·::,npany and h:ct
te.lion chestsJ shculd have compartmer;.t~ fc::· re.?..,c-h 
indiv!.d1Ja.1 itemJ to k~ep gear f'l"C.·ir. drift-i::lg abc·:.:t .:.rL 
t 1H' tox when it is on end or upside do\ln. Felt pods 
te,o:ked to th8 bott,·m, sid.,·s, and top c:" ca'='h ocm~ 
oartment 1o10uld a.J::.sor~ shock from aw d:!r e.;r icn a.nd 
pl·evsnT.. da.tn.age to ~dge.s of t.:r."'lfu-:.,gles_, scales., T 
squares an1 straightedges 'When completsd. 

lst Engr Bn, lstMarDov 

Shipping Chest for> !!&licate Instr>uments; Ra~ommend.; 
'!'he shipping ch~st 1'o:> tramdt9 .. leV<'l> .. ad. tele
scopic al1dadee ~hot~:.d contaiu em: an.:l noL ;r.c!·•e "~han 

t-wo 1nst!"'umcntt\.. In~d .. de of t.hr~ ctcr:tt sh·:'l'.:.~ ~~ b~ 
f'c.lse sid'='~ o!."' 2..!·gh.t. pl;'i"1.H-:·t';c; ~ .:i.r.:.d r.'n ths :'~:..::-G ply
wood sides shoulj t~ a blar~et of aponEE r~tter tvo 
inches thick. The tottom a.nd tq:; shculd b~ zim.i.
ls.rly lined. With ":he instrument case in -c.he ct:Bst .. 
the f'alse aide: wo~ld be given & ~nu.g f:: t b2 l.rJ
serting e.m.alJ. -:~ledges betv~~n th-e false siC:e.s L!..:."ld ;::.'!.dF<i 
of the che.st~ Th!2 1~-:l c.c·._j_1d p .... 1;-.0 con$~ruct.Ed t.hB.t 
when closed a.n:J clamp~o:l. the > ;;t.t;er blankec ,, .• top 
and bottom~ -wot:ld be: compres .s-::d for e 8r· ·.::~ .f l t ~ 

The chest f'o1· stajie., Philadelphia rods and :.~!pods 

fti:M ........ .. 
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should be half as deep as present and compartmented for 
each item with relt oads to orevent scratchin~ and 
warping of rods and tripods.· -

Looking into the futur$, all compartments cou~a be 
oversize and felt thicker than necessary could be used 
fer a snug fit. I~.manuracturers modify the size or 
shape of their package, then more or less felt could be 
used to provide a snug fit; if there was a major change, 
a new section for the chest could be supplied as the -
resupply went into the field. Felt to replace damaged 
pads could be cart•1ed in stock for each Wli t or a 
piece two feet square could be packed in each chest for 
replacements: 

1st Engr Bn, lstMarDiv 

PLANNING 

Adequate Time fQ1: Planninll:: Recommend that the tactical 
situation permits, orders from higher echelon be issued 
in sufficient t~me to enable adequate planning.· 

Hqtrs., 1st Marines 

Evacuation Plans: In a situation such as the evacu
·ation at ~-~GNft_M it is imperative that~ i~ possible; 
complete and detailed plans be made to cover the entire 
operation, from the striking of the, base camp to the 
landing of the last net-load of cargo. In addition to 
the detailed plans, there should be very,close and 
constant liaison between all echelo~s and speedy 
dissemination of all oJans and orders so t.hat there 
can be a maximum a.moun~'of coordination and cooperation. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

Operations~ ~~anr"ing: Recommend ample time be allo
cated for the planning of any amphibious operation. 
Also recommend ~ mL~imurn of three to four weeks for 
preparations for cold veather operation, to include: 
winterization of vehicles, conversion or substitution 
of other types of equipment, issuing of cold weather 
clothing, a comprehanaive training program in its fit
ting, and a thorough indoctrination of all troops in 
cold weather operations. 

CG, lstMa!'Div 
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T/E 
Arc Welder: A portable electric arc velder vas used 
by thie b~ttal1on and proved invaluable. It should 
be authorized in the T/E. 

3d Bn, 11th Marines 

Blov Torches: It is recommended that each regiment 
should be authorized ten (lo) blow torches vhen 
operating in extreme cold. 

Demolition Charges: 
squad be furnished a 

5th Mara, lstMarDiVo 

Recommend that each AT-assault 
squad demolition pack. 

Co, 7th Ma:- Ln.es 

Establishment of Tables of Equipment; Recomm~nd that 
tables of equipment be established on the following 
basis: (1) One table to indicate that equipment 
vhich is to be carried at all times in or out of 
combat. (2) One table to indicate that equipment to 
be used only in field camps or bivouacs end to be 
carried overseas by a service element of division 
or higher echelon and to be immediately available 
to.the unit vhen going into a field camp or bivouac. 
(3) One table to indicate tl:a.t equipment to be used 
only in Rarrison a.nr:l not to be carried overseas, but 
to be turned in to au.pply agencies at the base upon 
departure. 

5th Marines 1 lst.MarDiv. 

Items to be Carrie<! as Class ;rv: The following items 
have· been -:reco-riiiicenO:ea to· be cairied ae Class IV in 
the hands of tho; Sel"'V1.~e Un:!.ts (for list cf items see 
·special Action Report). 

rldqtrs. Battalion 

Mobility of Ordnance Battalion~ Recommend that the 
Ordnance Battalion's Table of Equipment. allowance be 
modified to make the unit cc·mp2..&-:?.-ly !t~obil-2 and 
self-supporting. 

lst Ord Bn.., l.st-Ma.rDiv. 
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Non-essential Equipment: The non-essential equipm~nt 
carried in field operations such as are usually engaged 
in by the Air Delivery Platoon, is distressing and 
should be left at a field depot. Su.ch equipment in- · 
eludes sewing machines, sewing supplies, refrigerators, 
semi-permanent type dry lockers and organic supplies. 
~~~ nn~~D~~n~ ~~n~~~+- nP on $~~ n-1~t?~-~ ~,~+~~~ 

;;~ld~b~-;~t~nd;d-byv4o~pe;~e;t.byvl;~~l~g.th;;; .. suppl1es 
at a field depot. 

1st Air Delivery Platoon 
1st Combat Service Group 

Radar Beacon: It is believed that the radar beacon would 
have been of considerable help during past ope.:t>ation, 
particularly during operations with the ROK Capital Di
vision in northeast Korea where appropriate maps were not 
available. Although the radar beacon would prove of value 
in difficult terrain, a recommendation for· its inclusion 
as an item of equipment could only be su mitted if the 
additional transportation requested was authorized. For· 
transportation requested, see NavGunSect under Trans
portation. 

Naval Gunfire Section, lstMarDiv. 

Signal Equipment ~ Marine Battalion: Recommend that 
when a Marine Battalion is assi~~ed a mission such as 
the one covered by this report, the unit be re-equipped 
according to the Army Table of Allowance for Signal 
Equipment. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

Study of Items to be Combat Loaded: Recommend an in
tensive-study be-made of all SUPPlies and eauiPment 
authorized for each organization: with the object of 
classifying it in sets or echelons according to location, 
climate and phases of operations. There are rr.any T/E 
items which should not be combat loaded by the unit; 
there are items usef'ul only u.'1.der base _ce.mp conditions 1 
and others that should never leave the U.S. Such items 
should be left behind when a unit combat loads. 

1st Amphibian Tractor Bn. 
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Study of Table of E~uipment: In light of the experience 
encountered in tne orean operations, certain funda
mental changes in the present Marine Corps T/E are con
sidered to be warranted, It is recommended that a board 
be convened by headquarters to reconsider the makeup of 
the TiE with a view towards breaking down allowances by 
categories of usage, eliminating obsolete items, and re-
0'~1"'1",..," l"''t1' ,...,.,. -t +.l!'llmrl -t n .., ,....,....,....., , ,...,..,.~ ,.,., 40,.. ..,\..o,. ,....., 1:1-. .... -."" b..,....,,...f-"..._'.b ....,~ ..._..,V!ll~ .a.•• Q. U-IV.I. C .LV15.l. .... O..I. .I.O.IJJ..U.VU• .I'UJ." 'C'A-

Qffiples and further details, see Special Action Report. 
CO. let Combat Service Grouo 

r - ', 

Tane Recorder: ~ battery operated portable tape re
coraer would be an invaluable asset to the section in 
order to obtain on-the-spot coverage of historical 
events as na:rra.ted. by trained observers. Such a re= 
corder would also be highly desirable for obtaining 
interviews from unit commanding officers and other 
personnel either near the front lines, or in rear areas 
and hospi tale, 

Hiat. Sect., let MarD1v. 
' Tender for Soare Parts: A su~~estion has been made 

that Marine divisions have a tender sirnilarHin d~slgn 
and purpose to tenders provided for other fleet types 
such as destroyers or submarines, This tender if 
provided t~ould carry binned spare parts of all cate
gories as l'lell a.e other coneume.ble s. !t should have 
repair shops as well as base type maintenance for all 
i terns of equipment, Such a ship should. ·remain off the 
beach head unti:l equal facilities can be duplicated 
ashore, 

CG, let MarD:tv. 

TENTS 

Blackout Tent for Message Center: Recommenn tnat a 
small blackout-rent be provided for use by the mes
sage center. Many times it l"!e.B necessary to encode 
and decode messages during periods of complete black
out, Ponchos and shelter-halves 1~ere utilized but 
proved inadequate because neither are light-proof and 
provide inadequate room in which to work, 

2d ~.ou., 
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Command Post Tent: The Command Post tent proved to be 
very satisfactory with one exception: the plastic 
windows cracked and ripped easily in subzero weather. 
It is recommended that the present type windows be re
placed with a more durable material capable of with
st~~ding subzero temperatures. Install zippers on 
window blackout flaps. 

Hdqtrs., 7th Marines 

Maintenance Tent: The Marine Corps has a requirement 
for- a maintenance tent or shelter for use in cold 
weather. 

G-4, XRAY-XRAY 

Pyramidal Tent: Present pyramidal tent is heavy and 
difficult to transport on limited vehicle space. A 
lighter weight, lower, igloo-shaped tent would be more 
easily erected in a strong ~ind &~d mora easily moved. 
The present pyramidal t.ent pole could be sectionalized 
to make it short.enough to place on a l/4T trailer. If 
a more compact tent were available, more personnel could 
be warmed simultaneously with the same space required in 
t1•ans poz•t. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

Pyramidal Tent: This tent was found to be most durable 
and sufficiently warm when properly erected and heated 
with the tent stove M-1941. The primary criticism 
voiced by all hands were that it was to9 heavy and 
bulky ~~d 1ts silhouette too high. !t is reco~~ended 
that (1) reduce silhouette; (2) install nine (9) plastic 
windows with blackout flaps rigged with zippers with 
three in each side except the front; (3) made of more 
durable, light wei~ht material;(4) and design slits in 
the corners throUgh ~hich radio antenna may be extended. 

Hdqtrs., 7th Marines 

Reversable Tent: Recommend the shelter-half be re
placed by thelnountain type two-man Army all-weather 
reversable tent. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 
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Squad __ ~ f.2r. Divine Services: In cold weather which 
makes outdoor services difficult recommend that when
ever possible a squad tent be provided for Divine 
Services. 

Chaplain Sect, lst Marines 

Switchboard Cover Tent: The tent, 86-19, provided in 
the T/E was not fo~adequate as a switchboard cover 
during cold weather operations. The CP blackout tent 
was mor-e adaptable for such use. 

Communications Sect, 1/5 

Tents: Being restricted solely to the use of tents in 
operating a clearing hospital in arctic temperatures, 
is a marked handicap. Regular storage tents are too 
small for either work rooms or wards and are as diffi
cult to heat as larger tents, Squad tents are superi
or to storage tents, particularly if decks can be built, 
Mit is felt that utilization of hospital tents would 
ue much more practical; the advantage of having adequate 
working space would more than off set the di~advantages 
,....p 'i .... n"'"'.oocu•:o.A htl1lr '-1.0.-ii"P'h+ t:ln~ l'i'if"f'inn1+u -fn cu:~T.+:1noo +:hom ..,.., ..._ ............. ""'-""'""'..., a.o"'"'-.""' nv~o"'•"' ........ - -~··...,.,.._...,"'oil ............................ 0 ...... ..,w. 

up. 
Co. D, lst Med Bn. 

- ... ·-· 
Arctic Clothin2: There is a need for lighter, less 
restrictive clothing that lends itself to greater ease 
in vent~lating than does the present wet cold ensemble. 
A list of items which have been suggested to be procured 
and stocked by the Marine Corps for operations in cold 
weather 1 ~hether ~et cold or dry cold, see e~~. 

G-4 , XRAY -XRAY 

Arctic Uniform: It is recommended that the "inter
mediate" arctic uniform, a Bingle type cold weather 
uniform.that may be adjusted to fit the temperature, 
replace the present cold weather uniform. Fiber glass 
liners mav be removed as the temperature rises or the 
"outer• uniform may be added as the temperature drops. 
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A material more durable than fiber glass should be de
veloped for- use as liner-s. Outer- clothing (par-kas and 
trousers) should have a white and green ~ide. The white 
uniform clad Chinese were difficult to detect in the 
snow, especially from the air. 

Hdqtrs., 7th Marines 

Camouflage Clothing: Recommend the manufacture oi 
outer clothing and helmet covers ~ith a white ~~d 
green side that may be reversed when required by the 
tactical situation. 

Hdqtrs., 7th Marines 

Combat, Winter Trousers: Some men obtained trousers, 
combat, winter, which were worn over utility trousers, 
and even when they were worn during extensive walking 
(Yudam-ni to Hagaru-ri) the men were very well satis: 
fled with their performance. Many believed the OD 
trousers, over Army OD or Marine Corps green trousers, 
were too tight in the knees, hampering free movement. 

Anti-Tan_k, 5th Marines 

Exchange of Clothing: It is recommended that the 
system or exchanging clean clothing for dirty be es
tablished as standard·procedure. 

5th Mar., lst~~rDiv. 

Helmet Cover: Camouflaged helmet covers worn by 
Marines .. are easily discernable in snow covered terrain, 
therefore, it is recommended that a white helmet cover 
be adopted for use in cold weather operations. 

Hdqtrs., 7th Marines 

Issuance of Cold Weather Clothing: It is recommended 
that cold-weather clothing be supplied on a basis of 
one set per man. It has been proved that personnel of 
service elements are frequently required to undergo the 
same conditions as perso~~el of the tactical ~~its. 

~Caps: 
it does not 

Hdqtrs. Bn., lstMarDiv. 

The pile cap seems to be adequate except that 
extend far enough down over the forehead. 

Anti-Tank, !)th ·1·1arines 
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Proper Fttttng 2.[ Clothing: The i!!!!utmce of proper 
sized clothing is ~esential in cold weather clothing. 
In some ~nstan~es the battalion was issued clothing 
too small for maximum warmth, such as glove inserts 
the same size as the leather shells, shoe pacs as much 
as three sizes too ~ar-ge~ the latter blistarir~ the 
feet unnecessarily and very clumsy to the wearer. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

Shortage Qf Clothing: The overall supply of clothing 
was-no~ considered adequate. Shortages in such items 
as shoes, socks, utility clothing and underwear were 
particularly noted. 

S-4 Sect., lst Bn., 5th Marines 

CANTEENS 

Amotint or Content of Canteen: It is recommended that 
· canteensbe filledonly two-thirds (2/3) full in 
freezing weather. 

5th Mar., lst MarDiv. 

Canteen for Cold Weather: Present canteen is not 
satisfactory for cold weather. In the north, water 
froze and burst the canteen. A fire had to be made 
to thaw the water on numerous occasions. Troops went 
for days without drinking water as a result of freezing 
weather during th~ period. 

Recommend a Thermos type canteen should be developed 
'tl:lat.)IQu.l.d keep water drinkable under all climatic 
conditions. 

3d Bn., 5th Marines 

Water Cans: Canteens would freeze and break if filled 
over fifty percent of capacity. 

It was noted that upon thawing five-gallon water cans 
that the inside enamel coating would break off into 
the water. In this regard it is recommended that water 
cans not be coated on the inside for use in cold Yeather~ 

· · S-4 Sect., lst Bn., .5th Marines 
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Water Cans: The present five-gallon water can when 
filled is too heavy for a man to carry over hilly and 
mountainous terrain. It is recommended that water cans 
or water bags with a capacity of 2, to 3 gallons be 
provided in lieu or the present can. 

Hdqtrs., 7th Marines 

GLOVES 

Rand Wear: Two types of hand wear were issued personnel 
or-this regiment; gloves, and mittens. Of the two 
types the mittens were more effective in that the 
fingers were not separated but provided mutual warmth. 
It is recommended that a more durable insert of 
heavier and warmer materials for use with present type 
gloves and mittens be developed, and that a leather 
mitten be developed without gauntlet, which fits snuggly 
around the wrist. Inserts also should be developed for 
wear with the mitten. · 

Hdqtrs., 7th Marines 

Shortcomings of the Cold Weather Gloves: The present 
cold weather glove-is too clumsy for the rifleman. 
Considerable difficulty·is experienced in getting the 
inde.it.fingerinto the trigger compartment of the glove 
and then trying to get the finger into the trigger 
guard of the rifle. Another difficulty experienced 
was reloading the r~fle while wearing the glove. 

Recommend that further research and development be 
done for a better type cold weather glove, 

3d Bn., 5th Marines 

PACK 

Lishtenment or Loads: The most repeated comment was 
the.impossibliity of a man carrying a heavy p~oK ana 
large amounts of gear on his back and at the same 
time exoectin2 him to be able to fi2ht. This load 
must be-lightened, otherwise. the gear will-be thrown 
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avay. It is recommended that the man be required to 
have in his possession only that clothing actually worn 
~y him with the exception of extra socks, extra insoles 
and a sleeping bag. An ansver to the sock problem 
wight ~ell be a system of furnishing clean socks when 
the daily rations are drawn. 

G-4, XRAY-XRAY 

Pack Board: Repeated comments have been made con--· cern1ng tne Marine Corps pack. 'l'ne consensus is tnat 
a packboard, shorter in length with quick release 
straps, should be developed to replace the present 
pack. In most instances, the present pack board was 
preferred for cold weather work, and it vas felt .that 
the packboard principle could be carried through to 
make 1taaatisfactory item for year around use. 

.... •• _ .... • 1 .. ........... .. 

l.:t-'+1 .A.l'U\~-.AJ\.1\~ 

~ Model-~: The Pack M-1943 is not satisfactory 
for operations in cold climates because of the amount 
of clothing that must be carried. · 

·.Recommend the pack-board adopted hv the Marine Corps, 
rigged to carry a small ~aterproof bag, bs made 
available to infantry units in cold climates for use 
rather than the Marine Corps Pack Model 1943. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

PARKA 

Parka: The parka used needs to be modified by in
creasing the length of the hood; the shortness of 
the hood causes a large portion or the weight of the 
parka to be carried by head and neck. This causes 
considerab~e discomfort ~~d adversely effects 
freedom of movement and limits vision. If the parka 
hood is long enough to afford comfort it has a tenden
cy to be too loose and does not afford maximum warmth. 
It is recommended that the parka be modified to leng
then the hood and that a malleable ~ir-e be placed in 
the lining that fits around the face to permit shaping 
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Parka: The parka ~as 1n invaluable piece of clothtng, 
however, the ~eight. should be greatly reduced if it 
ie to be issued as a standard item of equipment for 
combat troops in cold weather. 

S-4 Beet.; lst Bn.; 5th Marin~s 

Parka: The cold ~eather parkas issued were unsatis
factory in certain respects. Lack of ~ullness across 
the shoulders caused a noticeable number of upper and 
middle ~ackaches ar~ other~iae uncomfortable and some
times dehibilitating to the wearer. 

Med. Sect., let Bn., 5th Marines 

Parka: The present narka would be more comfortable 
to the wearer if a belt or drawstring was incorporated 
around the ~aist. It also weighs heavily on the 
shoulders. 

A pile lined jacket for the M-1943 jacket would enable 
the wearer to keep warm without the weight or clumsi
ness of' a parka. 

2d Bn, 5th ~1az•ines 

Parka: It is recommended that the length and overall 
dimension of the hood be increased, shoulders made 
fuller, weight reduced and that it be made reversible 
with a white side and ~een side. 

Hdqtrs. 7th Marines 

SHOE-PAC 

Shoe-Pac: The present shoe-pac is not suitable for 
cona~~~ons of combat experienced by this command. 
When they became wet with perspiration it was im
possible to dry them completely; Although perso~~el 
changed socks as frequently as possible, all experienced 
frostbite in some degree. 

RecoDUilendat ion: A pull over or overshoe type cold 
~eath&r- rootwaar be adopted. Tpa shoes, fieldJ &~d 
leggings, canvas, should cease to be items of' issue. 

DECLASSIFIED 
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A boot similar to the pa~atrooper boot should be 
adopted for the entire Fleet MarL~e Force~ PeraoP-~el 
who were equipped with this type boot were able to 
escape with minor cases of frostbite d~ing operations 
covered by this report. 

3d En, 5th Marines 
0A u~ ~~h uft-~--~ &......, ~.U-1 ;..J VU. &'£QI,L".L.L.LVQ 

Shoe-Pac: The shoe-oacs issued would be satisfactorv 
for cold weather if the socks and pacs were removed • 
and dried every 12 hours, and inne~soles and soles 
changed daily. Sweating of the feet will occur while 
evaporation of sweat will not c·ccur so unless proper 
care is taken the moistu~e of the boot ¥ill freeze 
when the wearer is not moving about. 

Med. Sect., lstBn., 5thMars. 

Shoe-Pac: It is recommended that the shoe-pac be 
r-eplaced by.more suitable foot gear tor future oper
ations in extreme cold. They retain moisture; they 
are difficult to walk in, and they do not last long 
when worn continuously. 

5th Mar,, lstMarDiv. 
-· 

Shoe-Pac: The ehoe-pac was not designed for wear in 
r.ot'l'\n.O""Ot-n,;,.oCI Jo\a1n'LI "'.O"nol"'l. o .... ,.q hoa +-'h.o f'n11n't.1-! .... ,.. ~"""-
)oi\JILit-''"' ... _..,""'.., "".., ..,'"'....,"'" ""'....,"'""" ~ ... ...,. u.'""~ v.u,g oL voL.-.v'll ..._ ... e., v.v-

fiCiencies: too heavy and clumsy, not waterproof, 
rough seams which causes blisters, does not permit 
feet to breathe sufficiently which causes perspiration 
which freezes, and breaks and wears out.across the 
toea and around the heel. A.waterproof, ~~gn• we~gn• 
boot of durable materials suitable for use in wet 
cold as ~ell as extreme cold is desired~ The army type 
combat boot with overshoes should be considered for 
wear in the wet cold cqnditions . 

. Hdqtrs., 7th Marines 

Shoe~Pac: In cold weather- operations the shoe-pac did 
not prove wholly satisfactory in that they traooed 
moisture frnm +>., feet dllring the day whicl: :'J:-oze at 
night and under the ~onditions of combat m~ny indi-
v !duals werl 'unable to change socks and care for their 
feet a:~ the; should. It is reconunended that continued 
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research be conducted for a more satisfactory footwear 
to replace the shoe-pacs. 

Hdqtrs., Bn., lstMarDiv. 

Shoe-Pac: The shoe pac did not rrove successful in 
any~ for use by combat troops. It was f~und that 
troops on the move· or on the front lines did not have 
time to change their socks and felt liners and as a 
result the perspiration !n the liners ~~d socks would 
freeze which in turn caused the feet to freeze. Another 
noticeable defect is the lack of an arch support. 

S-4 Sect., 1st Bn., 5th Marines 

SLEEPING BAGS 

Mountain Sleeping Bas: Believe that the mountain 
sleeping bag can be improved by the use of a full
length zipper so that p~tients can be put in and out 
with much greater ease. 

ht Med, Bn. 

Sleeping Bag: Sleeping bags could not be used for men 
with leg woUnds, and blankets were not adequate pro
tection. Recommend that the sleeping bag, M-1949, with 
full length zipper, be adopted. 

· CO, 7th Marines 
?d Bn, 5th Marines 

Sleenin~ Bag: Sleeping b~g, wool - this bag did not 
prove auequate for combat in any of the temperatures 
encountered during this operation. 

Sleeping bag, mountain - this,bag was adequate and 
proved to be invaluable for the preservation of life 
in extreme cold. 

S-4 Sect, 1st Bn, 5th Marines 

Sleeping Bag: It is recommended that the present 
sleeoinp: bap: be redesisned for f\1.ture ""'ld weather 
operations;-bag should-be designed with full size 
zipper and removable washable lining in interest of 
sanitation. 

Co. A, 1st Med. Bn. 
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Sleeping BaBb Men with leg wow1ds could nOt be placed 
in sleeping age due to the small openin~ 1n the bag. 
The late model mountain sleeping bag 'M-1949) fitted 
~ith the quick release zipper, which extends the en
tire length of the bag, could have been used to great 
advantage. Acquisition of this type of sleeping bag 
for use in aid stations is strongly recommended. 

Hdqtrs., 7th MarD!v. 

TOOLS 

T"\.( ,...,....f....,.,. .. ...., • It ""'"', .. ;...( ,..,.,.... +,...., +'h.e. .....,~1"\"", 61'1'\ I"\ of" '"'~ NN-1;.,...,.,. D 
"-'~Ot?..L.LJ.f5 ~· 1:1. '"'""""'-~loi_.V.&..L wv ""''"''-' t"".&.vw•'-'w w"" _._CC-""C ...,. 

foxhole is needed. After operating all day it took 
men 6 to 8 hours to dig in at night. The inability 
to cope ~ith this solution 'lias costly. Large. picks 
are needed and should be made available on the basis 
or one 
9.uired 
by the 

per I~re ~e~m. Some type of explosive is re
that is simple in nature and can be utilized 
inexperienced individual. 

G-4, XRAY -XRAY 

Engineer Tools for CoJ.a weaoner Operao~ons; :J:ne 
ground ~as frozen to a depth of as much as 19 inches. 
Recommend special engineering tools for digging fox
holes 1 etc .. , be issued for cold weather ·operations. 
Also an expendable metal tent peg should be substi
tuted for ~ooden tent pins. A sharpened steel stake 
is recommended. 

S-4, 1st V~rines 

Entrenchin~ Tools; A practical solution to the 
problem of how to dig-in in frozen ground is un~~~nown 
to the officers and men of this regiment. It is 
recommended that the M.C. Equipment E0a~d assign as 
a project the problem of how, and with what device 
6hall the individual Marine on the front lines dig-in 
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when the ground is frozen hard. Also, it is recom
mended that tha pr-esent entrenching tools be retained 
for use in temperate climates. A hand axe (Boy Scout 
Tyoe) should be issued on basis of one oer fire team. 
This.tool is desirable for use in temperate climates 
as well as in cold weather operations. 

Hdqtrs., 7th Marines 

~ ~:· Recommend a small hand a~~ similar to those 
designed for oampers be issued to 1.roops in cold 
weather operations on the basis of one axe per squad. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

_Metal Aiming 5take; Recommend tt~t a metal aiming 
stake replace the present wooden stake. Subzero 
temoeratures made it imoossible to drive wooden 
stakes into the frozen ground. . . -

. 4.2 Mortar Sect, lstMarDiv. 

Metal ~ Stakes: Due to the high rate of breakage 
or ~ooden tent stakes upon installation in frozen 
ground, it is recommended that metal stakes be provided 
which may be slipped over the head of the stake for 
the purpose of. driving and then removedi or stakes 
with wire wrapped heads be made availab e. 

2d Bno 1 5th Marines 

~Mattock: To permit troops to dig rapidly in 
frozen ground, recommend that at least one pick 
mattock be provided in each fire team. 

Co, 7th Marines 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Administrative Net Between Div:l.sion and Naval Shore 
Station: Therelias a requ:i.:!'ement foran administra
tive net between th~ Division and a naval shore station 
for handling Marine Corps administrative traffic to 
and from commands outside the thPater. Because of 
the large amount o~ high precedenae traffic handled by 
X Corps, unaccep+.e.ble delays "Were encountered in Marine 
Corps administrative messages. There "Were many 
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non-deliveries of messages reported, also. 

Such an administrative net is now operating between 
the administrative headquarters of this Division and 
COMNAVI<'E on a temporary basis. Recommend. that such an 
administrative net for Marine Corps ~~its in the field 
be provided for in JA AP 195~ end activated ~hen re
quired. 

CG, lstMarDiv. 

Air and Naval Gunfire Teams: Recommend that Air and 
NaVal GwLti~e T~aws be waae permanent secti04S of the 
battalion communications platoon. Trained personnel 
and equipment should be provided for complete field 
maintenance of their radios. At times, close air· 
support was denied this unit sol~ly because of com
munications .failures that could have been avoiced had 
the necessary spare par•ts and test equipment been 
available. 

When the personr~el of the teams ~ere ns~ engaged in 
their specific duties they could be 1..ltil1z·ed -co good 
advantage in supplementing: the communcation platoon. 
The TACF a.nd !iGF 1 ta1son oi'f'.:i CBl.~s concui• iully- :i.n 
this recommendation. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

Changes and Irr.provements 1!! Tank Co'l!pany Commun.ications: 
1. One member of a tank crew sho~ld have additional 

MOS of 2531. 
2. Each tar~ company should have c TOS j$ep for com

munications ~ith battalion. 
3. A crew consisting of a. driver, s.ssis.tnnt il.ri ver and a 

technician should be added to tr.e T/0 Lo take 
,, ..,., 

5 •. 

care of the communications tank. 
Ther-e should be a Radio Jeep Pool 
Division Motor Transport, so that 
turned in for a thorough check at 
thirty days. -

maintained by the 
a jeep could be 
least once every 

Better protecticn should be provided at the time 
the turret is manufactured for the antenn~ ~ase. 
The turret should have a well cast in it., so the 
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,. 
o. 

8. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

base is entirely surrounded by armor. 
An electronics van should be made a part or the 
T/E or a tank battalion. 
At least one tank per company should have a SCR-
542 or an AN/ARC-1 ror communications with aircrart. 
The tank-infantry phone should be relocated and 
better protected trom collision, Slings do a 
great deal or damage to this phone when loaded and 
unloaded from transports. The box should be made 
to be more easily opened and the signal light 
placed directly in rront of the drjv~~. 
The Tank Battalion should be prcvided sufficient 
spare parts ror radio sets to effect all repairs 
of sets within the battalion. It is not practical 
to carry sufricient sparA sets to replace those 
under ~epair and no such sets are allocated, There 
are 232 sets in the battalion. 
Radio sets within the tanks should be removed and 
checked at least once a month. 
Radio operators should be rotated from the companies 
to the .battalion every 60-90 deye in order to im
prove their sending, receiving, and procedure. 
The operations of this division have placed such a 
loao upon the division and regimental wire laying 
team as to make the SOP of wire laying at times 
impossible. 

Communications Plat, 1st Tank Bn 

Increase in Communications Personnel: It is recommended 
that an increase of wire personnel ane equipment in the 
Communications Section be made. For more detail see 
SAR of the Inchon-Seoul Operation. 

1st T~n~ Bn. 1 lst ~~rv~v. 

Mechanical Condition of ~obile Equipment: Mobile 
equipment must be in excellent mechanical condition 
before subjecting it to weather conditions encountered 
during the period or this report. rr th~s mechanical 
condition cannot be attained, it is believed that new 
equipment should be made available prior to undertaking 
such an operation. Carrying operating commn11ication 
equipment for a reinrorced regiment, with resupply items, 
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constitutes considerable weight and bulk. The test 
and reoair eauioment available within the siRnal bat
talion. should be made readily available to subordinate 
units through the means of contact parties. 

5th Marines, lstMarDiv. 

Overlo~dinR of RAdio Nets: The Division Naval Gunfire 
Net has a total of 22-stitions. This has proven in 
past experience to be too many stations to permit 
the maintenance of a high degree of net efficiency. 
The distance over which communication has been at
tempted has not allowed the nat contr-ol station to )e 
effective in maintaining net discipline. 

It is recommended that one additional SCR-300 be pro
vided ~o the Regimental Naval Gunfire Liaison Teams, 
and that the Division Naval Gunfire Control Net be 
broken at the regimental level. This will require·the 
assi~n_ment of three additional frequencies for use as 
Regimental Naval Gunfire Nets. 

Naval Gunfire Sect, lstMarDiv. 

Precedence of Messages: Throughout the period con
siderable traffic was received with ~~realistic 
precedence assigned. Some •flash" messages we~e 
received from higher headquarters.as much as 36 hours 
after filing time. It is felt that this unrealistic 
assignment of precedence is causing a disregard of 
assigned precedence; to some degree messages are being 
handled on a •first come, first served", basis. 

let Sill! Bn 
Sig ;?ect, lstMarDiv. 

and Personnel: Recom
equipment and operating 

perso~~el be added to the and T/0 reepectively 1 

for H&S Co., Inf. Regt., would provide two voice 
channels to div. and one to each inr. bn.; and that 
radio relay carrier units AN/T-1 of the Jeep and 
trailer type, and operating personnel, be addec to 
the Tt~ and T/0 respectively ~or each infantry battalion. 

Com. Sec., lstMarDiv. 
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Radio Relay Platoon: Recommend that a radio relay pla
toon be included as an organic part or the Signal Compa
ny, Signal Battalion; relay equipment has proved in
valuable to the division in this operation ror long 
distance communication • 

. CG, 1 stMa.r-Di v. 

Rear Echelon Liaison: Better liaison between rorward 
elements of the battalion and its rear echelon is 
derinitely needed. Some type or message center service 
must be established through which important information 
can be passed back and rorth. The poor liaison thar 
existed during this ope~ation was caused mainly by ter
rain and distance. This dirriculty was especially relt 
in the pre~aration or unit diary entries and the 
changing of basic MOB's to basic MOS•s of duty as
signments. 

8-1 Bact, lstBn, 5th Marinas 

Teletypewriter Sets: Recommend that the two ·teletYPe
writer sets EE-97 be replaced as soon as possible by 
teletypewriter set AN/PGC-1 which is now rated on the - ,_ -- . . -- -- . . - . ... . . . 
'J.'f i!.. 'l'ne set; i!.i!.-~-1 ~s t;oo .1.arge, unw~e.1.ay, ana neavy 
to transport and set up in the field at the regimental 
level. Also_,. the extreme shortage of tools to adjust 
this equipment makes it most difficult to keep in oper-
ation. · 

Com. Sect~, 1stMarDiv. 

Transmitter Fr-equencies: ln pl~~nL1g the use of assi~Jed 
medium frequencies, DNC-14 A was found to be of great 
assistance. BY utilizin~ this publication for selection 
of day and night frequencies over varying distances, 
communication was greatly improved. 

Signal Sect, lstMarDiv. 

It is reco~~ended also; that 1~ p_~GLIOO teams are again 
attached to units other than this division that frequen
cy plans for NGF and Army command nets be coordinated 
prior to assignment. In view of the fact that NGF teams 
are now equipped with the AN/GRC 13, which is a 10 
ch~-wel crystal controlled r-adio which must be preset 
before use, it is doubly important that this be done. 

Naval Gunfire Sect, lstMarDiv. 
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RADIO 

A~GRC .2.: Po,.tahle MHE Radio; This radio was valuable 
for requesting aircraft, contacting observation planes, 
and relaying to the radio jeep. It is very rugged. 
This radio, ho~ever, ~ith its necessary auxiliary 
equipment is bulky and heavy. 

2d Bn, 5th ~~rines 

Batteries, BA-2070 and BA-30: Recommend that BA-2070 
batteries.replace BA770 batteries for supplying power 
for the SCR-300 radio. 

Recommend that an increased supply of BA-30 batteries be 
made ava+lable to the battalion. During the period 
covered by the report there ~as a period of approximately 
one week when BA-30 batteries were not availablA. I£ 
this shortage had continued for another day or two the 
result would I"Eve been a complete breakdown of the ex
tensive wire system in operation at the time., 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

Cipher Codes, Panel Displays, ~Passwords: It was 
found helpful to the staff sections and infantry units 
for the message center to provide dP.ily a single ex
tract of the succeedin~ day's shackle cipher code1 
p~~el d1splays 1 anC passv.orde. 

Communications Sect,l/5 

Blackout Fittings for Radio Jeep: Recommend that the 
AN/MRC-6 radio jeep be equipped with complete fittings 
~or- blackout and a suitable lamp installed for use by 
the radio operators. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

Care of Dry Cell Batteries: BT-39 and BA-40 must be protect< 
from cold if they are to operate for reasonable periods 
of time. During extended periods of non-operation, 
"r'At".nmmt::r~nn +_hotr h,c, <t·u~mnuon i""nnm h.c++o..,u 'hn.T on,., .... , nl\.o.A • ..,.._...,_..._ ..... _ ...... ..,., ..,.., .,. ..., .... .., • .......... ,.., ""ou. ..., ... .., .......... J w .... .n. .......,"""""" tJ"""'...,.""11iil'""" 
in radio operator's sleeping bag or some other container 
that will keep them relatively warm. Even with such 
measures, useful lives of these batteries are very short 
in cold weather. 

1st Bn, 
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Care of Wet Cell Storage Batteries: At low temperatures 
(around zero degrees F.) the wet cell storage batteries 
froze when only slightly discharged. It was found that. 
this could be avoided by filling the batteries with acid 
to a specific gr-avity or 1275. 

Hqs., 11th Marines 

Enclosed and Insulated Radio Jeep: It was found that 
operator efficiency was extremely low on stationary 
or mobile radio sets exposed to the weather. Every 
effort was necessary to arrange enclosed heated areas 
for stationary radio sets. Ponchos; shelter halves 1 
and parachutes were used as windbreaks for radio oper
ators in jeeps. Recorruilend a wind-proof, insulated body 
be designed for jeeps to be operated in sub-zero temper
atures. 

Signal Sect, lstMarD1v. 

Cover~ Radio~: Recommend that a durable trans
parent cover capable of withstanding subzero temperatures 
be adapted for the radio set AN/GRC-9. · 

Hqs., 7th Marines 

;;gi~r~;~1r;;~Et1yf@~e~~,~;ci~toR~~!0io ;;~l;~~G~;;13 
ANGRC 9. This radio will operat~ from the power supplied 
by .. a_vibrator p9.ck but requireE> a 12 or 24 volt electri
cal supply. I~ is desirable that these seta, particularly 
in the case of spotting teams, be capable of continuous 
operation while on the march. The mounting of the 
vibrator pack in a vehicle will make this possible. For 
thif reason it is further recommended that whatever 
addit~ona~ transportation may be assigned to the Naval 
Gunfire Liaison and Spotting Teams beequipped with either 
a 12 or 24 volt electrical system. 

Naval Glli~fire.Sect., lstMarDiv. 

Evaluation of Radio Sets: SCR-5~6 - not satisfactory in 
mountainous~errain because of limited range. Also -
requires considerable battalion maintenance. 
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SCR-300 - very reliable and satisfactory; however, ad
ditional trained communications personnel are required 
to adequately operate and maintain the equipment; more 
resupplies are neoessa~y, and enough frequencies are 
not normally available to operate separate company nets, 

Comm, Sect,, let Bn., 5th Marines 

Improved Radios for Forward Observers: Recommend: (1) 

!f~~e~. 11f~~ea~~:~ig~a~~~ve~~~dr~~;a~~e0e~~~v~~; ~=1~:-
rather than wet. might be satisfactory); (2) that some 
of the SCR-608's in-a light artillery-battaiion be 
mounted in 3/4 or 1 ton vehicles, (too heavy for jeep 
mounting, causing frequent breakdowns); {3) that better 
remote unite be designed for all radios. Unite for both 
the SCR-608 and the SCR-619 gave very poor service, and 
failed many times in ~ritical situations, 

3d Bn., 11th Marines 

Liaison Communications Equipment: The 619 radio of bat
taliun liaison officers and forwar-d observer-a should be 
equipped with a more effective battery. The regimental 
liaison officer reauiree a radio of the tvoe and Per-
formance of the AN/MRC-6, -- -

_5th Marines, 1st MarDiv, 

Liaison Communications Equipment: Recommend: (1) that 
50 percent replacement of 616 radios be allo,'!ed the direct 
support artillery battalion for its forward observers; 
(2) that the infantry battalion be respon~ible for the 
repair of the artillery radios, with infantry battalions 
being allocated the spare parts necessary; (3) that the 
newest or best communication equipment be given to the 
artillery personnel forward \~i th the infantry, rather 
than being kept at the artillery battalion where re-
pair facilities are more readily available; (4) that 
the threaded portion of the 610 antenna be strengthened; 
(5) that radios being considered for forward observer 
parties be pack-board mounted, 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 
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Lightweight Radio: Recommend that a company to platoon 
11ght~eight radio be developed to replace the currently 
used SCR-536, which has proved unsatisfactory for many 
technical reasons. 

Recommend: (1) That the new radio be very light in 
weight; (2} be hip or chest carried; (3) have Mone~ 
know" transmitter receiver tuning which could be locked 
in place: (4) have ar.tenna woven into the carrying strap; 
(5)-have·a·hearing-aid type of ear phone and a" lapel - · 
microphone with a simple !'ilament switching "press to 
talk" button. • 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

MAW, Portable VHF Radio: MAW is unreliable !'or two 
main reasons: -rf) The set is delicate. In being 
carried up the hills it was frequently jarred out of 
alignment; (2) The storage batteries are undependable. 
Even fully charged cells sometimes froze in the extreme 
cold. A wet cell leaks if tipped over, and charging 
facilities were seldom available. Charging by use of 
the jeep battery took two days. 

Microphones: 
as batteries: 
brought about 
temperatures. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

Should b~ protected against cold, the same 
ehou a tendency to-we.rde me.lfu.."l.ction 
by freezing breath on diaphragm at low 

1st Bn, 5th Marines 

rroper Storage of Communications Eguipmento Communi
cations equipment to be used outside of heated tents or 
buildings must be stowed outside or in a comparable 
temperature. When telephones or radios were stowed in 
a warm place, moisture formed on the generators and re
lays; this moisture froze when introduced into the ex
treme cold, and rendered the generator or relay in-
operative. 

Hqs, 11th Z.!arines 

Radio: Recommend that one radio SCR-399 be added to 
the T/E for H&S Co., Inf. Regt., and the radio 
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AN/MRC-6•s rated in H&S Co. and Inf. Bns., be replaced 
for extended l~~d operations by radio SGR-193· This 
would be a total of one radio SCR-399 and 6 radio scR-
193 of the "AM" type rated bY the entire Inf. Re~t. It 
is believed that reliable communication between Div. 
and Regt., and Regt. and Bn. can be maintained with the 
above equipment. 

Com. Sec., lstMarDiv. 

Radio: It is recommended that a suitable radio to be 
used for convoy work be authorized. Preferably the 
AN/GRC-9 with brackets for mounting on a cargo jeep. 
The radio jeep, AN/MRC-7&8 authorized by the present 
T/E has proved tL'laatisfactory ~ 

7th Motor Transport Bn. 

Radio Equipment: It is recommend~n that an increase 
and change be made of radio equipment «ithin the bat
talion. For mora dstail sae BAR o~ the Inchon-Seoul 
Operation. 

1st •rank Bn., lst~larDiv • 

. Radios for~ Sections on Independent Missions: 
Recowwend that oue ~·ad1o, SCR-610, per secu~on of nine 
DUKW's be provided to maintain contact with company 
headQuarters when sections are disoatched on senarate missions. · ··-· -- -.-----

Co. "A", 1st Amph Trk Bn 

Radios £££ 8lmm Mortar Platoon of Weapo~s Company: 
Recommend that 8lmm Mortar Platoon of Weapons Company 
be equipped with five SCR-300 radios to provide 
necessary communications for firing during rapidly 
advancing situations. They proved invaluable in many 
instances during the operetion when used in this 
man .. '.1er. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

Radio Sets: A lighter and more reliable portable VHF 
(MAW) radio is required, particularly at battalion 
level. Power- supply or ~~Y 1s undependable; ~et cell 
batteries need frequent recharging in cold weather; 
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freeze and break when left uncharged. 

Forward controllers need a reliable hand pack set. 
MAW, if power supply was improved, would be fairly 
sa.tis:fe.ctory. 

The jeep mounted radio set, commonly employed at the 
Command Post (AN/VRC-1) is too large and heavy for a 
jeep, causing many vehicular breakdowns. Solution is 
either a lighter, smaller radio, or mounting present 
set on larger vehicle. 

5th Marinesi latMarDiv. 

Radio Set AN/MRC-6: This set does not give a CW side
tone when sending. External lubrication should be pro
vided for the generator. The ammeter on the generator 
should be placed where 1t can be readily seen. 

Recommend a large generator for both ieeo motor and 
radio running off a 12 volt battery,be provided. 

Hqs., 7th Marines 

Radio Set SCR-300: The covP.r for the SCR-300 should 
be made to cover ell units on top of the setj tr~~s= 
parent cover preferred. Long antenna became somewhat 
brittle, however, the antenna coupling unit alleviates 
this con,.tderably. Old batteries {BA-70) did not 
stand up (2-3 year old batteries). Handsets froze from 
breath moistur-ej microphone covers wex';e usedj however at 
times ice would form on the outside of the microphone 
cover. · 

To overcome difficulty of frozen transmitters, recom
mend that throat microrh~nP.s be issued and used in cold 
weather. Also, an attachment for adaptation of the 
SCR-300 to a packboard is very desirable. 

Hqs., 7th Marines 

SCR-193, Jeep Mounted MHF Radio: This radio was very 
satisfactory. It handled most of the ~lliF traffic in 
requesting aiJ•craft from the contrCtl squadron. .oe~1:.er 
shock mounting would help protect the set. At times, 
remotina the SCR-lQ~ f'r>om thP. OP nn to tht>FH> mi 1 '"' ~ ---- ----..... ---- ----- --- ------ ---- -- -. -- ------ -----
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distance would have been convenient, but l/2 ~iles was 1he 
greatest distance the remote attachment would ope~a~e. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

SCR-300 Radio: Recommend that several changes be made 
to improve the SCR-300 radio for field use: (1) The 
"squelch" and "rele.y 11 circuits should be eliminated to 
simplify.operation by non-experienced personnel; misuse 
of these caused a radio to be considered inoperative on 
several occasions. (2; A thi~d antenna should be pro
vided that is approximately 18n shorter than the AN-131 
and with a much strudier base to withstand whip action. 
(3) A dynamic-type microphone should be made available 
to replace the ca~bon-type fa~ cold weathe~ operation. 
(4) "Matching" arro-ws on batteries should be raised as 
on the connecting plug, to facilitate changing batteries 
at night. 

2d Bn, 5th Ma.~ines 

SCR-536 Radio ~: It is recommended that the T/E of 
each firing battery be augmented to include the ad
dition of three SCR-536 radio sets. These sets to be 
used by the forward observers in conjunction with the 
inrantry company net they are operating with. 

2d Bn, 11th Marines 

SCR-542, JeeEwMounted VHF Radio: This was a good radio; 
in case of MA failure, air strikes were controlled by 
its use. Needs better shock mounting. 

It is recommended tb~t the c~~"-~el ~~it be replaced ~ith 
a ten channel unit. The adoption of the Air Force ANVRC 
1, -which can be operated while in motion, -would be a 
great improvement over the present Marine radio jeep 
ANVRCl. . 

2d Bn, 5th V~r-ines 

Soare Parts Xit for Si~nal Eouioment: Recommend that a 
kit contB:'Iiiiiig"" anassortment of small standard items. 
such as hookup wire, resistors and capacitors become a 
part of the organic maintenance equipment of the Com
munication Platoon. Spare parts are always critical, 
especially L~ the case of SOF-300 radios. 

2d Bn, 5th ~1arines 
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~Transmitters and ~Receivers: The TDQ trans
mitters now installed 1~ thA MBB transmitter van 1 ere 
of no value 1n signal communcations operations. The 
removal of these transmitters, and the installation of 
a RC-610 transmitter or similar equipment ~ould provide 
an additional and necessary high po~ered transmitter. 

Similarly, the RCK receivers in the MBB receiver van 
are of no value to this or2anization. Removal of thAsA 
receivers ~ould provide space for t~o usable receivers
such as the RBG. It is therefore recommended that one 
RC-610 transmitter be prccured and installed in the 
MBB vans. 

let Sig Bn 

VHF Communications "ith Aircraft: VHF communications 
\Ji th the aircraft "as -poor because of ext . .-.o'lle con
gestion. Air strikes "ere controlled on one of the 
t"o VHF channels. w~•n nine bao•ailOns controillng 50 
or so aircraft at once, both channels became over
loaded. 

Recommend more VHF channels be made available for 
tactical air direction. Net and pilot radio discipline 
should be improved. 

2d Bn1 5th Marines 

Yli[ Radio~ 1g Observation Planes: Recommend that VHF 
be installed in all observation aircraft. At times it 
is desirable that air strikes be controlled from obser-
vation planes. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

Voice and OW Call Signs: Because of frequent compro
mise, it is_preferable to have divisions assigned 
blocks of voice and CW call signs. These should be 
capable of rapid change in case of compromise of ,part 
or all of division call si~1s. The system of as
signing calls as at present in JANAP 110 and JANAP 119 
for Marine Coros units is satisfactorv for amnhibious 
operations but' not for protracted land \iarfare. -----

CG, lstMarDiv. 

o~D 
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TELEPHONE AND WIRE 

!J[CI..J..ttu-.J ~- h 

RES~ 

Dry Batteries: Recommend that replenishment stocks of 
dry batteries be increased for cold weather operation, 
since 11~~ 1s reduced by 1/3. Use of batteries over 2 
or 3 years old is completely ~~aatiaractory~ 

Hqs., 11th Marines 

Electrical Scotch Tape: Recommend that "electrical 
scotch tape" re~lace tape now used. The.quality of 
friction tapa has pr-oved very infer-ior. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

Field Telephones, ~: Recommend the allowance of 
EE-8 field telephones be increased to 50 per battalion. 
This telephone has stood up very we11 under all con-
ditions. · 

?t1 'Rn~ Z::.+_h Mn.,.,inoe~ -- _ ... , ..,.,,.. .... -.......... .-..... ""' ... 

Lightweight Switchboards: Recommend that new light
weight switchboards replace the BD-71 and BD-72 and in
corporate the following features: (1) Be capable of 
h~~dling at least 25 parties. (2} Better ~1el 
lighting. ( 3) Be not over 15 pounds in weight. ( 4) 
Have a permanent cord-plug anen_;,;ement so boards could 
be easily and quickly paralleled. (5) Have sturdy 
clamps so that boards may be tightly interlocked one 
on top of the other. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

Microphone Cover: Recommend that all telephone and 
radio microphones be issued with a cover to prevent 
moisture rrom entering the microphone. 

Hqs, 11th Marines 

Plastic Insulated Wire: It is recommended that plastic 
insulated wire replace the allowance of wire W-110 and 
W-130 when operating in extreme cold as it became stiff 
and brittle causing frequent breaks in the line. 

2d Bn, 11th Marines 

Plastic ~: It is recommended that a plastic tape 
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be developed and used in place of the present friction 
tape when operating in extreme cold as the friction tape 
failed to stick to~reg~ar wire when making spices, 
many times tearing or breaking even though given very 
careful handling. 

2d Bn,, 11th Marines 

Reel Equipment CE-11: Too flimsy for handling. 
screws on handle RL-39 work out and become lost. 
mend construction of a more durable reel. 

Hqs., 7th Marines 

The 
Recom-

Sound Power ~ and Chest Sets: Recommend that sound 
power head and chest sets, H:44u, be deleted from the 
present T/E and replaced with the head and chest sets 
H-35A-U, together with a comparable number of EE-8 
telephones. Exper1er.~.cs bas shown that the sound power 
telephone breaks easily under normal field usage, and 
is most difficult and often impractical to repair under· 
combat conditions. 

lst Bn, llth Marines . 

Telephone EE-8: The hand generator of the EE-8 froze 
,.,.. .,.,~'h.,_,.."~'"'.t::~o,..c~t .. .,.,c.a tl-,.,,c,o+ ron,.,£> mllc:t+_ het +_J:tlron +_n 
QW ~U.L.I""IIJ~V 111"-'lolol.t"'""'• ..... .., .... .._......... ,.,..._...,_.,. .,.......,.,.""" w•--v ...,._. ___ _...,.. ...,._ 

prevent moisture from getting to the transmitters and 
receivers. This was done with the microphone covers 
that were obtainable, as well as with pieces of water
proof covers for rifles, and the plastic bag 1n the 
C-6 ration. 

Recommend that better telephones be adapted to subzero 
temperatures. 

Hqs., 7th Marines 

Switchboards: The on-off switch on the chest set for 
the switchboards became inoperative "'hen placed in the 
"down-off" positions after subzero temperatures were 
encountered. This happened on all chest sets for the 
switchboards. Batteries, BA-30, were consumed by the 
sw~tchboarde at a much greater rate than in temperate 
climates. Normal life expectancy was four- hour-s. Care 
was taken to keep switchboards sheltered and as warm 
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as possible during operRt.ion to prevent generators 
rrow rreezing. In gener-al, switchboards fwtctioned 
satisfactorily when this was done. 

Recommend in addition to reduction of weight and bulki
ness of switchboards, the above comments be given 
further study and research. 

Hqs., 7th Marines 

Trouble Shooting 2a Spiral ~ Cable: Trouble shooting 
on spiral four cable requires that entire replacement 
drums of cable be carried. Consequently, it is recom-

~!~~e~u~~:;. ~~0t;.~~~~:·lj(~t~~~·4!~~·c~;~~~~i~ef~~c~/~ 
for the wire platoon of signal company. The addition 
of these vehicles would provide sufficient transportation 
for a wire crew and its requirement on trouble shooting 
missions. 

lst Sig. Bn. 

Wire, Tape, and Wire Dispensers: Wire W-llO~B ~as 
satisfactory throuphout the· operation. Wire W-130 
functioned sa+isfact.~-·1~ except on overheads where ice 
and snow formed 01 ·.the wire and caused it to snap. 

. . .. ' 
High speed wir-e disrensers worked very satisfactor-ily; 
however, a sturdier container is needed. . . - ... -.} __ . - .. 

Tape MX~l034-U and friction tape became too brittle to 
work with satisfactorily in subzero temperatures. 

The efficiency of wire communications was reduced 
mainly because ~iremen had to make splice~ and repairs 
without gloves. Snow, ice, and low temperatures re
duced the speed with which wire could be installed 
and maintained; 

Hqs., 7th Marines 

MOTOR TRANSPORT AND EQUIPMENT 

Cranes and Forklifts: The mobile and crawler cranes 
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1'or the Materials Handling Platoon are not adequate to 
give sufficient support to the various supply dumps 
operated by the Combat Service Group. It was also. 
found that tracked forkliits should be maae organic ~o 
this platoon to work in areas where pneumatic forklifts 
cannot operate. This platoon could h~lp supply sections 
expedite the handling or supplies of it had sufficient 
pallets; warehouse tractors which would aid greatly the 
segreg~t1on and warehousing of supplies. 

Support Co, lst Combat Sect Grp 

Maintenance Contact Parties: It is recommended that 
motor transport maintenance contact parties should make 
periodic visits to regiments situated at a distance 
from the Motor Transport ~attalion. 

5th Mar-., lst Mar-D1v. 

Transportation: It is recommended that the Special 
Services Section be provided with transportat_ion to 
facilitate efficient operation. 

Spec. Serv. Sect. lst~mrDiv. 

Vehicle to Transport 105mm Howit9.er: A vehicle of the 
LVT-4 type is needed to transport the 105mm howitzer 
more satisfactorily. This tractor vehicle should have 
a ramp aperture o.f at leas' 87 inches, thus allo'«ing a 
105mm howitzer to be wheeled in and out of the vehicle. 
This vehicle should have e small power driven winch~ 
·so placed within the well that it could ·be used to 
assist in pulling 1n the howitzer, should the need 
present itself. 

lst Bn, 11th Marines 

EQUIPMENT 

Anti-freeze: It 1" ,..ecommended that the anti-freeze 
i'urnJ.snea oo the using unit should be increased to 
allow for lOO% replenishment. It is recommended that 
the initial radiator filling be made of a~ solution 
composed of 50% anti-freeze and 50% water, regardless 
of the f.~ct that this may afford greater protection 
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than necessary. It is further recommended that n:ai!lte
nance personnel be indoctr~nated to flll the radiators 
to a PCint 2 inches belo~ the top of the r"'"'l'flow 
pipe, to allow for the expansion of thf 2:.,;;.-.;tior. when 
heated and thu~ avoid waste. 

. G-4, X.'lAY XR.~Y 

Anti-freezE" Substitute: Diesel oil can be used as anti
freeze for vehicles when other anti-freez.E; is not 
available. .Recommended as field expedient only. 

3d Bn, 5th Marines 

Arc Welder: It is recommsnded that th., T/E be in
creased to includ~ an arc ~eld~r. 

7th Motor Transport Ba. 

Be!-ld :i.X 3pi<Lng~;; -J:ne incidence of bre:&.kage of the 
Bendix springs in the engine starters of' TD-14 a.1'J.d TD-18 
tractors and 1-15 trucks was grea.tly increased as a re
sult of the cold. It is rec.omm&nded that e.:n increased 
allowan~·.s of spare Bendix springs be mad.e available 
!'or the cold weather operation of these eq_uipment.s. 

G-4, XRAY-XRAY 

Cold rieather Battera: Recomlnend that a special cold 
weather battery be eveloped. 

3d Bn, 5th Marines 

tt-~~--, T. ·- --------~-~ ·~-· - -~--~- ~--·-- ~-..I..I.QQLI~.L-, .L.LI .L.D .L"t;7\jVUI:J.1~J.!.\..LQU .... ua." e1o DJ.WtJ..l." Ut;;C;l.l.lt:.l" Ut:: 

developed to maintain the temperature of the engine 
above freezing when the engine is stopped for periods 
of ovel' one (l) hour. This would reduce the amount of 
friction i.ll the.engine, allowing it to start with ease. 

Ranid adoption of the standard 24 vol1; elect!•ical systems 
on vehicles YTould decrease the amot4l'}t cf ele-:trical 
tr·~ub.l.€· encour..tered, 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

Hydrometers: It :1 s recommend€d that a mere durabl€, ant .I.
freeze hydrometer, e-ca5ed in a protective ~41eld, be 
provided. Jf this is no-c possible, it is recommended that 
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the allowance of the presently available item be in
creased by no less than 50%. The presently supplied 
item is fabricated from very thin glass and since ade
quate protection is not provided as a part of the unit, 
the breakage rate is very high. 

The aoove recommendation is also applicable to the 
battery testing hydrometer. It is further recommended 
that battery testing hydrometers procured in the 
future have a specific gravity scale reading to no less 
than 1.380. 

G-4, XRAY-XRAY 

Microfilm Equipment: During the WONSAN=CHOSHIN opar= 
ations, the Section's files accummulated to such an 
extent that movin,;t and takj.np: proper care of them on 
CP displacement soon became a serious problem. 

Recommend that microfilm equipment be afforded futurA 
Historical Sections in order to simplify this. care and 
handling of records. 

Hist Sect, lstMarDiv. 

Modification of Break Lines: It is recommended that 
the hydraulicbreak lines on the 2 l/2 ton GMC truck 
bs modified to pr-event br-eakage. 

7th Motor Transport Bn. 

Motor Transport Vehicle Winterizing ~: It is recom
mended that motor transport vehicle witerizing kits, in
cluding side curtains, wind~hield defrosters and cab 
heaters be made available ~hen extreme cold is en
courJ.tered. Cases c;f' frostbite were predomi...11.a...'lt in motor 
transport personnel and other personnel who were re
quired to sit in vehicles for long periods of time. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

Shortage £!Equipment: The following items art thoae 
for which there was a critical shortage: tire cnalns, 
anti-freeze, front springs, radiators, radiator hose, 
tool kits, ignition parts, carburetion parts, battery 
acid, and brake £luid. The general supply picture for 
common items of motor transport was poor. Maintenance 
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was possible only to the limited extent of available 
spar-a parts. 

Shortage of Tire Chains: A critical shortage of tire 
chains existea-fhroughout the period. 

Recommend that additional tire chains (one set fo~ 
front and rear) be authorized and issued when operatlng 
in cold climateo 

Co, 7th Marines 

Solution to Stop Radiator Leaks: It is recommended 
that a radiator stop leak solution should be made 
available. 

5th Mar., lstMarDiv. 

Spare·Parts: It is recommended that the present al
lowance of spare parts be doubled. The present al
lowance is not sufficient to properly maintain vehicles 
under constant use in the field and no allowance is 
~de for vehicles of attached units. 

S-4 Sect., 1st Bn., 5th ~mrines 

Tires: Tires now 1n use on the 37.5 generators and· 
mobi~purification units are inadequate for the weight 
+'h .... .,... .... .,..,..,._ ,...n,..._ __ 1"'\,,,.\-, ,..."'""""'" .,., .. ++"""A -"o.4o 
VUQJ '-'II;;Jo.6 ~-J \JY '0.6- ~-...,Y.t)UJ .6 .._,VAJ ~ \.4V ''"'i"'\.&. ol. ""'"""~~ o 

Recommend that the same wheels and tires in use on 
2 1/2 ton trucks be used on the 37.5 generators and 
mobile purification units. 

Tool Box: 
trucks be 
locking. 

1st Engr Bn, lstMarDiv 

It is recommended that the 2 1/2 ton cargo 
fitted with a tool box with facilities for 

7th Motor Transport Bn. 

Tool.Kit: It is recommended that a revie\t be made of 
the allowance of tools authorized for the battalion 
with the view of eliminatin~ certain items of equipment 
from the contents of~. kit.-tool' chassis and motor 
repair mechanics. Such items as ring compressor are 
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not required by the Battalion due to the fact that 
maintenance requiring such tools is not authorized on 
battalion level. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

TANKS 

Comments on t?~.Tank: Batteries suffered a high mor
lia.Ll.l;.Y rt~.te; wu~t.. w~s a.ttr·ibuted to 1nferiol~. electro
lyte that would not permit full charging of batteries. 

Tank heaters worked well, but engine had to be running 
above lBOOrpm; wasteful of gas when tank was not moving. 

Breathing caused film of ice to form over entire tank 
interior. 

No ~reasin~ was accomplished during extreme cold, and 
lightest weight oil available was used. Diesel oil was 
used as substitute for anti-freeze when latter was not 
available. 

Method of usL~g reverse gear coming dov.n steep icy 
hills had to be abandoned. Tracks moved counterclock
wise, but tanks continued ahead. 

M-26 tank tr~vels better on ice than the M-4A3. 
1st Ta.rUc Bn 1 lstMa.rD:tv. 

Heater and Weaoons of the M-26 Tank: Present tvoe 
heater in the M-26 Tank is inadequate and operated 
best only when the vehicle engine was operating at 
full RPM's. Crews were dismounted whenever the tacti
cal situation permitted to restore circulation in the 
feet. The driver, be~ g~~-~sr, and g~n~er surfer most 
in cold wtather operations. 

Weapons: Individual arms functioned satisfactorily 
only if completely dry of lubrication. .30 caliber 
machine guns were found to work best when moving parts 
were lubricated with a light coat of diesel o'il. The 
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.50 caliber sky mount on the turret did not perform well 
bEcause of freezing of metal links of ammunition belts. 
DurLng extremely cold periods the 90mm gun would not 
extract and eject the shell case when fired. This con
dition ~as believed to be caused by cold recoil o1l 1n 
the recoil cylinders. The loader was required to lower 
the breech manually, materially increasing loader fa
tigue. The bore evacuator did not function well be
cause of freezing of gas ports. This resulted in more 
fumes and flashback inside the turret. These fumes 
caused crewmen to be rendered unconscious on three 
occasions. One time the entire crew was l!lade un
conscious; three of the crewmen were affected to the 
point that they required evacuation and were lost to 
the platoon. 

Anti-Tank, 5th Marines 

Maintenance o: Tanks: Need fox heated inclosure to 
perform preventive maintenance on tanks. 

Pre-heater is needed to warm up tank engines sufficie<t
~Y ior starting. Method of rurw1ng eng1ne frequently 
t~ keep it warm is very wasteful of fuel. 

Water in gasoline can be prevented from freezing and 
causing serious damage by the addition of 1/2 gallon of 
alcohol in the gas tank to each five refills of the 
tank. 

lst T~~k a~, lstMarDiv. 

Tanks: It is recommended: (1) that the M-26 is an 
efficient and satisfactory tank but the bore evacuator 
on the 90mm gun is definitely needed for the crew to 
rr~intaLn righting eif1c1eney;(2} ttmt the flame tar~s 
be retained in the tank battalion.(3) The communications 
tank (Porcupine) was used successruly a rew times and 
its retention is recommended. For more detail see SAR 
of the Inchon-Seoul Operation. 

1st Tank Bn., lstfilarDiv. 

Turret Controls ~~d Firing Mech~~isms: Po~er traverse 
was not reliable~cause of cold oil in the hydraulic 
system. Manual traverse and elevating hand wheels were 
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stiff and slow. 
alleviate these 

Proper cold weather lubrication may 
difficulties. The electrical firin~ 

circuit would not work during cold spells. The srle
noid plunger would freeze, causing failure to fire. 
The hand firing lever was satisfactory. 

Anti-Tank, 5th Marines 

Vehicle Maintenance and Operation: Batteries required 
extra attention during cold weather. By r~-~ing the 
vehicle about 10 minutes every l 1/2 to 2 hours during 
the night, batteries were kept charged. This also 
prevented fuel lines, fuel pumps and water pumps from 
freezing. 

Snow would build up inside drive sprockets, requiring 
crews to stop periodically to chip out the ice, in 
order to prevent the track from jumping the sprocket. 
Snow also required extensive use of ground guides to 
check slopes of ditches covered by drifted snow. 

Anti-Tank, 5th Marines 

TRACTORS 

Amphibian Tractors: Recommend: A track with a flat 
outer eurface would greatly enlarge the usefulness of 
amphibian tractors during the inland phases of oper
ations. The track of this type which has been de
veloped should be installed on all LVT's as soon as 
possible. 

Greater driver and crew vision must be provided. In 
addition to headlight~ previously ~ecommended, the 
driver should have a vision block not less than 
6" x 10" and all other vision blocks 1n the LVT should 
not be smaller than 4" x 6". 

1st Amphibian Tractor Bn. 

Bulldozer Blades: Recommend that the bulldozer blades 
on the TD-18 tractor be heightened 14 inches and de
creased in length accoz•dingly. They are now of in
sufficient height for sand and earth moving • 

1st Shore Party Bn, lstMarDiv. 
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Reolacement of TD-14 with TD-18: Recommend that all 
presently authorized tractors, medium, TD-14, w /,'l.mrle 
dozers, be replaced with tractors, heavy, TD-18, 
w/angle dozers. Main purpose o~ a dozer in a ~iring 
battery is to assist in digging in the unit's 
howitzers and certain installations. TD-18 is capable 
of digging these in practically half the time required 
by TD-14. In addition, TD-18 is capable of slightly 
greater road speed and of maintaining said speed over 
a greater length of time. Lastly, experience within 
this battalion indicates that the TD~18 has a much 
longer life expe~tancy than the TD-14. 

1st Bn, llth Marines 
3d Bn, 11th Marines 

Spare :arts; It is relt that a cleare~ delineation 
regarding the responsibility for the maintenance of 
and stocking of spare parts for tracked vehicles is 
much needed. Under the present SOP the tractor and 
tractor parts are requisitioned, stocked and ·issued 
by M.T. BJpply activities; however, cn31neer mainte
nance ac~ivities are required to maintain ~his· equip
ment and it is this agency ~hich const~~tly requires 
the stocked tractor parts. The using agency is better 
able to recognize the needs and to requisition a re-
supply, · 

Engr. Co., 1st Combat Ser. Grp. 

Tractor, TD-18: In view of the necessary preparations 
and maintenance required in areas occupied by lst 
Service Battalion supply dumps and installations it is 
recommended that the 1st Service Battalion be issued 
one tractor, TD-18 with angle dozer. It is further 
recommended that one tractor, TD-18, with angle dozer 
be added to the Table of Equipment for the Service 
Battalion. 

lst Serv. Bn., lstMarDiv. 

Tractors, TD-l8i Tbe tractors with winch and dozers 
with the a.r:·t1llel,.i .;.s a handy toc1l to have on hand at 
any time. Although the ground at Yudam-ni was too 
~rozen to dig positions, clearing c~ an airstrip was 
accomplished. 
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The TD-18 proved very difficult to start under cold 
weather conditions and as a result were run continu
ously, once started, to insure continued operation 
under the stop-and-start conditions experienced by 
the convoy. 

A rack for 55-gallon drums of fuel on the frame of the 
tractor is now considered advisable. 

The additional high rear hitch on TD-18 proved unable 
to take the stresses imposed upon it by the rough ter
~ain and weight of the 105mm howitzer and numerous 
failures occurred. Recommend it be redesigned to with
stand greater vertical strain. 

4th Bn, 11th Marines 

Tractor, TD-18: During ~ne wonsan cpera~~on, ~ne TD-18, 
International tractor proved to be underpowered for 
+-,.tot .. ,..,.,. no.l-lif"1c.a an,q hn .. 1rl1n~ t:tnn.-:1 't".Rmnq_ 
"'VYJ.&..A..I.~ ."" .......... - ..... ,.. ......... ,_ ----.--~o __ ,.._ •--:--...,.• 
Recommend that the TD-18 tractor be replaced with the 
Caterpillar D-8. 

1st Shore Party Bn, lstMarDiv. 

TRAIL'F.RS 
- -

Exchange Trailer: Too frequently the exchange has had 
to curtail activities because·of military commitments 
of' all available transportation. It is-recommended that 
,._,..1!!. 1!!._.,.\o.,o,..,.._ l-o.b ~,VJ,...-ta'hoA 'f.t.f+-l-. .r,.,,,.., (lt' ,.~no-+1"\n .ovnh.cn~o 
\oo.L.tV ""'""""''.I.IIOiWo4()V ~..~~ .&o\.4.&.4 ..................... " ........... .6.--- \I I ............... v ...... -·k-~ .. -... .. 0 .... 

trailer~ Aimilar to those used by the Army, together with 
the Lecessary trucks to transport them. 

- Division Exchange Officer 

Maintenance ana ~pare Parts 'J:ra~.ler: It is recommended 
that a 1/4-tOilmaintenance· and spare parts trailer be 
developed f'or use on the battalion level~ This could 
be similar in certain respects to the one-ton trailers 
in use by certain service organizations as machine shop 
trailers and stock room trailers. It should consist of 
drawers, shelves and racks to store spare parts and tools. 
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ln addition it should have certali. items of equipment 
mo~~ted for rapid ~~d orderly servicing of vehicles and 
ordnance equipment. Such items to consist of a folding 
work bench, vice, gasoline engine to drive an air com
pressor. A storage rack might be provided for limited 
amounts of grease and lubricants. 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

Photo~raphic Processin~ Laboratory Trailer: To expedite 
photographic coverage P photographic processing labo
ratory trailer should be assigned to the exclusive use 
of the Division Public Information Section. Under the 
present policy considerable delay in processing of film 
by the Photographic a_~d Reproduction Section is caused 
by a large volume of work done for other sections 
which are given priority over the PublnfoSec-t. 

Public Information Section 

Spare Par-ts and Floodlight Trailers: It is r-ecom
mended that--rr the b~ttalion is to be continuously 
committed for prolonged operations the T/0 be increased 
to.include a maintenance and repai'r section, and that 
one 2-wheel spare'parts t~ailer with parts be furnished 
ea.ch truck compapy, 

That the o1•esent TIE be increased to authorize five 
2 1/2-ton-cargo trucks for H&s Company. · 

That the T/E be increased to include a floodlight 
trailer. This trailer is I'\ecessary due to the fact 
maximum cOmmitments during daylight hours neceeaite.te 
maintenance work being done at night. 

7t': Motor Transport Battalion 

~B~r:_ Par,E;s __ Tr_::~l~~s :--~~ ~~-:~c~~~:,t~~~ ~~~t _!~u~, \4) 
L..Wu- l.rUlll ~ UUJ.-W llt::ti.J. 0) lJttl"t= ,l)t1.l" t..., V.L'ti.J..J..f:-.[";:, WlU Ulle \ J. J 
one-ton, two-wheel spare parts trailer be provided as 
organic equipment. 

Engr. Co., lst Comba• Serv. Grp. 

Spare Parts Trailer ~ ~: It is recommended that 
the 'l'able of Equipment be changed to include six (6) 
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spare parts vans or spare parts trailers ~ith prime 
movers for this organization. The average time re
quired to begin issue or spare parts aft~r.each_l~ding 
during the Korean ca.mpaign has been two (2) to (3) 
weeks. 

Si~£&1 Co, lat Combat Ser-v. 

Steam Operated Trailer: Some items of spare parts for 
the La~dry Platoon are critical. Transportation and 
prime movers have never been provided satisfactorily 
if at all. Production of type un1t presently used is 
controlled by limited drying facilities. A steam 
operated 10 ton trailer would handle the needs of a 
unit of this type more satisfactorily in the field. 

Support Co., 1st Combat Serv. Grp. 

Surgical Tr·ailer: This piece of equipment proved its 
impracticability by the me.ohanical break down of the 
axle, freezing of the water in the +n~v~ so that the 
sterilizer could not be used and failure or hand pump 
for pressure. It had to be transported from Wonsan · 
to Hamhung by sea on an LST because it could not be 
hauled over- the Kore~~ r-oads. The result was that 
all equipment that could be taken out and utilized was 
removed to a surgical set up inside a building and the 
trailer was used-for storage only. -

Co. B., 1st Med. Bn., lstMarDiv. 

Trailer: It is recommended that a trailer suitable 
for carrying the roller-conveyer used in the Rations 
Section be designed. This trailer could also have 
built in compartments for carrying strapping machines, 
nail pullers .• and other tools essential in property and 
clothlng crating and uncrating. This would enable the 
Rations Section to set up and operate more expeditiously. 

Gen. Supply Co, 1st Combat 
Service Group 

Trailer: The T/E presently allows radios, generators, 
telephones, wire, and :radar beacons which are cor:sidered 
necessary to normal operations. This equipment when 
broken down to man pack loads ~~d added to the personal 
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equipment of the men, results in a greater load than a 
man can be expected to carry and still operate to 
greatest efficiency. Additional transportation is 
needed. It is recommended that a cargo truck, 1/4-ton, 
4x4 and a traiLer, 1/4-ton be assigned to each liaison 
t:DDm ~:~n/4 1!1'1"'\1'\++4 rt.t'l' +_caM .,.,.,..,. ,...,...o,.,...+4 1'1.1"11!1 
Vw~....,. ...,.,,..,.,. li1J!'""'"""'""'•P!J "'"""""...,. ~...,,. '"'.t'"'"'u."' .... ""''"g• 

Naval Gunfire Beet., lstMarDiv. 

Trailers: It is recommended that the trailers, 2-ton 
4-wheel, stookroom,presently authorized to the Auto
motive Maintenance Co. be reallocated as authorized 
equipment for the Automotive Supply Company and four 
(4) trailers; 1-ton; 2-wheel; stockroom; be authorjzed 
the Automotive Maintenance Co. for assignment tn each 
repair platoon for independent or attached duty. 

let M.T. Bn. 

TRUCKS 

Additional Organic Transportation: Sufficient 
transportation is organic to the infantry regiment. 
Recommend that the infantry regiment be authorized 
an allowance of 25 2 1/2-ton 6x6 cargo vehicles to be 
allocated' as follows: 5/Battalionj 2/AT Company, 
2/4.2 Mortar Company, and 6/H&S Company (supply and MT). 
That the l l/2-ton truck 4x4 oar;o with l-ton trailer 
be authorized in the regiment to bE allocated as follows: 
1/AT Section of the AT Company and l/4.2 Mortar Section. 

CO, ?th Mar-ines 

Additional Transportation for Cold Weather Ooerations: 
Due to the increased logistics required to sustain a · 
cold weather operation, it is becoming increasingly 
evident that more motor transportation is required. 
It is recommended that the additional transportation 
take the form of an additional truck company (or compan~ 
ies) in the Motor Transport Battalion. This will assure 
central control and maintenance. The central control can 
then attach the appropriate vehicles to the units re
quiring the additional transportation, thus effecting an 
economy of utilization. 
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In dry-cold areas where deep snow is encoun·tered the 
whole oicture of vehicular eauioment will have to be 
reviewed With the purpose of-substituting tracked, 
over snow vehicles for the present wheeled vehicles. 

G-4, XRAY-XRAY 

Annitional Transnortation f£! ~WeAther Operations: 
Additional transportation is required for coln VAAthA~ 
operations. When units are on the move this transpor
tation should be attached to the regiments for purpo~~~ 
of hauling the additional organic equipment required. 

G-4, Jt'cj.y -XRAY 

Additional Trucks for Land Warfare: It is recommended 
that when a Marine -Division is employed in land war
fare involving long movements inland that all units be 
equipped w1th trucks equaling that of correspondin~ 
Army units, since operations and logistic order from 
higher headquarters are predicated on the motor trans
port capabilities of Army units, 

Motor Transport Section 

Amount of Transportation Needed: When engaged in an 
extended land c~mpaign the Marine regiment should be 
provided with transportation equal to that of an Army 
regiment, See 5th Marines BAR of Inchon-Seoul Oper
ation for recommended M.T, changes, 

5th Mar,, ls tMarDi v. 

Cargo Trucks; Recommend that the 1 1/2-ton truck, 6x6 1 
cargo, be re-authorized in the current TIE. Carrying 
capacity of the 1/4-ton 1eep, cargo, is not adequate for 
use of such sections as survey sections, wire sections, 
and counter-mortar r-adar- sections • 

let Bn, 11th Marines 

Forklift, Gasoline Truck: The truck, forklift, gasoline, 
pneumatic tires, 6,000 pounn~ is too bulky and high tor 
overland movements; is r definite loading and unloading 
problem, It is recommended that this vehicle be deleted 
from the wartime TiE of this battalion~ 

let M,T. Bn. 
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Fuel Truck: Recommend addition of one truck, 2 1/2-ton, 
6x6; tank; ga.so11.ne, ?5D-ge.llon to T/E #K-46?3(W).' This is a necessity to refuel 85 amphibian trucks in the most 
eXpeditious manner. 

Co, "A 11 , let Amph Trac Bn, let 
Marine Division 

Gasoline Tanker: It is recommended that an additional 750 gallon gasoline tanker be authorized for this Bat
talion to satisfy the fueling requirements of the H&S, Supply and Maintenance Companies. It is further recom
mended that this tanker be placed on the T/E of the Automotive Maintenance Company. 

, ~+ \1 "' 'D_,.. ... ... ... ..... • • • 4.#, •• 

Gasoline Tanker: The present M.C. truck, 2 1/2-ton 6x6 tanker, ?50-gallon, gas required a pump, capable of both 
auction and reciprocal action, and a segregator. The segregator is particularly necessary on the tanker used 
by the DUKW 1 e as engine failure in the surf or in the ocean 1s hazardous and time d.elaying. It 1e ·reco:nmended. 
that all future ?50-gallon tankers be equipped with pump and segregator and that the present tankers be 
modified accordingly. 

Motor Transport Section 

Jeep for Dlvieion Postal Officer: It is recommended that the Division Postal Officer be assigned a jeep 
to er.able him to maintain liaison and provide proper supervision at all regiment, battalton·and company 
mail handling activities in the division. 

Div. Postal Officer, lstMarD1v. 

Jeeps, Trucks ~ Attached Personnel: It is recom
mended that an increase of 6 jeeps, 60 trucks with an increase of two drivers per truck be made. For more detail see BAR of the Inchon-Seoul Operation. 

let Tank Bn., lstMarDiv. 

Need for Smaller Vehicles: There is a definite need for a-3,74~n vehicle in the battalion in several places, 
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particularly the liaison sections. A smaller vehicle 
could be used for towing water trailers and making 
tripe with small loads more efficiently than a 2 1/2 
ton vehicle. (Comment: International truoke gave 
better service than GM0 1 e.) 

3d Bn, 11th Marines 

Office Van: It is recommended that study be given tn 
..... _ .. ,_ ... ., ..... __ -..#!> JtO •• __ .. _,_ .. __ ___ ,_ ..... _ ..... _., .. ____ .... ,_ --

L[lt: pOBti~U.l.J.J.IJY U.l. ~ U.I"UJ..tU:l.l.U~ t1tlCL1 LltLio.l l.ltU . .I.tJU WJ. Ltl.L ti.U 

office van. Rear echelon units could then be brougnt 
forward ae battle conditione allow, or left in the rear 
as required, The van would conceivably contain the re
guired file, supplies, records, and equipment necessary, 
~t is believed that administrative details would receive 
faster and more efficient attention as a result. 

S~l Sect., let Bn., 5th Mar1nee 

Transportation for Chemical Warfare-Radiol~ Defense 
Section: Reoomiiiii'iid the Division Chemical Warfare-Fadio
logical Defense Section be assigned one jeep and trailer, 

Chern. Warfare-Radiological Defense 
lstMarDiv. 

Truck: It ie required that the T/E be modified for H&S 
Company Infantry Battalion to include on~ 3j4-ton_Dodge 
truck with 12 volt electrical system in lieu of the 
Weasel presently assigned. This change would place the 
--..:r•- .. - - ....... "L...4 ,., "' ................ ~, .... -f ,.,.._...,"'r ... ........... ,, ............ , .. nlll"' ........ ;: n1 C'!o"\ 
.l"Q.U..L.V ..L.U Q. V~.L.L.I..\.i_.lliOi \,iQj.IQ.LI ... IIiOi \J' VQI. ...... J.l.. .... e, ll:l~}o',lo' ... .&.""IIOI D.UV. ..,_.-...,_ 

allow room for repairmen to work and make two jeeps 
available for laying wire. 

- - S-4 Sect,, let Bn., 5th Marines 

Truck: It is recommended that the presently authorized 
1/4-ton, 4x4 equipped with the AN/MRC-6 be replaced by a 
3/4-ton truck, 4x4 equipped with the AN/MR0-6, 

2d Bn., 11th Marines 

Trucks: It is recommended that the authorized allowance 
of two 1/2-ton trucks, 6x6 in Headquarters Battery be 
increased to a total of nine. (Fer the aesig~~ent of 
these trucks eee Special Action Report), 

2d Bn, 11th Marines 
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Trucks; It is recommended that the T/E be modified tOr 
Weapons Company to include four 3/4-ton Dodge trucks and 
tw~ 1/4-t~n trucks. 4x4. The 1/4-ton. 4x4 truck is not 
ad;quate ~for carrying the ammun.1t1on and weapons re
quired by a weapons company. The two 1/4-ton trucks, 4x4 
would be retained for the purpose of patrols and general 
utility, 

B~4 Sect., let Bn., 5th Mar!nee 

Trucks: It is recommended that ~he T/E be modified for 
rifle companies to j ncl,tde one 3/4-ton Dodge truck and 
one 1/4-ton, 4x4 truck. The 1/4-ton trailer is not 
adequate lor carrying the load required by a ~1tle 
company and therefore a heavier vehicle is required, 
The one 1/4-ton, 4x4 truck should be retained for use 
on patrols and general utility. 

S-4 Beet., let Bn., 5th Marines 

Trucks for Combat Loading: It is recommended that 10 
trucks,~l/2-ton, 6x6 cargo; be attached to 'the Head
quarters Battalion for combat loading with essential 
items of equipment and supplies on each move of the 
battalion by water. It is recommended that such trucks 
be attached at least seven days prior to deadline tor 
loading. 

Hdqtrs. Bn. 

Truck Tractors: Heavy duty 4 to 5-ton truck tractors 
are required because present 2 1/2-ton tractors lack 
power to negotiate steep grades and low class roads. 
The truck tractor ~rames and fifth wheels failed when 
hauling equipment over rough roads~ 

let Engr. Bn., lstMarDiv. 

Trucks and Trailer~: It is recommended that two (2i 
3/4-ton~ucks, 4x4 and two 1-ton, trailers be added to 
•h- m J-r:o .... .,. ..._....,.,.. ., n~ .......... u.-.., ... 4 + ,...,."" ~ .... ++ o""'' .,..,...,;:~ +'-7,.. 1 /.4-+nY":: 
1,/J." J.{/i:.f UJ,. I.>IJ.C .VVlli.W. .I..LVn.._...,£~V ... ..,'"""'""""',...1 g.o..o.- """""' _,., w-•• 

trucks, 4x4 and two l/4-ton trailers be deleted there
from. 

2d Bn., llth Marines 

Trucks ~ Trailers: It ie recommended that ~hen cold 
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weather ~~d/or extended l~~d operations are ocntem~ 
plated, that seven trucks l l/2-ton, 6x6 cargo; seven 
trucks 2 l/2-ton 6x6 cargo: nine trailers, one-ton, 
two wheel cargo; and two-trailers, 300-gailon,water, 
be assigned to the Infantry Battalion. 

For chart showing asei~nment of organic and augmenting \ 
vehicles see Special Action Report. 

2d Bn. 6th Marines 

Trucks, Trailers for Combat Oterations: Recommend that 
rifle companies be-illocated hree trucks, l/4-ton, and 
three ttailera, l/2=tcn, fer combAt operations. 

3d Bn, 6th Marines 

Wrecker: It is recommended that a heavier wrecker be 
authorized. The present M-6 Int.ernational is too light 
to handle loaded 2 1/2-ton 6x6 trucks. A four to six 
ton wrecker would be more suitable, 

7th Motor Transport Bn, 

Wrecker: Recommend that current T/E include a wrecker, 
truck, 2 1/2-ton, 6x6, in each artillery battalion. The 
lack of such a vehicle caused, in some cases, the 
abandonment of otherwise retrievable vehicles, and in 
many cases slowed down motor movements of this unit, 

let Bn., 11th Marines 

Wrecking~Truck: It was necessary to use a Jeep or 
tractor 110 move dead equipment; thi B pr•ovtHl incon
venient due to lack of power in the Jeep and cumber
eomeness of the tractor. It is recommended that one 
(1) truck, 2 l/2-ton wrecking be provided as organic 
equipment to facilitate the retrieving and moving of 
deaCi equipment. 

Engr. Co., let Combat Serv. Grp. 

WATER TRAILERS 

Heating Unit for Water Trailer~: During period of the 
cold weather, water trailers displayed themselves to be 
or very little value. It is r-ecorr®ended that a heating 
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unit designed within an enclosed container which can be 
attached underneath the ta~k. !n addition, !t !s recom
mended that the trailer be fitted with a hand pump of 
good capacity which can be reversed to pump water either 
into or out of the trailer. 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

Shortcomings of Water Trailers: The trailers, two-wheel, 
300-gallon, water, have proven unsatisfactory for the 
following reasons: (1) Weak hitches and frames that 
break easily when totred over rougn roads. (2) The front 
half of the frame is not strong enough to stand up under 
field use and breaks at the front end of the tanks. 
(3) The fixed type hitch ring breaks away from the frame. 
(4) Entire chassis should be re-designed along sturdier 
lines. Fish plating the frame before the frame breaks, 
however, has been of some assistance, -

let Engr Bn, letMarDiv. 

Water TraiJe~! Recommend that present T/E allowance 
of one water trailer for company strength of'21? enlisted 
and 5 officers, be increased to three water trailers, 

Co. 11 Au, lilt Amph Trac Bn. 
l.etMarDiv. 

Water Trailer: Recoa~end that present type water 
trailer, 300-gallon capacity, be replaced by a water 
trailer of the same type construction used by u. s. 
Army. Experience shows present water trailer will not 
stand up under long motor movements because of faulty 
fr-ame construction. 

let Bn., llth Marines 

Water Trailer: It is recommended that a trailer 
suitable for use in extreme cold weather should be 
designed, 

5th Mar. , 1 stMarDi v. 

Water Trailer: The deficiencies in the 2-wheel, 300 
gallon watter trailer are! (l) silhouette too high: 
(2) center of gravity too hlgh, often overturned) -
{3) opening on top must be modified by welding on a 
special fitting 1n -ordel:" to mount the immersion heater; 
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(4) frame fork and coupling eye too ~eak; and (5) 
faucets snapped off easily. It is recommended that 
the Army ~ater trailer in use at present time be 
adopted. 

Hdqtrs. 7th Marines 

Water Trailer: Due to the fact that the Infantry 
Regiments are not dependent on this Battalio~ for 
~ater trailers, it. is recommended that the T/E al
lowaqce of 1-ton, 2-wheel, 300-gallon water trailers 
to each truck company of this Battalion be reduced 
from 7 to 2. 

1st M.T. Bn. 

liater Trailer: It is recommended that an improved 
water trailer be adopted. Except for extremely cold 
weather, the Army standard 250-gsllon water trailer 
appears to be satisfactory.. It is furth.ar recommended 
that for subzero temperatures, the Army standard 700 
gallon truck, tanker, water be tested for suitability. 
A t.est 3hould be made using a set of m9.nifolds to 
utilize the exhaust from the truck engine to heat the 
~ater to prevent freezing. 

Motor Transport Se6ticn 

Water Trailer: It is considered the Marine Corps 
water trailer.should be redesigned to improve the 
draw-bar, the piping and outlet system and that it 
should be insulated. Since it is considered that 
f-ho. A'1'1'n"''tT'?r:::.f"t-no.a11n, 'Mci-o-n +,..HI.Ij1.o"n -ia CI11~0'I'l;n,.-a 1n 
U~oi.V ,J·o,,a. U'J "-~V ............... .., ............... ._... Y.Ao .__, ... ._.. .... ... .,._!""'.& .... ..,... _, ... 
design, and t.hat the Army is present.ly de-
veloping a better immersion heater-~ater trailer 
combination, it is recommended that the Mal'ine Corps 
adopt the Army 250-gallon ~ater trailer as standard. 

n It 'VT'lo A '\r 'VTlo A "lr u-"'t, .1\..t\A.l.-.IU\.t\.l. 

Water Trai1er: The pr"lsent water trailer is not 
suitable for sustalnea )perations over r9ugh roads 
because' of the weak i"Ntme. Water trailer3 were cr.·n
tinously breaking down due to this. It was necess2ry 
to drain all of the water out of the water t.raile:;· 

to keep them of'...,,-... ,., f\'!'11.c.ol7 "'I nC'P' ............................... ....... c. 
2d B!l., L!. th Narines 
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Water Truck: In order to keep an adequate supply of 
water in the b~ttalion camp area it is necessary to 
constantly utilize at least one cargo truck for the 
purpose of towing water trailers. It is therefore 
recommended that a 2 li2-ton, 750-gallon water truck 
be allocated for use of this battalion. 

let M.T. Bn. 

MEDICAL 

Better Liaison: It was felt that problems of treat-
ment, supply and evacuation of patients could be 
handled much more easily if there were better liaison 
between battalion, regimental, and medical company units. 
This would be a definite function of the medical company-
to visit various agencies, to ~ecome familiar with the 
problems of in-the-field medicine. The need for such 
a medium was experienced time and again. 

3d Bn., 11th Marines 

Casualties: The 6,000 casualties that were evacuated, 
5400 by air, would have proved an almost insurmountable 
impediment had it been necessary to carry thew with 
the column. The wounded personnel coming in with the 
columns showed the results of excellent first aid 
and supportive treatment and it is a tribute to the 
gallantry of the •mit medical sections that not one 
wounded man waf left behind. The entire operation 
from a medical standpoint was 1n conformance with 
the calmj ~ell orderedjwell executed ~ithdrawal by 
the CJrps. No further recommendations than those 
made in previous action reports on the Korean campaign. 

Divi ion Surgeon 

DecontamL1ation ~: Thi~ unit was organized and 
trained for bacteriological decontamination of 
personnel and supplies but were assigned missions 
considered to be for Div. Serv. Units. Scattering 
of equipment and personnel would have made it im: 
practicable to decontaminate them had the occasion 
arisen. Two shower units authorized this organization 
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are for bathing vermin infested troops which is part 
of the work of-this g~oup. In view of this, it is 
recommended that this platoon not be assigned missions 
of furnishing bathing facilities ior the Div. and 
that it be left intact with its equipment and personnel 
in the event the occasion a~~ives, it can carry out a 
decontamination assignment. 

lst Fum. & Bath Plat., let Comb. 
Service Group 

Dental Facilities: More adequate field dental fa
cilities should be provided, Dental care was 
available only on an emergency.basis. 

· · Med, Sect., let Bn., 5th Marines 

Evacuation of Casualties: Among difficulties dealt 
with were the scattered deployment of troops, enemy 
action along extended lines of evacuation, terrain, 
and climate. The mass handling and evacuation of 
hundreds of casualties at Ragaru-ri was accomplished 
efficiently under trying conditions. Likewise, at 
Koto-ri, with means of evacuation limited to an oc
casional helicopter to handle only the most urgent 
cases during the early part of this period, Air 
evacuation became available on 7 December. Those 
casualties remaining when the unit moved south were 
carried in ambulances in the convoy, 

lst Med. Bn. 

Fire-oower: The fire-power of the company should be 
maintained at full strength at all times as a safe
guard against unanticipated emergencies. 

Go. G, let Med. Bn. 

Indoctr·hv:ttion .!a, Gold WeA-ther OperAtions: All 
personnel ahould have thorough indoctrination and be 
appropriately equipped preceding a cold weather 
operation. Failure of proper indoctrination con
sidered to be tbe most important cause of frostbite. 
Emphatic and mor-e completely dis~Aminated indoctri
nation should be given in the car·e of cold weather 
~ear. Socks should be chan~ed at least once a day 
and at end of marching. - -
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Suggested that shoe-pacs could be improved so that 
consensate and perspiration does not collect ~ithin 
them; that ~arming stations should be established 
throughout combat area; and that persor-~el with L~
ternal metal plates should not participate in cold 
~eather operations. 

let Med. Bn. 

Inspection of Fir-earms: More frequent inspection of 
individual firearms and supervised firing instructions 
£or all personnel o£ the medical company, are strongly 
recommended. 

Co. C, lst Med. Bn. 

Litter Bearers: Litter bearers should be assigned as 
such; should be attached to the mediceJ ~ection and 
responsible to the medical officer. 

Med. Sect., lstMarDiv. 

Organization of Medical Battalion: Present organ
ization flell1ble l:ind ve1·y ~~t1~ft:~.cto:t•y. 

H&S Company, when conditions and security permit, 
should be established physically separate from the 
hospital, simplifying administrative and housekeeping 
problems of both organizations. 

1st Med. Bn., lstMarDiv. 

Relief Regimental Surgeon: A relief regimPnhl 
surgeon should be furnished before the regular 
assigned surgeon is detached. 

Med. Sect., lstMarDiv. 

Security: More consideration should be given to the 
security of clearing company hospital facilities. 
The efficiency of the activity and the possibility of 
accomplishinF its mission are hampered by the distrac
tion of nearby enemy action. 

Co. E, 1st Med. Bn. 

Security Measures: Security measures necessary 1n a 
position in such close proximity to the front lines 
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made the ordinary procedures for surgical and medical 
care most difficult and at times impossible. 

Co. C. lst Mad. Bn. 

Streamline Division Hospital: There Jf ~onsiderable 
duplication of command and responsibilities in present 
division hospital setup. While there is much to be said 
for the present organization, it is felt that a study 
of the pr0blem should be instituted to streamline the 
division hJspital 1~ the interest of efficiency ~~d 
mobility. 

Co. "A", 1st Med. Bn. 

Symptomatic Drugs: Recommend that ~tomatic drugs for 
co~uon complaints be included in aid station supplies. 

CO, 7th Marines 

AMBULANCE 

Ambulance: The battalion type ambult...i'-" u. , ... "jeep" 
ambulance ~as found to be unsatisfactory due to the 
fact that it cannot be made ~eather-tight and because 
of the small patient capacity. (Two ambulatory and 
two stretchers.j The panel ambulance, with heater, 
should be a part of the battalion motor transport to 
sufficiently tr-&~spor-t casualties ~~d L~sur-a prompt 
and safe evacuation. 

Hdqtrs., 7th Marines 

Ambulances: Durina this operation it ~as observed 
that the Jeep ambulance offers practically no protection 
for a patient against the extremely cold weather. 
Because of this it is inadequate for the transportation 
of casualties even over short distances. The bo:r type 
ambulance with its heater offers much more protection 
and is, therefore the preferred vehicle for the 
transportation of casualties in cold weather. 

2d Bn., 11th ~~rinss 

Ambulances: Box type of ambule~ces should be used 
instead of jeep ambulances, consistent with terrain. 

Med. Sect., lstMarDlv . 
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Ambulances: Closed 
open-type ambulance 

ambulances are a necessity as the 
are useless in subzero weather. 

Co. E, 1st Med. Bn. 

Ambulances: In cases where a battalion has an evacu
ation route of twenty (20) difficult miles or more, 
more ambulances would be desirable. Jeep ambulances, 
1n the main, proved unsatisfactory for evacuation to 
.... ,.,. _____ ,._ ,...,..,.,,..ft...,.~ o .... l-..n,f'lo..,,..AC 'l.ll"\n1~ 'nol!'lo Wlf"\'M"""' co~..CC!o-
I.I.L.l'C' ,&:ga•· • .L:I.u.v..r..v.oJQ\A, ~;~owuu.""'t;lt,l."Vgc~ "..,..., ........ ..,..., ..,.,..,.~,..., ..,,._..v..,..,-

factory for evacuations to the rear with jeep ambu
lances used for front line to battalion aid station 
work . 

Med. Sect., 1st Bn., 5thMars. 

Ambulances: In subzero weather the ambulance, 1/4 
ton 1 4x4; being nnAr• oTt f!anv.~t~ ~OVA~P.d ~ n'roVAd 

unsatisfactory. -Th~ ;ta~d~~d-A;~y-3/4:t;;-~~bulance 
of both types, "cracker box" or "delivery truck" 
style, was satisfactory when heaters were installed, 
as they provided the wounded protection from the cold. 

Motor Transpor-t Section 

Medical Van: The examination of patients was very 
unsatisfactory because of lack of-shelter, lack of 
illumination at night,. and the necessity of putting 
the patient;s stretcher on the ground. 

Recom..rnend that closed vehicles; .similar LY"J. size to 
ordnance repai~ trailers, and equipped like the sick 
bay of a small ship, with spotlights in-the overhead, 
emergency water tanks, heat, and an examining table, 
be provided for each aid station. 

CO~ 7th Ma.r:1.uas 

Recommendations for Ambulances: It is recommended that 
the window be enlarged in right hand 1/4-ton ambulance 
curtain to increase visibility. 

It ie recommended that rear flap be provided on 1/4 
ton ambulances that will cover exposed ends of 
litters. 
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It is recommended that enclosed ambulances be used 
only in cold weather operations. 

5th Mar., lstMarDiv. 

Repair ~: A quick. field repair of punctured 
vehicle radiators, oil pans and gasoline tanks would 
be o~ inestimable value. 

Co, C., lst Med. Bn. 

Surgical Trailer: The surgical trailer in its present 
form· limits the .amount of work that can be done. An 
operating space with one o~ more major and sever-al 
minor tables expedites work considerably. The use of 
a prefabricated, insulated building might be further 
explored. 

Co. E, 1st Med. Bn. 

Trucks and Ambulances: A collecting aBd clearing 
company assi~~ed to L~land~ mobile operations should 
have adequate transportation racilities to be selr 
sufficient. This would require ten 2 1/2-ton· trucks 
in addition to the usual number of smaller vehicles. 

Jeep ambulances are inadequate for carr1Lng pa~~en~s 
1n cold weather. The advantages definitely lie with 
the box-type, heated e~mbulances e.nd a. t J ea.st six should 
be supplied each collecting and clearing company. 

Co. D, 1st Med. Bn. 

' EQUIPMElJT, ~~ICAL 

Air Mattresses: It is recommended that the present 
bulky, unsanitary cotton pads be replaced by-air 
mattresses. This would save not only a huge space and 
weight but also rna.k€ for mobil.ity 'll movement .. 

Co. A, lst Med. Bn. 

Arm and Leg Spl1ntt;; It is recommended that the 
Splinr-Universal Army #3-719-600 and Splint Universe.l 
Leg #3-729-800 be adopted because they are lighter, 
easier to pack anc also prevent the error of exerting 
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too much traction on the injured member when used by 
~&trained peraoru~el. It is also suggested that the 
universal leg splint be made of plastic material 
similar to the arm splint as the former is susceptible 
to breakage in loadtng movements or if dropped by air. 

Co. A, lst Med. Bn. 

Battle Dressing: The North Korean battle dressing is 
excellent and definitely has a place in our medical 
units, because of its unique design. The dressing is 
comprised of two small dressings, connected by a draw 
string. Wound could be treated with greater facility 
and with more pressure than with two individual 

Hdqtrs., 7th MarDiv. 

Construction of Unit £l; Rigid backs, either wood or 
metal, should be incorporated in the construction of 
the Unit #1 with which th~ line corpsmen are equipped. 
The unit, due to its cloth package, usually hangs in
verted, thus mAking it difficult to use a.tld facilitates 
the loss of equipment. 

Hdqtra., 7th MarDiv. 

Dressing Sets: Included in the equipment necessary in 
q~Df_f_in~ ,r;-;_;--..p-f1!111t=l hnani+_n1 annn1r=l h.o .a ,.,,.,.., ... _,,.,- n.P ..,...,..,..,.--. ... 0 -t"' .,... ""!'---- .... .,...,,..,_.., __ ~ ...,, . .., ___ ""'"-' ._. IJL""--..L..I..LU. ..... a& ....... 

twenty sterile debridement and dressing sets. These 
are of simple nature usually consisting of two hemo
stats, one-pair of scissors-and thumb forceps. It 
would facilitate the speed ir setting up if such in
struments could be packaged in a sterile manner so 
they would be immediately available upon landing. 

Co~ A, 1st Medical Battalion 

Equipping for Cold Weather Operation: The company 
was not prepared to function efficiently in a cold 
weather operation. In future cold weather operations, 
all UA~i ts should be cowpletely equipped with ap
propriate physical and organic equipment prior to the 
actual participation in su~h action. 

- - Co. C •. • 1st Med. Bn. 

Folding Cots: It is felt that the present wooden 
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folding cots could well be eliminated from the table 
of equipment ~~d a suitable Duralum!t frame~ork 
easily dismantled for transportation and able to be used 
either as a single bed or two or three tiered bunk 
could be instituted. Such a framework would utilize 
the present stretcher for holding the bed patient and 
would also allow tr~ispor-tation or the wounded if 
necessary. 

Co. A, let Med. Bn. 

~Oil~ Stoves: The small fuel oil type stoves 
used were inadequate for heating our hospital and our 
ward tents, as well as being uneconomical. Hospital 
tents utilizing la~ger stoves or portable furnaces 
would seem more practical. 

Co. D, 1st Med. Bn. 

Fumip:ation Chambers: Due to the miss1ons assigned this 
U..."lit it ~as found. ths.t th~ d':amber-s, fumigation we:r-e too 
heavy and bulky to handle and they had to be left in 
general cargo for follow-up shipping, The number of 
times they had to be handled and-the n~m~p:e incurred 
rendered them unserviceable. Ther.efo:re, it is recom
mended that the chamber-a, fumigation be mounted 
permanently on a truck sis which would make it 
extremely mobile and the dama~~:e incurred in shiooina 
would be- negligible. - · · --~ 

let Fum. & Bath Plat., let 
Combat Service Group 

lnadeouac:v- of Stoves: Stoves are inadeauate to heat 
the buildings which the medical company"utilized:and 
because of the open flame could not li·e used in the 
operating room during surgery. 

co. c, lst Med, Bn. 

~ of Hospital Equipment: Consultations at the 
division h~spital have not always been satisfactory, 
•. me at times, tc laclt o:r equipment, The battalion 
aid station shoul<' be informed of the facilities 
available for consultation at the hospitalo Several 
cases were r·etu:rned to ths battalion aid station with 
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a recommendation for a light duty job within the bat
talion. 

Lighter~ent of ~uipment ~ R&cordA: The eq~ipment 
and records should be lightened as their bulk and 
weight are excessive. 

Div. Inspector, lstMarDiv. 

Plasma Containers; 
insulated or heated 
about six (6) units 

It is recommended that cmalli well 
containers be provided to hold 
of olas!ll,Q 

5tt .M;;,r •. • lstMarDiv. 

Por~aoie Hot Water Warmer: ~uring the fir~t encounter 
with severe-cold most water soluble medications froze. 
Morphine was carried !n31de or personal clothing where 
body heat kept it warm. A warming tent or shelter was 
required for the proper administration of plasma. In 
this regard a portable hot water warmer is considered 
vital. 

Scissors: The scissors provided the corps~en in 
Unit #1 are not adequate-and are net of sufficient 
construction to cut through heavy cold weather clothing. 
Large type bandage scissors were found superior in this 
work. '" 

Scissors: It 
more sturdily 

Hdqtrs., 7th MarDiv. 

is recommended that bandage scissors 
constructed. 

~th Mar., lstMarDiv. 

be 

Thermos Container: The frigid weather almost precluded 
the use of Plasma. and aqueous medications. No satis
factory container or method was available whereby these 
could be kept fluid. Making available a thermos con
tainer is recommended, specifically Container Food, 
Insulated, M-1944, with which liquid.s can be kept warm 
for eighteen or more h:·.-~~ by t.he simple use of warm 
water. 

Hdq trs. ·' 7th MarDi v, 
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Warming Boe: The administration of plasma·was generally 
futile during this period, due either to the water being 
frozen or the poY".ered plasma disrol'l?~d so poorly that -
the tubing clogged. A warming box might be the answer 
to this problem. 

Med. Sect., lstBn, 5thMars. 

STRETCHERS 

"Stretcher Bearer" Teams: Infantry battalions should 
be augmented ~1th nstr-atcher. bear-er" teams. Tha use 
of front line troops for thie P''.rpoee only decreased 
the fi~htin~ efficiencY of the battalion. 

- - • Hdqtre" 7th MarDiv. 

Stretchers: 
corpsman is 
bearers are 
small light 

'!'ne nylon stretchers with which each 
provided have proved unsatisfactory. Six 
neceeea.ry to carry one ca.eual ty. The 
collapsable stretchers are satisfactory. 

Hdqtrs., 7th MarDiv. -

Stretchers: The present stretcher is too bulky and 
clumsy. Recommend tr~t a stretcher be designed of 
light mat~rial, yet strong enough to sustain the wAight 
of a man. CarrYin2 coles should be telescocic. With 

,; both stretcher cloth- and poles folded together it .. 
should be no larger than a package 12" x 12". Nylon 
and aluminum should be considered. 

3d Bn, 5th Marines 

SYRETTES 

Penicillin Syrettes: Penicillin syrettes should be 
provided. During combat, t_h1s 1B a valuable drug and 
a disposable syrette package would facilitate the 
administration ~d insure aga~st contamination from 
needles or syringes. 

Hdqtrs., 7th MarDiv. 
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Penicillin Syrettee~ It is recommended that penicillin 
syrettes containing about 300 1 000 units of penicillin 
in absorption delaying vehicle be made available. 

5th Mars., lstMarDiv. 

~ 

EQUIPMENT I MESS 

CooKing utensl~s: It is recommended that in general 
a policy or supply be instituted wherein articles 
~uoh as ledlee, etcck potei or other utenalls 1 oe 
furnished as individual parts or accessories, rather 
than having to obtain a complete range in order to get 
theee articles. 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

Field Range: A more compact field range would be a 
great aid to the battalion in operating the galley 
in limited t ntage a~d with limited transportation 
available for moverr.ents • 

. f!d Bn. 1 5th ~rines 

Fleur Sifter: Recommerid that one i!ter; flour 1 

retinned, 11-inch diameter, be added to the Range, 
Field, M-1937 1 Pack A, :Army. 

,Food Div. Section, lstMarDiv • 
.... _ .... __ ~----~----.a..~ m'---·~ ··----- __ ., .......... ., _\.. __ ..,..,. __ ., ,....#fl 
\ni-.LJ.e'Y .1!.1\..tU..LIJWtt.U.lli -~LliCI'.L.'tt WICI'.LTc:J ~.L.".L"'.L"'Cio..L DUU,&:I.rCiot)IIO'Q u.a. 

items of general supply; particularly the articlee 
listed: immersion heater. 2a1vanized cans. reoair 
kits for ranges and cleaning gear. - -

S-4 Sect., 1st Bn., 5thMarines 

Imersion Heaters: The immersion heater does not 
provide sufficient heat to maintain water used !or 
washing and sterilizing mess gear, etc. at desir-
able temperatures. It is recommended that an immersion 
heater capable of producing more heat in a shorter 
period of time be developed. 

Hdqt1•a o 3 7th Marines 
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Imersion Heaters: The severe weather encountered 
offered the problem of keeping water from freezing in 
daylight hours as well as the hours of darkness. 
Imeraion heaters in wat6r trailers would prevent 
water from freezing solid in trailers, however, it 
'!!a a noted tha. t the f'p'~go t s and the area. immedia. tely 
surrounding them would freeze. The only solution 
to this problem was to allow the spigots to drip at 
all times and thus allow the circulation of warm 
water. 

5-l} Sect .. j lst a"l. .. , 5th ~.arinee 

Mallon R~nge: Recnmm~nd that no Mallon Ranges be 
issued to ll'MF unita. 

Food Div.Sect, lstMarDiv 

Mallo!! llild Range: The Mallen Field Range is too 
complex, too difficult to clean; the center of gravity 
too high, often overturned; and the small pipes and 
fittings connected to burner snapped in two and froze
up. It is recommended ~hat a mobile kitchen capable 
of being mounted in the bed of the truck, 2 l/2T, 6x6. 

Hdqtrs., 7th Marines 

Mess Gear: Recommend that an individual mess tray be 
developed, smaller in size than the flat sectionalized 
!tavy tJ•ay, so that it can be carried inside the pack .. 
The meal pan and cover is bulky and noisy when carried, 
and not as easily washed as a tray would .. be. 

Also recommend that the nested utensils, knife, fork 
and spoon, fitted in a leather case, tie adopted and 
issued to combat troops. M~tal s~oons.~ere often 
necessary tc get food out, nf the c*~ 1~ations., because 
of breakage of plastic. or wooden spoons provided. 

2d Bn, 5th Mar~n.es 

Mobile Kitchen: It a recommend~d. ~h&t ~.he 1st Mal'o 
Di v" b~ pi'O\' ided a. p::rc•toty~ti' model e>f' t.i:-.;e 250 :nan 
mob:!.le ki tch·sn fo:- tE-et when available. 

G-4, XRAY -XRAY 
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Proof Box~ Recommend that a portable proof box of 
sufficient ~-ize to oper--9.te ten evens; Field Baker 1942; 
be added to the T/E for the Bakery Platoon. (Enclosure 
1 to report shows design of box--apparently enclosure 
has been removed, however, as it is not attached to 
photostats.) 

Food Div Seet 1 lstMarD~v, 

Spare Parts Kits: The ranges fer the battalion galley 
were often-inoperative because of lack of spare parts 
to repair them. Spare parts kits should be issued 
prior to the need. 

2d Bn, 5th MarL'1.es 

Stove: A stove for pre-heating "C" rations should be 
designed to fit on a trailer that a company vehicle 
would pull; vehicle and trailer should be organic, 
for ready use when issuing rations to the company 
persor-.&~sl, 

RATIONS 

''c" ·Rations: "-u ~ 
C re. t.tons, 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

Recommend that heat tablets be added to 
two for each meal. 

Also, C-6 rations have no spoons, although the ac
cessory package lists them as part of the contents. 
Recommend closer supervision by military. inspectors, 
and an immediate correction of the present doficiencyo 

3d Bn, 5th Marines 

"c;; Rations: Recommend that "C'" l'!ltions be pre-heated 
by some type of heating unit at the company level 
distribution point to make the task of heating the 
ration easier and quicker. 

Recommend the shape or present "C" ration be changed 
so as to carry it as a bandolP-er. 

The heating tablets which have been issued in scme 
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rations should be made an integral part of the "C" 
rations, or the unit could be supplemented with a 
small can of canned heat. Coleman stoves should be 
provided on the basis of one per rifle squad and 
proportionately in the battalion. 

2d Bn.. 5th Marine:s 

"£" Rat10nf>: Prolonged periods on ''C" ration:s must be 
avoided 1u cold weather.. lrlaa.t 1!1 d:oy ~ J.lB.rd sausage 
or :salami form, soup powders or cube:s, fortified bread, 
fruit bars, cheese and chocolate are suggestions for 
an operational ration for use in cold weather. Heat 
tablets should be included in each ration. 

It is further recommended that "C" rations should be 
packaged in cases conta.1ning 4 rati.ons !netee.d of 6 
as resupply of the fie" ratione placed a tremendous 
burden on carrying parties in mountainous, snow covered 
terrain. - - -

Hdqtrs. 7th Marines 

Cold Weather Rations: Recommend that intensive study 
be placed with regard to food items for zero weather; 
the packaging and preparation thereof, and serving. 
Intensive study should also be placed on eating 
utensils. 

Raco~~and that a study of the Charlie ration be accom= 
plished with a view to increasing the amount of fruit 
in the ration and a corresponding decrease in the 
"heavies" or meat item. In hot and cold weather there 
is a decided troop preference for the fruit items in 
Charlie ration. 

Hot cakes and biscuits are two food~ ;:;hC\t hs.ve a h.igh 
troop preference. It is recommended that, in regard 
to Baker ration, that baking powder be increased from 
four pounds to seven pounds p~I' 1000 ::cations. 

Food Div.Sect, l~.tMarDiv. 

Emergency Rations: Recommend that a more compact, 
high calorie, emergency ration be developed that could 
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be eaten dry and unheated .• or by adding water and 
heating to make a palatable mealo 

Recommend that more fruits, juices, chocolate candy, 
and soups be made available to combat troops; these 
items should be packed in individual s~zed cans. 

2d Bn, 5th Marines 

Heat Ta.rlets: It is recommended that all "c" rations 
issued for use in operation conducted in cold weather 
include heat· tablets or other suitable means of 
heating the ration. Tne variety of menus in the "au 
ration should be broadened. 

latMa.rDiVo 

Operational-type Rations: Oper&.ti:m9.l-type r3.tione 
proved satisfactory as lo:J.g as men we,., ll.ble to heat 
them on t<e•nt stoves. Un.;.a.tisfac:tory en c.ther 
o·~~asions--i!llpossible to eat t;he frozen meat component. 

S-4, lst Marines 

Ratior.> .: A substitute ration f'o'!' use under extremely 
cold weather conditions is desired and required. 

S-4 Sect., lst Bn., 5th Marines 

Self Heating Rations~ It ls :t•econunend.ed that the 
possibility of using self heating rations for feeding 
:1n cases where hsat is not available be investigated. 

G-4 .• XRAY-XRAY • 

ORDNANCE ----
Freezing £f Wt<apona: We:apons .• even those completely 
f'ree of' oiL tended to freeze. Thb 1o1as prevented by 
actually fir.ing tl:.em at frequent intervals. Develop
ment of s. 8!lt.isf'actoz•y all-1olest.her L.\brican:: for 
iiEoapona is essen': i.aJ.. 

The carbine v.as most ·Sffected by the cold end \las 
unanimously considered unrEtliable and U:lsa.tisf'actory. 
Ri:fl$s, rna.::hine gur.::.s B.:ld BAH's iiC•uld flk'lcticn 
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properly after being varmed up but would frequently 
have to be operated manually for the first few round~" 

8=4, 1st Marines 

St\!fur of Spare Parts: The lst Ordnance Battalion has 
been unable to obtain ard maintain on hand an adequate 
supply of ordnance spare parts. It is recommenrt~1 
that a study be ma.de of the ordn.a11ce spare part~ 
supply and resupply with a view to decreasing the 
difficulties inherent in the present system. The 
following suggestions are offered for consideration: 
prepackage as sets the small numerous organizational 
and field maintenance spare parts; the contents of 
each set of spare parts should constitute a specified 
number of deye or supply for a epecified number of 
major items; sets should be packaged for long term 
storage and overseas shiPment; and the composition of 
the sets should,·of course, be in accordance with 
the beet available experience data on the requirements 
tor- spare parts tor the 1tem concerned. For mo~e 
details see Special Action Report. 

Ordnance Section 

ARTii.; IERY 

Aimina ~ Li ahts: Reco!!l.mend that present aiming post 
lights, Ml, be so designed. that they,.can be switched 
on from one central point. This would hot only s~ve 
greatly on BA-30 storage batteries, but would often
times reduce the delay in answering fire requests 
durL~g the hour-s of dar-~~ess. 

let Bn, JJth Marines 

Aiming Stakes; It is recorn:r.ended ';:.hat these aiming 
stakes ~hich are sectional1zed be so constructed that 
dismounting will be possible in extreme coldo The 
joints of prese::J.t sectionalized aiming atakes are 
almost 'J.nive.rsally impossible to seps.:--ate durL"lg c:c.ld 
~eather due to metal shrinkage, It is further recom
mended that al1 aiming stakes be provi1·.:« with a 
portion of' the point so formed t.ha': it may be hammered 
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into place in frozen or hard earth. 
G-4, XRAY-XRAY 

l05mm HO\<I'itzer: The present l05mm howitzer did a fine 
job in this campaign under extremely adverse conditions. 
Certain limitations appeared, however, and it is be
lieved that a better howitzer could be produced, em
bodying some new features: (1) Increase maximum ele
vation to at least 1200 mils. In frozen ground, 
spades cannot be dug in; this cuts down maximum ele
vation in high angle fire and increases minimum range. 
(2) Design a variable recoil system to decrease maxi
mum recoil in high angle fire with charge 7. Recoil 
pita could not be dug in frozen ground. (3) An 1m
proved sight mount is needed; when the piece is laid 
with tube depressed, and then elevat .. " tn a hi"h 
angle, the sight does not follow a true arc, and in
troduce~ o~~ors up to 20 mils in deflections. (4) 
Better night lighting equipment, both on gun and 
aiming posts, is needed. BA-30 batteries have an 
extremely short life 1n extreme cold. (5) Present 
hand brakes do not function well; a more efficient 
brake is needed. (6) Aiming posts should be of more 
durable material with a clamp near the bottom to 
facilitate driving into the ground. (7) Present T/E 
does not provide proper tools f~r battalion ordnance 
personnel. Much better maintenance could be provided 
if an ordnance repair kit were authorized the battalion. 

· 3d Bn, 11th Marines 

l55mm Self-propelled Howitze~· As the l55mm self-pro
pelled howitzer offers sutstantial advantages over the 
towed howitzer, it is recommended that the 155mm 
howitzer battalion of the Marine Artillery Regiment 
be equipped with the 155mm self-propelled howitzer. 

CG, let Marine Division 

Self-propelled Mounts for Medium Artillery: The ad
vantage to be gained with self-propelled mounts for 
medium artillery in H .. ,. Marl,.~ n1" is ion was demon
strated by a compa.rison of the one hour plus required 
to emplace 155mm howitzer M-1 to the ease 1.'1th which 
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1he10fimm battalions went into firing positions i'rom the 
march auring the movement from Yudam-ni. Had the 
enemy been more adroit, and better able to coordinate 
his attack on a moving column, the presence of the 
mobility and i'ire power of the seli'-propelled 155mm 
howitzer would have been very useful. 

4th Bn, 11th Marines 

AMMUNITION 

AmmWli tion for .l:,2 Rocket Launcher: Recommend that a 
point detonating HE fragm•mte.tion rocket and a WP 
rocket be made for the 3.5 rocket launcher. This 
would greatly increase the effectiveness of the rocket 
laWlcher. 

3d Bn, 5th .Marines 

Caliber~~ Cartridge Primer: The salts in the 
caliber .30 M-2 cartridge primer are very corrosive. 
Weapons were dii'i'icult to keep clean in cold weather 
when bare hands would quickly freeze, and there was a 
un1vtrsal shortage or cleaning gear. 

Recommend that a primer with less corrosive action be 
llOught. 

co, 7th Marines 

Fuze, Y.! !21. and~. TSQ, M54: Recommend that 
,..,,..._n.,...,....+- .f>n.,...,. 'tTtn l.J(')7 hb f'uy,+_n.:~t,~ ncon.f'c,.,+_cii af"\ +_ho+_ na1n~ ..., ... '0'"''0••.., ......... "'.., • .. .... 71 ..,..., ...................... t"'..., .... ..., ....... .., ..... ....... ...... _..,:;~ ---··o 
Charge #3, at least an 80% activation would be obtain~d. 
It is further recommended that the Fuze, TSQ M54 be 
further developed, allowing a forty.second time setting. 

let Bn, 11th ~~rines 

Fuze Wrench: The i'uze wrench contained in each case of 
~uzes has not oroved satisfactorv for this unit. 
The-M.5ii4·f;,.ze beiils crimped to the. projectile requires 
more force to break the fuze loose from the shell than 
the wrench can withstand. A fuze wrench of more 
substantial construction should be developed. 

2d Bn~ 1 5th MarL~es 
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Fuze Wrench: The fuze wrench contained in eaQh case of 
VT fuzes has not proved satisfactory fol' this \L'1!.t •. 
The,M5lA4 fuze being crimn~d to the projectile re
quires more force to br~ak the fuze lo0se from the shell 
then the wrench can withstand. A fuze wrench of more 
substantial construction should be deve:'.-;;ped. 

2d Bn. 1 5th t.1ar-1.nes 

Grenades and Rifle Grenade Launr:hers: Recommend that 
the allowance of hand grenades, rifle grenades, and 
rifle grenade launchers in a un!.t of fire be increased 
by 50~. (Note: The U. 8. hand grenade, fragmentation, 
is greatly superior to the potato masher type used by 
ocr. ) 

CO,, 7th l<iarines 

~~z: Cons1.derable difficulty "Was experienced in 
obtaining air bursts 'With M54 fuze. I~ is suggested 
that. competent ordnance teste be conducted in extreme 
cold to deter~ine variations, in ballistic and firing 
data, from stB'"'dard conditions listed in the firing 
tables to -4() 1<'. 

2d Bn., 11th Marines 

Ignition Cartridge Containers: Recommend that the 
ear-liest possible action be taken to replace the Rresent 
ignition cartridge containers on all types or 4.2' 
mortar amrr.,,nition. Since the ignition cartridge 
container can be unscrewed from the shell proper, this 
would not necessitate replacen:ent. of the entire shell. 
It is deer.ted extrer.~ely urgent that this rer,lacernent 
be initiated without delay to insure proper functioning 
rr:.orta.r in subzero t.empere.tu:rss o 

4.2 Mortar Sect., lstMarDiv. 

Ignition .Q~idge Containers: It ·was noted that a 
great .frequency of broken ignition cartridge con
ta.ineJ•s of the 4o2•1 a.mnlWl1t1on clccu:to;r•ed during 
periods of extreme cold. Th~ rounds fir'ed, but tube 
clearance e.ct.ion '(,u~ q Pequired I!>Q ,h time to clea!1 the 
tube of broken pi,;, cas of car·triJ.g,s. .:o."ltaine:r. In 
many instances the troken p1e~ea fo2lcwed thE. rocm.d 
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as it emerged frov~ th" t'.lt€1 and richochete:i at rando!r.. 
It is recommended tr.at action bs taken to ascertain if 
the present. prooes:J cf ~anuf'act!ll'e of the igniti?n 
ce.rt!'iJ.ge conta1nere pr,Jd :.1ces an item too b:r1 t tle or· 
otherwise weakened co v1 th'lt.P.nd c.old weather use. 

G-'f, XRAY-XRAY 

Illum::.nati~ Shel~.~. 8lmnt ~1urta1•: Insufficient illumi
.ua.ti.ug ;;!httl.1.s .. Blw .. w nr.c-rta"rs B.l·e t7.U;:.ho:t•1zed or• wer·e r·e
ceive::t. Recommend that the all.ollance of 8lrnm m )rtar 
illumJnating shells b~ inc.reased from 5 rounds to 20 
rounds per gun. 

70% of 60r.:tt: mol•tar 1lJ.um1nat1ng am:run.ttie•::l failed to 
ilJ.~;mlnate. This '1e.s found t.o be caused by corrosion of 
+-).-.6 alL>.~n..,. Fho+ .p,.~,...,..,. .... +'h..,. .Pln,...""" -l,...t..-t.A- y,......,.., 1t:."7 ....... A 
..,~ .. ...., I."..I.'IO;'Q•V' vu=~~o~ .&.,&.'-'""'""' -..~.~oy .l.ol.;l..\.-11;" .L,I,o!.>UI..LV.I;;;I• "'"'u""';;t .._VI CW.oi.V. 

155 dated August )9.!.15 repre3ente1 ,':111 availeble. 
Recommend that ole lots of this tYPe of amcnm1tion be 
tested prior to iesua by depots. --

Co, 7:':l Marines 

Impact De}ay Fuze M4 and Time Fuze ~: 
impact aMay fUze Mlf and· time fuze M5, 

Reco!ll!llend that 
be furnished 

this company. 
4.2 Mortar Sect., lstMarDiv. 

l05mru Hovitzer Illuminating ~~~ The need for a 
105rnrn ho-witzer illuminating sh;;ll ~as repeatedly shown 
during the period covere1 by this report. Cognizance 
is taken of the 111urcjna tiC•.'l shell :; is ted in FM 901901 
and other s.mmun1t.ior. pub:!..ica.tions; ho'llever, experien'.le 
has proved this sheD. undes1rable; ,~ t f'requently rnal
fUTJ.Ctio.ns ~ 

Rocket A:nmun:itionl lb!:1erou2 fa.ilu:'ee to i'it>e were 
experienced as a :result of tile electrical squibs of 
the ammunitior.. having bec<;m..: sho!'t •lil'Cuited. due to 
moisture. It is recom;nended th.9.t a>:~ evaluation be made 
to dcta:i-mine the fea~ibility of :Lt:nproving the i.n.sulatim 
of the eJ.ectrice.l squibs of the 4.5" rocket ammunition. 

G-4, XRAY-XRAY 
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Shell, Cannister, SF Tl8: Reoommend that s~ell, 
cann:lster, SF Tl8,-ari~~aracterietics, be made available 
to desiring artillery uni~~. It ~as proven, on numerous 
occasions; ths.t OGJ"l:_nieter -::lould have been used to great 
advantage. 

1st Bn, 11th Marines 

Supply of Ammunition: The supply of ammunition ~as 

~;~1~~t;h;if~ }~; ~;;e§i~;n~;~t~~:ot;~;niiiu;i~a;i~~mi-
shell for the 60mm mortar was very unsatisfactory in 
performance, It 1.s estimated that 80% of the shells 
fired failed to illuminate. It is recommended that two 
range ca.rrls L:e placed in every caso ot WP .. 

S·4 Sect. let Bn., 5th Marines 

1'1m.!!, Fuze SheU .tQ.t .2Q.mm MQ.cl.l!:!.' Many occasions have 
arisen when rifle cornt:'a..'lies ~ould ha.ve used 60mm time 
shells on onemy personnel effer.;tive.i.y. Recommtmd a 
time fuze shell be made for the 60mm •ort.ar. 

3d En_, 5th Z.l.s.rines · 

White P.hosp)1oru!J. Shell~: Recommend gx·eatel' use of air 
burst (time 6 ire), e.s grour:d burst is nearly invisible 
against sno~y l:e.ckground. 

lst Bn .. 1 5th l•iarines 

BAR 

Browning Automatic l'I11'J.e, ~.,!:.· .J!:!_, ~.: :J.'ne ~Al'l 
proved to be a satisfactory weepon under conditions en
ccu...~tered on th'!.s operati.on.. Ho·r;evAr" it 1s believed 
that the BAR ls too heavy for tht) e.v&rage Ma::In.e to cal'ry 
in the mountainous, .icto-coate:J, tr•o;,e.chcrous terrain en
countered in this oporatio.::L A ligr:t'"1·· weight model 
or ne11 weapon 'With ~qual :fire pC'we:r to replace it is 
reco~uended~ It 1s suggested that a Ep~r-e parts kit be 
issued with the BAR, 

2d Bn •• 5t!"; M:-l'ines 

BJ•o·wning Autornat1.c R1f1e Nl9lB, The BAR proved to be 
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u..Tl.relia.ble in subzero temperatures in t-hat gas ports 
became clogged with ice and snow and the bolt froze in 
a closed position" It is recommended that in con
struction or the BAR, consideration should be given to 
simplification of the weapon" 

Hdqtr-s o, 7t.h Marines 

CARBINE 

Carbine, ,Yalit1er "~' !-:!:f.' J.T. a recor:~mende1 that re-
search be conducted to determine correctiv~ measures 
that may be taken to make this weapon more adapted to 
use in extrem~ cold weather. It is further recommended 
that this weapon not be discarded or replaced until 
such rese.9.:rch proves c.orrective measures impracticable. 

Hdqtrs" Bn .. , htN3:ri;~v . 

• Carbine, Cal, ljQ M-1 and M-2: It is recommended that 
extensive""t'E;sts b.e.condilct6'd"with the carbine under 
dry cold conditions to determine what can be.done.to 
eliminate the malfunctions of this weapon" It is 
possible that replacing the present operating spring 
with one of sreater stiffness and a modification to 
impart a CO:r:r-espondL'lgl.y greater thrust by the ga.e 
piston might solve the problem. It is further recom
mended that as long as the carbine remains in its 
present form, appropriatq action be initiated to repl~ce 
it with the ,..1-1 Rifle when operating in,dry cold areas. 

n II Vnii"'.T VDI\"'.T 
U'-"'t, Anrt~-.A.n.t1,.l. 

Carbine. Cal. "\0 M-1 and M-2: Thev functioned verY 
poorly Under coiiditiOnsenCci'Untered· in the operation" 
It is believed that the principal cause of this was 
mechanical. The extren:e c.old caused excessive friction 
between moving metal parts. The carbine is an excellent 
weapon ·and should not be done away "With, Hoveve:r~ it is· 
believed if the bolt and receiv.:.r were r'etcoled to allOII 
a greater tolerance, this weapon would fire under all 
conditions" 

2d Bn., 5th Ha:>i~es 
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Deficiencies of the Carbine: The c:t.rbine is not de
pendable under-conditions such as ~ere experienced 
during the ~inter operation in North Korea. (1) Does 
not have shock po~er to halt an enemy at all times at 
distances in excess of 100 yards. (2) Ce.re a..11.d 
cleaning of the ~eapon is excessive for field con
ditions. (3) Operating rod spring is too ~eak. (4) 
Due to the design of the 30-roQlld magazine or the 
spring housed therein, many failures to feed ~ere 
experienced. 

Recommendation: Reolaoe the carbine. in most cas&s. 
~ith the i'l-.1. rifle.· The carbine, i:f'.retained, should 
have further research and development tests. 

3d Bn, 5th Marines 

Elimination £f ~uto~~tic Setting: Excessive automatic 
firing against limited targets created a continuous 
shortage of carbine ammunition. Recommend that the 
full automatic setting on the M-2 carbine be eliminated, 

CO, 7th Marines 

M-2 Carbine: In subzero temperatures the carbine often 
fiiled to operate and it was abandoned by front line 
troops in f'avor of the M-1 rifle. It is recommended 
that in the manufacture of the carbine that the 
~eight of metal in the operating rod, bolt and spring 
be increased. 

Hdqtrev 7th Marines 

M-2 Carbine: Considerable difficulty making M-2 
carbine function properly in extreme cold. The weapon 
was frequently abandoned in favor of the M-1 rifle. 

Reasons for stoppages: (1) Insufficient travel of 
firinP: oin: (2) Con»:ealed lubrieant on the bolt: 
(3) Ice·in-the.chamber; (4) Ice in the magazine: 

It is believed that all these malfunctions could be 
corrected with proper care and cleaning, but oppor
tu_l'lity for such care v.as not aJ.:waya presented;; 
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In view of the ever-present possibility of using 
artillGry in ~"l infantry role, it ie believed that the 
T/O should be studied with a view toward providing more 
M-1 rifles and fewer carbines in the artillery bat
talion, or possibly doing away with the carbine al
together. 

Hdqtrs., 11th Marir1ea 

Reason for and Proposed Solution to Malfunctionin~ 
of Carbine:~alfunctioning of the-carbine was caused 
oy: lack of proper lubricants, inability of personnel 
clothed to take proper care of weapons in arctic 
weather, and insufficient reserve operating power of 
~eapons. There is no immediate or overall solution 
to these problems but it is recommended that the 
Marine Corps take continuing action to diminish and 
eliminate these difficulties by: insuring an ade-
quate supply of best low temperature lubricants 
available, compile and publish instructions on car-e 
of weapons, and conduct experiments in an effort to 
determine ways and means of more efficiently ·cleaning 
and lubricating weapons in extreme cold. The following 
characteristics should be established as firm require
ments for all weapons: (1) possess strong dependable 
operation and sufficient reserve power to overcome all 
reasonable adverse Operating conditions; (2) capable 
of being operated, cleaned ~~d lubricated with reason
able ease under conditions of extreme cold that require 
operators to wear heavy mittens for hand protection, and 
(3) have sufficient strength and sturdiness to with
stand pr-olonged tiring in low temperatu~es ~~d from 
solidly frozen ground. 

CG, lstMarDiv. 

Lighter Compressor f2!_ Fl .ctme Throwe,.,' Fle.me thrmo~P.l"s 
were left in rear echelon due to the ract that it was 
not considered practical to ca~ry them in rough terrain 
encountered and because of the tremendous tr~~sportation 
problem presented by the weight of the compressor. It 
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is recommended 
veloped an.d be 

that a much lighter compressor be de
trailer- !!!O\L'l ted, 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

~~CHINE GUN, SUB-MACHINE GUN 

Browning Machine Gun, Ml917Al and Ml919A4: These 
functioned verY well in extreme cold, however. certain 
guns failed to-function or functioned sluggishly due 
to uneven expansion of the receiver while the gun was 
warming up. The front of the receiver would expand 
faster than the rear .• causing a wedge-shaped receiver 
space~ Weaporis to be used in extreme cold should be 
checked for sufficient clearance bet'Ween bolt and side 
plates frequently during periods when no firing is 
being ,done. -

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

ill.2_ A6 Ma.chine Gun: This gun assigned to this bat
t.alio!l proved highly p:ro:fic.ient and it is highly 
recommended that it replace the 1919 A4 machL'1.e gun 
in the rifle companies. The reasons for this recom
mendation are found ln the Bpech.l Action Report. 

~-4 Sec"., 1st Bn., 5th Marines 

Machine ~: In general less difficulty "Was experi
enced with the machine ~u'l.s as a result of CJld weather 
than with other types of e 1tomatic e.nd sem1-'3.utomatic 
small arms. All the weapons had tendencies to be 
sluggish. A great deal of diffiClllty was experienced 
with the Ml917Al (water-cooled) g~~, in keeping anti
.:r:-reeze solution in the water jacket~ .A great ms.ny 
failures of th.e barrel p,;r;.king occured, resultL'lg in 
loss of the coolant. It is !'a commended th.s.t the supply 
of a more suitable packing for this "Weapon be con
sidered, especially for cold lleather use. It is also 
considered that, if necessary 1 a. mc·d:l.flcat.ton to the 
barrel packing gland be ~t'.a.i! in orde:c• tha.t re
tention of the coolant;, exoeciallY a.nti-.freeze so-
lution, can be assured~ · -
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A number of Ml919A4 (air cooled) g~~s became relatively 
in3ffective due to bu~ned out barrels. Spares vere not 
availabl~ because, due to weight, gun crews were forced 
to abandon the spares because or the precipitous ter
rain. 

All models of machine guns were reported to have weak 
drivin2 rod sorin2s. considered to be due to some ex
tent to frost.and-ice formation. 

-.rne major OliTlcu.Lty reported concerning tne .:.u cal. 
machine gun was the genera] sluggishness, initial 
failure to feed ~~til ~armed upj ~~d difficulty in 
maintaining headspace. 

G-4, XRAY-XRAY 

Thompson Sub-Machine Gun: It is recommended that 
vehicle drivers be armed with a Thompson sub-machine 
gun. The Ml rifle is too awkWard to handle in the cab 
of a vehicle. 

S-4 Sect., let Bn. 5th Marines 

MORTAR 

Difficulties of Firing Mortars in ~Weather Oper
ation: Frozen ground led to several problems. 
Travex-se of the mortar was limited because the entire 
recoil of the mortar had to be absorbed. by the mortar 
itself. It is believed that firing the mortar at a 
maximum deflection caused the base plate cup to sheer 
itself from the base plate on one of the mortars. 
Frozen ground also prevented proper emplacement. It 
was impossible to find sufficient soft ground to 
provide Tiller ror the sand bags. As a result, it 
was necessary to build emplacements of rooks and 
whatever solid ~Aterial was present 1 in order to 
provide a minimum of protection for crew oper-
ating the gun. 

Sighting and 
sights froze 
tate freely. 

aiming was extremely difficult, as 
to the mortar barrel and would not "·v
Flash1ight batteries qulckly froze in 
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both the aiming stake lights and the sight lighting 
devices. Because of shortage of batteries, mortar
men resorted to practice of holding a glowing ciga
rette over their aiming stakes during night firing. 

4.2 l>iortar Sect., lstMarDiv. 

M-4 8lmm Mortar, Base !'l.atee: The M-It Slmm mortars 
and accompanying base plates manufactured in 1944 
were of too light construction, Base pla~es bent 
easily when mortars were fired on frozen ground and 
spherical projections would not seat properly. It 
is recommended -that base plates and mortars be con
structed of more durable metal. It is also desirable 
that the weight of the mortar be reduced. 

Hdqtrs., 7th Marines 

6omm and 81mm Mortar: It is felt that the following 
improvements could be made to increase the ef-
4"-' .... " ................ T r..P 'hr.+h ,h()m!1'1 onrl A1mm mn,...+n,..c: rin'YiinC":P l"ln.1rl 
.&. .L '-i.J. 'Q.I.J.VJ """"" u ..... VU· Y'VUII~' .-..,.._...., .................... ..._. ....... ..,..,. ... .., __ ,. ....,,.""0 ._. __ _ 

weather operations and during the hours of darkness: 
(1) That steel aiming stakes with luminous vertical 
stripes be provided for all mortars; (2) That lumi
nous markings be placed on Colameter and Micrometer 
knobs ot t11e sight; (3) That enlarged fittings f:or 
sighting knobs be provided so that gloves may be 
'Worn by the gunner while making adjus~ments; (4) 
That the fuze on all shells be -"supe;:---quick" with de
lay setting available. 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

Blmm Mortar: 'lhe 8lrnm mortar performed Well at lo-w 
temperature. A universal comment was made that the 
requirement exists for larger micrometer ~~obs on 
the sights to facilitate adjustment while wearing 
cold weather hand gear. It is recommended that this 
rna tte:r• 1•ece1ve con.s1derat1on in B.J."l effort to eliminate 
the necessity for the removal of hand gear to make 
sight corrections. 

It is recommended that consideration be gil"en to the 
design of new equipment and the modification of old 
equipment to increase the size of control y~obs and 
h~~dles to enable operating persor-l'lel to tre....!).ipula.te 
these items without the re:nove.l of cold weather handgear. 

G-4, XRAY-XRAY 
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PISTOL CALIBER .45 

Pistol Caliber ~: All corpsmen should be armed with 
the pistol caliber .45. When he is working, a carbine 
must be laiu down, and possibly lost in intense action. 
The pistol, by size alone, is a better weapon and is 
sufficient for close range ~hen needed by a corpsmen~ 

Hdqtrs., 7thMarDiv. 

RIFLE M-1 

Cleaning ~: Cleaning rods for M-1 rifles are easily 
lost in the combat area, especially in snow and night 
operations. 

Recommend that feasibility of modifying the butt ~e~~ 
of the M-1 to provide space for a collapsible cleaning 
rod,be investigated. 

CO, 7th Marines 

Connector Rod AssemoJ.y: 'J.'he connector rod assembly is 
of too light construction. In subzero temperatures it 
frequently snapped in two when the first round was 
fired. It is recommended that the connector rod 
assembly be constructed of heavier or more durable 
metal. 

Hdqtrs., 7th J>larines 

Rifle, Caliber ~ M-1: In general, few complaints 
were reported concerning this, weapon. Those most 
common concerned sluggish initial action and the bolt 
being frozen closed. It is considered that these con
ditions did not reflect a mechanical deficiency on the 
part of the weapon. It does however, reflect a 
serious condition, common in cold weather operations; 
for which troops must be prepared and indoctrinated to 
insure the highest degree of individual weapon care 
attainable. 

G-4, XRAY-XRAY 

Rifle, Caliber ~ ~: This rifle functioned very 
well under conditions of extreme cQJ.d,.h.t:Jwever, there 
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was a marked increase in the number of stoppages due 
to failure to feed. It is believed that the stoppages 
were caused by lack of proper lubrication. Critical 
shortages of rifle patches, cleaning rods, chamber 
cleaning brushes, and other cleaning materials, also 
played their part in increasing the number of stoppages. 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

Rifle Sling: The combat canvas M-1 rifle sling, now 
being used, is much better than the leather sling, in 
that it is not affected by climatic conditions, and 
........... n ..... ~ ~1-.~ .... ,,,..,....,1"\a.o .OI",lt:t11w DC! ~c-11 
Cll:j.L"V 11;1.;1 l.t"U.I;;OI V"""' ....... '"""' ..... "! ................ " ........ "'..., ... _ .. 

Recommend: 
for use in 
ticipated. 

The combat-canvas M-1 rifle sling be adopted 
the field if subzero temperatures are an-

3d Bn, 5th ~~rines 

"Sniper" and "Snooper" Scooes: It is recommended that 
the battalion should be provided with "Sniper" and 
"Snooper 11 scopes on the basis of five Sniper. and three 
Snooper scopes per company. These would be invaluable 
in the defense against night attack and in mountainous 
ter-r-ain. 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

Sniper Rifles: The allocation of sniper rifles is not 
sufficient for a.rifle company. Recommend that in the 
future an allocation of three sniper- rifles per- platoon 
be made. 

3d Bn., 5th Marines 

ROCKE~ LAUNCHERS 

Covering Case: When fired in subzero ~eather the 3~5 
rocket had an excessive "blo-w-back". It is recommended 
that a covering case which will protect the rocket 
motor from ice and snow be d.eveloped. 

Hdqtrs., 7th Marines 

Recommendations for Rocket Launchers: Recommend: 
(1) Rounds come f-ixed -with f1;..11es. (2) That a artillery 
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reconnaissance sergeant MOS 0846, be included in the 
battery T/0. (3) That the rocket la~~char- be a self
propelled weapon capable of towing an ammunition 
trailer. (4) That a rocket launcher capable of firin~ 
high and low.angle of fire be made available. (5) -
That the consolidated table of equipment, T/E #K4123 
be modified as follows: (a) Drop 5 trailers, 1-ton, 
2-wheel cargo. (b) Add 1 truck 2 1/2-ton LWB, cargo. 

C Btry; lst 4~5 11 Rocket Bn F!o'l.F 

Rocket Launchers: Very little difficulty was experi
enced with the rocket launchers attributable to cold 
but it was reported that during period of low temper
ature the flight of the 'projective ;;as alo'wed up with 
a corresponding decrease in range. It is recommended 
that this be investigated to prove or disprove the 
observation in an effort to provide either a better 
ammunition or an alternate range scale if the re
quirement exists. 

Operators of these launchers commented that at -100 
(F) they suffered multiple face lacerations which had 
a demoralizing effect. It is recommended that an in
vestigation be initiated to determine the feasibility 
of modifying the rocket launchers to the extent that 
a suitable protective screen be devised to become an 
integral part of the launcher body. 

G-4, XRAY-XRAY 

Rocket Launchers: Rocket launchers, 2.36" and 3-5", 
were used and functioned as well in extreme cold as in 
normal temperatures. It is recommended that WP and HE 
for the 3-5" rocket la~~cher be manufactured Snd made 
available. 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 
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AIR DROPS 

Aerial Delivery Containers: It is recommended that 
high-speed aerial delivery containers designed to fit 
the external bomb racks of VA/VF type aircraft be 
supplied the MarL~e Corps Air Delivery Platoons~ Such 
a container has been developed by the Marine Corps 
Equipment Board. It is highly recommended that pro
duction and distribution of these items be effected as 
soon as possible. 

lst~£S.rD1 v. 

Cold Weather Flight Clothing: Recommend Air Delivery 
riatoon be furnished with minimum of 20 sets of cold
weather flight clothing for each 50 air delivery men. 
Recently air delivery crewmen were required to make 
flights in subzero weather in doorless aircraft with 
only a field jacket, while flight crews were·rurnished 
with cold weather flight clothing. These conditions 
should be avoided in future operations. 

1st Air Deliv. Plat., 
1st Combat Serv. Tp. 

Employment and Operations of l!l1:. Deliver:L_ Platoon: 
Recommend that a minimum of three R4Q aircraft operate 
directly with a. Marine Air Delivery Platoon; this would 
greatly increase operational efficiency-of the platoon 
in accomplishing its assigned air delive:r•y missions. 

1st Air Deliv. Plat. 
lst Combat Serv. Tp. 

Packaging of Ammlmition: Recommend that 105mm anummition 
prepared ror air drop llB packaged in w0oden boxes. 

Hdqtrs., 11th Narines 
3d Bn .. 1 lltl1 Me.rines 
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Packing of' Fragil~ Items ~Air Drops: Recommend that 
the packing or fragile items dropped by air be improved. 
Many items such as l05mm ammunition, hand grenades, 
gasoline, comm~~ication equipment, and rations ~ere not 
packed securely and ~ere damaged. 

CO, 7th Marines 

Planning for Air Drops: Recom~end that the Marine 
Corps maintain or plan an air drop that ~ould be suitable 
for: (a} a reinf'orced rifle company; (b) a reinforced 
infantry battalion; {c) a reinforced infantry regiment 
(plan only). 

CO, 7th Marines 

Problem,and Solution of Air Drops: A contributing 
factor to the ~ide dispersion of containers in air 
drops seemed to be that pilots ~ere not in contact ~ith 
or did not f'ollo~ the instructions of the ground con
trollers. This can be corrected by the aid of tactical 
air Control p~rties. It is recommended that ~hen the 
Air Perce planes are being employed to deli'ler parachute 
supplies to Marine units, the pilots be brief'ed on the 
procedures and frequencies used for contacting the 
Tactical Air Control Squadron on the "reporting in and 
out" frequency, and that the air drops be handled from 
there on in the same manner as any other close atr 
support mission. 

G-4, lstMarDiv. 

Procedures for~. Drops: (1) A minimum of one unit 
of fire for an infantry battalion, plus ~ater and rations, 
should be made available to an air delivery platoon at 
the earliest date for packaging for aerial delivery. 
(2) Requests for air drops or supplies should be made 
by the most direct means available, from a desigaated 
ofricer ~ho has rinal authority in determining pr·iority 
of supplies and priority or receiving units. (3) When 
unusual conditions (such as steep hillsides .. narrow 
canyons, heavily ~ooded areas, etc.) exist at the in
tended drop area, so that transport a1rcrart could not 
give the best results for air dslivery, the air delivery, 
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the air delivery platoon should be consulted for alter
nate solutions; they can effect deliveries from any 
type aircraft capable of carrying a load other than 
crew. ( il j It is highly desirable that the panel system 
as outlined in current Division Communication SOP's be 
used by all receiving units ~~d removed 1mmediately 
when the air drops are completed. 

lst Air Delivery Platoon 
1st Combat Service Group 

Reasons for Unsat1sfactori[ ~ Dt'Op~; (1) -Pilots not 
following instructions of ground controller. (2) Planes 
flying too low and too fast. (3) Air delivery con
tainers not securely fastened to parachutes. 

Supplies most susceptible to iamage--5-gallon cans or 

f~~~;;~:·ni\;~ ~s~!~;~~l~~~;)a~~~~ ~~~~~ds~~~~~~s 
salvage as a result oi poor drops. 

S-4, lstMarDiv. 

SOP for Aerial Delivery of Suprlies: Cold weather 
reports have emphasized that the success of any ground 
operation will require joint participation of air and 
p:round forc.es not only f'rom the tactical standpoint but 
also from the supply angle. There is need for an SOP 
in the armed services for aerial delivery of supplies. 
More emphasis should be placed on t~is mothod of 
logistical support in cold Y/eather tloctrine. When it 
is needed, it is needed immediately; therefore a. 
well conceived air grom1d SOP is vital to insure 
smooth a::Jd efficient service, 

G-4, XRAY-XRAY 

System of' Release .for A1;· Drops; It is ;•ecotnulended tha~ 
a positive releaseliiechilnism be developed for the air·· 
craft employed in air drops. ~h9 ·ystem should be 
simple, sure, and controlled by the pilot. The end 
product Should te e. release mechanism that the pilot 
can operate from the coc.kplt that will insure that sll ,,. 
containers are ~·eleased at the exact tirr.s desired, 81' 

c.culd b"S· 
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The mecha.niem should incorporate a standby feature to 
be used in case the normal operation .f the release 
rails. 

G-4, 1st MarDiv. 

CLOSE AIR SUPPORT 

Aircraft Ordnance: (a) Most difficult problem was 
KJ.lJ.J.ng weJ.J. o.ug-in enemy troops; however, even when 
little damage was being done, or when aircraft were 
only o1rol1ng, the enemy stayed down. (b) Napalm wae 
very effective against enemy roxholee, and more should 
have been.ueed; there were, however, entirely too many 
duds. (c) Strafing is very good; 20mm explosive shell 
is more effective than .50 caliber. (d) Bombs are only 
fairly effective against dug-in troops; air bursts ar-e 
better than instantaneous fuzes. Because or shock or 
500-nound bomb. it is believed that one 500-nound is 
more· effective' than two 250-pound bombs. (e) Rockets 
are least effective except against enemy armor, against 
which they are most effective. 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

Close Air Support: SCR-536 radio should be replaced 
by SCR-300 for use by forward air controller for use 
by front line controller to request aircraft from the 
FAC at the battalion CP. SCR-536 is unreliable at 
distance of more than 500 yards in r-ough terrain. 

More training in the use of night fighter aircraft for 
night close support is considered desirable. use or 
radar beacons to mark front lines appears feasible. 

5th Marines 

Close Air Support: A description of close air support 
and control methode are given in the Special Action 
Report. Material is too lengthy to brief here and 
should be read in its entirety. 

Division Air Officer 

Forward Air Controllers: Recommend that the T/0 be 
increasedto provide each infantry regiment l4i th two 
additional forward air controllers, each with per
sonnel and equipment to operate in the TAD net. 

," r'J+\.... 'lt--• --- ... \lVI r w.u. &"U~.l-.L.UCC 
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Ni~t Su!5ort: It ie suggested that a n1gnt support 
co~rolP can be worked out with great benefits, 
This battalion has had eome night air support and it 
was quite effective; however, we were not able to in
dicate close in targets successfully. 

Commander, let Bn., 6th Marines 

Chtimum Aircr-aft on Single Tar-geti Eight a1rcrait is 
t e maximum number-thit should be used on the same 
tar2et at the same time. If more than that numb~~ 
are-assigned a controller' they should b~ l:>rougt£ on 
target preferably in groupe or four or six, 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

fi~:~:~~n~t£:t~mm{~fa!~o~~rfB~P~~~tes!~£1~~Pb~r~~era-
tionallY attached to each Marine division: (2) ·the 
FSCC and the Air Support Section be combined for 
field operations; (3) the division TACP be increased 
to three officers and work directly with the FSCC while 
the division ai~ officer keeps hie status as a special 
eta.:r:r officer separate from the FSCO; (4) a nel·l type 
of liaison aircraft be designed to replace the OY-2 
with emphasis on oommunication facilities; (6) an air 
observer section, tactical and gunnery combined, be 
established in the VMO squadron and that the adminis
tration and flight section or the squadron be augmented 
to provide for the forward air controllers of the di
vision: and (6) direction or air strikes by liaison 
planes-attached to the division be established as 
doctrine. 

Division Air Officer 

Support Airor~rt: The AD 1 ie superior to the F4U as 
a support aircraft--it carries more ordnance and can 
stay on station longer, but it needs more guns for 
strafing. 

let Bn., 6th Marines 
n~ b~ =+~ u--4--"'u .UU• I UU.I..I. I'U"-.L".J.UCt:l 

Tactical Air Control Parties: Recommend that: (a) 
an adequa~and descriptive MOS be established for 
enlisted men assigned to duty with tactical air con
trol parties; (bj the duties of the second forward 
air· controller along \fi th the que etion or rank VI!, 

uEt.IJ\SSIFIED 
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experience be studied and incorporated in USF-63; (c) 
a radio set, the SCR-300 or its equivalent, replace 
the 536 radio in the T/E of the tactical air control 
party;· (d) a second portable VHF set be added. to the 
TACP to enable each for1~ard air controller to act in
dependently if the situation eo demands; (e) allowance 
be made in the division communication setup to incor
porate the TAO net when it ie activated as a separate 
net. The equipment or the TACP 1n the FSCC and 1n the 
field cannot accommodate this net as ie required in 
USF-63, 

Division Air Officer 

Target Identification: Grid coordinates generally un
satisfactory because pilots carried 1:250,000 scale 
maps, 1:50,000 maps were impractical for use in the 
planes. Therefore, grids used to give the FAC 1 s posi
tion. Once the planes were overhead the target loca
tion was described to them and the lead plane made 
dummy runs until assured by FAC that he was on cor
rect target, 

Greatest aiel that can be given the pilot 1s to mark 
the target with some kind of smoke, Even if the buret 
1s off, 1t gives the FAC a bas~ of point from which 
to give further directions, Effectiveneee of strike 
can be increased if target can be identified well 
enough for the planes to fire on the first run, Tar
gets should be marked whenever poeeible. 

2d Bn., 5th Marines 

HELICOPTER 

Tielicopt~r~. and ~-~nim~~B f?r Suppll ~nd_~vacua~iorr: 
.Kecommena ~;na"I; a srnal.l. nel.J.cop~;er per oa-.~;aJ.J.on ana a 
large helicopter (squad size) per regiment be authorized, 

Recommend that pack animals be made available for supply 
and evacuation in mountain warfare. 

00, 7th MRrinee 

Helicopter Evacuation: Helicopter evacuation require
mente again demonstrated that additional helicopters are 
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required for this important function. Recommend 
that increase in helicopters for use by the Marine 
division continue to receive high priority, 

CG, let MarDiv. 

Helico?ters for SupplY and Evacuation: Major rae
tore a recting supply and evacuation were limited 
transportation facilities, rugged terrain, length 
of supply and evacuation lines, and enemy action, 
It is realized that the helicopter development pro
gram within the Marine Corps is well underway, how
ever, acceleration of this program is strongly re
oozmnended. 

Headquarters, 7th Marines 

Need for Additional Motor Transport: Inclusion of 
helicopters In a VMO squadron has greatly increased 
the need tor additional motor transnort. In addi
tion, since VMO squadrons often are' required to work 
independently from larger aircraft baeee, eome type 
of mobile fire equipment is considered necessary 
for proper safety, 

VM0-6 

Recommended Improvements ~or Helicoutere: Recommend 
that: (a) a greater top and cruising speed; (b) night 
flying instruments and lights; (c) self-sealing fuel 
cella; (d) increased range with internally carried 
fuel; (e) metal rotor bladee; (f) armor for pilot, 
passengers, and vital controls as are consistent with 

~;~i!s!~~ ~;;,{~;rar~~?.;(~~laam~~;i~~t;~i~~t~;,;l~~;~r 
no weight and balance limitations such as present 
designs have; (i) an anti-coning rotor head for sh,ip
board operations; (j) servo-control unit to lessen 
pilot fatigue• (k) a design which includes increased 
stability; (1~ both MHF and VHF radios to lnsure 
adequate communications to both ground units and close 
air support aircraft. 

VM0-6 

OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT 

Airfields: Hastily constructed fields near front 
lines proved invaluable in fulfilling the mission of 
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aerial observatton. Enabled VMO aircraft to operate 
on station for the maximum period of daylight hours 
without the necessity of returning to the home base 
for refueling, which in this operation required a 
period of 90 minutes fer one round trip. 

Aerial Observation Sect., lRt MarDiv. 

Air Observation: Recommend that VMO be equipped with 
a-minimum of 16 liaison planes, in order that it may 
have the capability of keeping one tactical and three 
artillery spot planes on station, It is furt.her reo
commended tnat. regardless or which agencv of the di
vision has operational control of the-VMO~ a defi
nite number of aircraft and specific observers be . - . . . . . - - . . - - - ,_ - .. ass1gnea oo one arolllery. A m1n1mum or ~~~ or one 
available aircraft would not appear unreasonable, 
considering that a major reason for existence ·or 
the VMO is to provide planes for artillery OP 1s. 

Headquarters, 11th Marines 

Assignment of VMO Aircraft: Recommend that at least 
a part of tEe \~0 aircraft accompany the attack 
force, with operating space available on one or more 
LST 1s for helicopter use. to insure most im~ediate 
availability of VMO aircraft to the divi~ion when 
needed, 

'\tj.ri0-6 

. · .. 

Communications Between Ground Patrols and VMO Aircraft: 
Recommend that some system of clear ana-readily under
stood communication be established between the· pointe 
of ground patrole and convoys and the observation air
craft. Communications might be by simple radio, lights 
of different colors on the planes, t·:ing maneutrer eig .... 
nals, or a combination of these. This would allow the 
informing of patrols or convoys of discovered eminent 
enemy actions, Very signals are not recommended for use 
from observation type aircraft. · 

Aerial Observation Sect., lst Mar-Div. 

Control of Artillerv Observation Aircraft: Recommend 
that the-artillery observation aircraft be controlled 
by the artillery regiment, and that !l.1r obRervers be 
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assigned to artillery battalions. It is believed 
that the assistant intelligence officer should also 
be an 8ir observer. In this way, better observa
tion can be obtained where it is most needed. 

3d Bn,, 11th Marinee 

Guiding of High Performance Aircraft £l Observation 
Aircraft: This is a very valuable technique. 
Flight characteristics of the observation aircraft 
allowed ror fUll v1a1on and observation at compara
tively low speeds and at low altitudes, permitting 
oinoointin~ of tar~ets for destruction by hi~h 
performance aircraft. Also permits better evalua
tion of strikes. .Recommend that: (1) all observa
tion aircraft be equipped with both VHF and MHF 
radio to allow direct communication between obser
vation and high performance aircraft end ground 
echelons; (2) bomb racks for carrying smoke bombs 
be installed on observation aircraft for greater 
ease in marking targets; (3) closer liaison be 
effected between VMO squadrons and high perfor
mance aircraft units, in order to overcome delays 
and difficulties encountered between these units 
d.uring combat~ 

Aerial Observation Sect., l~t MarD1v. 

Increase of Aircraft Allowance: Recommend that 
the aircraft allowance of the squadron be increased 
to tan OY type aircraft and ten helicopter type 
aircraft. 

Aerial Observation Sect., let MarDiv. 

Observation Aircraft: Recommend that type L-19 
ooeervatlon alrcraf~ be furn1enea ror experimen
tation in air observation work. It is understood 
that thi! aircraft reta1ne the fundamental charac
teristice or the OY, put hae increased fields of 
observation, is powered by a more powerful engine, 
and incorporates a small amount of protective ar-
mor. 

Aerial Obser-vation Seot., 1st Mar-Div. 

Observation s~uadron: Recommend that, because of 
the varied types or missions executed by W!O, pre-
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sent doctrine on command relationships should be 
changed eo that the observation equan~on is attached 
only to division headquarters--not to the artillery 
regiment, 

Aerial Observation Beet,, let MarDiv, 

CY Aircraft: ·Recommend tl"lS.t the T/A be increased to 
n type OY aircraft for VMO equadrone in eupport or 
a reinforced division, 

VM0-6 

Plane ana Alr uoservers for Ar~lllery: Recommend the 
addition-or-two light observation planes organic to 
the battalion, with two pilot observers, unless 
aerial observation can be otherwise assured the medium 
battalion at all times during the daylight hours, 

4th Bn., 11th Mar1nee 

Recommended Improvements tor OY Aircraft i (a')'· both 
MHF and VHF radio equipmenr-to-give the pilot and 
observer ability to communicate with both ground 
units and CAB aircraft; (b) armor for pilot and ob
server, and vital controls ae is consistent with • 
necessary performance; (ci increased top speed and 
diving speed; and (d) increased altitude pert'or-
manes. 

VM0-6 

Shortcomings of TBM Aircraft! Limited obeervation 
capabilities =-on1y 40% of the observation capabil
ities ot OY. 

Lack of maneuverability - ae compared to the OY 
type aircrBrt when operating over very rugged ter
rain at minimum altitudes, 

Lack of flexibility - characteristics or the TBM 
aircraft restrict the air bases !rem which it may 
operate, and restrict the maneuverability of the 
VMO squadron as a whole; thus, jeopardizing the 
primary mission or aerial observation, · 

Aerial Observation Sect., 1st MarDiv. 

Tactical Air Observers: Recommend tl~t the present 
war T/0 be increased from three to e1x tactical air 
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observers. I! euch,~n increase is approved, greater 
coverage of taot1_~.a observation and tactical air 
missions can b~~ocompliehed, •~ w~LL also lessen 
the effect of combat flying fatigue which ie a pre
valent deterrent to efficient coverage of assigned 
mie e1one. 

Aerial Observation Sect,, let MarDiv. 

TBM Aircraft: TBM aircraft not suitable for aerial 
spotting missions. Pilots report that rate of tur-n 
111 much too slow and observers report both lack or 
proper vision and very cramPed Beating. 

VM0-6 

Mllftlri!!ZD 
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